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8:30-9:00 AM  Welcome and framing remarks  


   Dr. Steven E. Koonin, Under Secretary for Science  


9:00-9:30 AM  Panel discussion of cross-cutting questions  


   Dr. Bill Provine, Dupont  


   Dr. Don Paul, USC  


   Ian Purtle, Cargill  


   Dr. Lee Lynd, Dartmouth 


9:30-10:00 AM   Discussion with the panel 


10:00-10:15 AM  Break 


10:15-11:15 AM Breakout sessions on the cross-cutting questions 


11:15-11:45 AM  Report-backs from the breakouts 


11:45-1:15 PM  Lunch on your own 


1:15-2:00 PM  Technology roadmaps presentations  


   Zia Haq, Office of Biomass Program 


2:00-3:00 PM  Technology-specific breakout sessions 


3:00-3:15 PM  Break 


3:15-3:45 PM  Report-backs from the breakout sessions 


3:45-4:45 PM  Full group discussion on cross-cutting questions 


4:45-5:00 PM  Closing Remarks 


   Dr. Steven E. Koonin, Under Secretary for Science 
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Diesel Fuel and Power from Coal and Biomass
Key Results


• CTL can produce transportation fuels which are compatible with our 


current fueling infrastructure


• Competitive when crude oil is above $95 per barrel (providing a 20% 


IRROE)


• CTL facilities have the potential to produce fuels with significantly less 


life cycle GHG emissions (up to 37% less) than petroleum-derived diesel 


fuel when equipped with CCS


• Co-utilization of modest amounts of biomass (~15wt%) further reduces 


the emissions profile without harming economies of scale


• CTL/CBTL with CCS can be considered a near-term pathway to reducing 


GHG emissions in the transportation sector and leveraging disparate 


biomass resources in an economic fashion
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Coal and Biomass to Diesel Fuel
Plant Configurations


Configuration Notes


50,000 bpd maximum plant size


Max Biomass Feed: 4,000 dry tons per day
• Marginal land only: Food Crops Not Displaced


• 30-50 mile collection radius


• No credit for soil/root carbon storage


Fuels Production Maximized
• Zero Excess Power Produced


• Recycle Configuration


Polygeneration of Electricity


Carbon Capture Configurations


• No CCS: Captured CO2 is Vented 


• CCS:  > 91% CO2 Capture


• CCS+ATR:  > 96% CO2 Capture


Terminology


• Coal to Liquids (CTL)


• Coal and Biomass to Liquids (CBTL)


• Biomass to Liquids (BTL)


CCS = Carbon Capture and Storage


ATR = Auto-Thermal Reformer 
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Benefits of Co-Utilization of Coal and Biomass


• Take advantage of carbon uptake benefits of biomass


• Coal can offset variability of biomass supply – coal as a 


“flywheel”


• Co-feeding allows biomass to take advantage of economies


of scale


• Coal is cheap and available with a large reserve base


• Liquid fuels via F-T process are zero-sulfur and have 


environmental benefits
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Reproduced from: Liquid Transportation Fuels from Coal and Biomass, National Academy of Sciences and Engineering, 2009.


Biomass Availability at Potential Plant Sites
(2009 National Academy Study)


 Dedicated energy crops*


 Crop residues


 Woody residues


 MSW


*assumed to be grown on CRP land


Will RES-induced 


demand splinter 


local supplies?


Only top quartile could supply


at least 4,000 dry tpd
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Limited Biomass Availability


Constrains Scale of CBTL/BTL Plants
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Diesel Fuel and Power from Coal
Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis Process Overview


Gasification
Syngas


Cleanup
FT 


Synthesis
CO2


Removal
Coal


CO2, H2S


Oxygen


Syngas


Water 


Gas Shift


Power 


Generation


Tail Gas


Electricity for Plant 


use and Export to 
the Grid


Processing 


& Refining


Products


Ultra-Low Sulfur Diesel
FT Naphtha


Liquified Petroleum Gas (LPG)*


CO2
Liquid & Waxy 


Hydrocarbons


Recycle Loop Provides Greater 


Conversion of Carbon to 
Transportation Fuels


Up to 80% conversion of 


H2/CO to hydrocarbons can 
be achieved in a single 


reactor pass.


* LPG is an optional product. Currently LPG produced at facility is combusted for electricity. 
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Raw Material 
Acquisition


7%


Raw Material 
Transport


1%


Liquid Fuels 
Production 
(Refinery)


10%


Product 
Transportation 


and Distribution
1%


Vehicle 
Operation (Use)


81%


The 2005 baseline for petroleum diesel life-cycle GHG emissions is 


97.3 kg CO2 eq/mmBtu-LHV (WTW).


Source: Renewable Fuel Standard Program (RFS2) Regulatory Impact Analysis.  U.S. Environmental Protection 


Agency. EPA-420-R-10-006. Office of Transportation and Air Quality. Washington, DC. February 2010.


Diesel Fuel and Power from Coal
Life Cycle GHG Emissions Baseline for Petroleum-Derived Diesel Fuel


Average for U.S. Refineries in 2005
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CTL w/ CCS
CTL w/ 


Aggressive CCS
8wt% CBTL 


w/CCS
15wt% CBTL 


w/CCS
30wt% CBTL 


w/CCS
BTL w/ CCS


GHG Reduction -5% -12% -20% -33% -63% -322%


Carbon Capture 91% 96% 91% 91% 91% 88%


HHV Efficiency 53% 49% 54% 54% 54% 44%


CTL w/ CCS
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Cost/Benefit of Adding Biomass
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cost relative to CTL+CCS % reduction from petroleum baseline


Source: NETL, Coal and Biomass to Liquids (forthcoming); results are preliminary; petroleum baseline is 


from NETL Petroleum Refining baseline study (available at www.netl.doe.gov)
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Life-Cycle GHG Emissions for CBTL Diesel Fuel,


Relative to Petroleum-Derived Diesel (2005 U.S. Average)


wt%


Biomass


Life-Cycle GHG Emissions 


Relative to


Petroleum-Derived Diesel 


0 -5%


8 -20%


15 -33%


30 -63%


100 -322%


1 interpolated


crude oil is $85 to $110/bbl


crude oil is above $110


crude oil is above $190/bbl


Economically


feasible


when…


Economic feasibility based on 20% IRROE


and a carbon tax between $0/mtCO2E and $45/mtCO2E. 


With a more aggressive (and costly) carbon capture system,


reductions of 12 to 358% can be achieved.
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Polygeneration of Fuel and Power
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Diesel Fuel and Power from Coal
Product Slate of “Once-Through” Facility


413  MW
(13%)


2,242 MW 
(70%)


962 MW
(30%)


3,204 MW
(87%)


Export Power (MW)


F-T Diesel (MW - HHV)


F-T Naphtha (MW - HHV)


Overall Product Slate
Fuels Product Slate
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Methods of allocating emissions to co-products: 


• “Displacement Method”  (used by the EPA)


– Product is assumed to displace similar products in the market


– All plant and upstream emissions are assigned to the FT diesel


– GHG credit is given for displaced products


• U.S. electrical grid average emissions used for electricity


• Profile similar to a kero-based jet fuel (produced in 2005) is used for naphtha


– Normally used for products that are less than 10% of product slate


• “Allocation by Energy”


– Sum of all plant and upstream emissions are divided between the 


different products based on the relative energy content of the products


Sensitivity Analyses:


• Power credit used in the displacement method 
– NGCC w/o CCS


– IGCC w/ CCS (NGCC w/ CCS is very similar)


• Coal methane content and mitigation


Diesel Fuel and Power from Coal
Life Cycle Greenhouse Gas Modeling Assumptions
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Diesel Fuel and Power from Coal
Life Cycle GHG Sensitivity to Electricity Credit
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Once Through CTL+CCS


NGCC w/o CCS Displaced
(448 kg CO2E/MWh displaced)


U.S. Grid Average Displaced
(867 kg CO2E/MWh)


IGCC w/ CCS Displaced
(141 kg CO2E/MWh 


displaced)


Co-Product Allocation by 


Displacement Method
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Diesel Fuel and Power from Coal
Economic Viability as a Function of Power Sale Price


• Polygeneration facilities are likely to be economically viable at WTI crude 


prices ranging upwards from:


– $99/bbl (U.S. Grid Avg), 


– $103/bbl (NGCC w/o CCS), and 


– $106/bbl (IGCC w/ CCS) at a GHGEV of $30/mt CO2E.


• Economic viability could be as low as WTI crude prices of $83/bbl if power 


from the plant is competing with greenfield coal plants equipped with CCS, 


assuming a similar displacement credit is used (intersection of greenfield coal 


dotted line and IGCC with CCS displacement value line).


• In the worst case scenario where power must deploy for no appreciable SPOE, 


the facilities would still be viable if WTI crude prices exceed $105/bbl to 


$116/bbl, depending on the displacement credit utilized and GHGEV.
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Diesel Fuel and Power from Coal
Product Slate and Performance


CTL+CCS, 50,000 BPD


Recycle Scheme
Recycle 


(“Fuels Only”)


Once-Through 


(“Polygeneration”)


Thermal Efficiency (HHV) 53% 51%


Efficiency of Incremental Power Gen. n/a 40%


CO2 Capture Rate 91% 81%


CO2 Sequestration Rate (tpd) 26,600 31,600


Feedstocks


Bituminous Coal (AR tpd) [MWt] 21,200 [6,040] 25,400 [7,240]


Product Slate


FT Diesel (bpd) [MWt] 34,300 [2,240] 34,300 [2,240]


FT Naphtha (bpd) [MWt] 15,700 [960] 15,700 [960]


Total FT Liquids (bpd) [MWt] 50,000 [3,200] 50,000 [3,200]


Petroleum-derived Equiv (bpd)1
46,500 46,500


Electricity (MW) 2 - 482
1 Petroleum-derived equivalent production rate was obtained by determining the heating value of the  FT product and 


determining the volume of petroleum-derived products equivalent in energy.
2 Electricity for sale.  Additional electricity is produced at the facility but it is consumed by process equipment. 
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Diesel Fuel and Power from Coal
Economic Performance


50,000 BPD CTL with CCS


Recycle Scheme Recycle Once-Through


Total Overnight Capital Cost ( $103 ) $6,203,000 $7,114,000


Specific Overnight Capital Cost ( $103 / 


DB )
$124,000 $142,000


Total As-Spent Capital Cost ( $103 ) $7,439,000 $8,530,000


Specific As-Spent Capital Cost ( $/ DB ) $149,000 $171,000


RSP ( $ / gallon petroleum diesel equiv. )1 $3.32 $3.32


Crude Oil Equivalent Price ( $ / bbl ) $98.61 $98.75


Economic Feasibility Relative to Crude Oil Price


Change in Required COEP for Every $10 


Increase in GHG Emission Value ( $ / bbl ) 2 -$0.96 -$2.06


1 Both the RSP and COEP are calculated assuming a GHGEV of $30/metric tonne CO2E and electricity sale price of $55.5/MWh.
2 U.S Grid Average displacement credit is used for the Once-Through case.  This value will vary dramatically for different electricity displacement credits.
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Diesel Fuel and Power from Coal
Conclusions


• CCS-equipped CTL facilities have the potential to produce fuels with less 


life cycle GHG emissions (up to 37% less) than petroleum-derived fuels, 


however, considerations will have to be given to:


– Feedstock upstream emissions


– Product slate


– GHG accounting methodology


• Co-utilization of modest amounts of biomass (~15wt%) further reduces 


the emissions profile without harming economies of scale


– Helps ensure GHG targets are met


– Offers a middle pathway to leverage benefits of biomass resources and 


inexpensive, abundant coal reserves


• If Section 526 compliance is not an issue, choice of plant configuration 


and product slate will rely more on target markets than clear 


performance winner.
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Questions?
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Additional Slides
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• Fischer-Tropsch Synthesis


– Low-Temperature (450°F) operation for diesel selectivity


– Iron catalyst, Slurry phase reactor


– 80% single-pass conversion


– Recycle ratios of up to 80%


– 1:1 to 1.1:1 H2:CO ratio required


• Simple Steam Cycle for Power Generation


– Direct-fired boiler combined with waste heat recovery for steam generation


– Only enough power produced for plant needs


– Future studies to integrate a combustion turbine for power generation


• CO2 and Acid Gas Cleanup


– 2-stage Selexol pre-FT


– MDEA post-FT (light ends pass through)


• Saline Formation Storage of CO2


Coal and Biomass to Diesel Fuel
Process Details
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Zia Haq – U.S. Department of Energy  


Biomass Program
Biofuels Activities at DOE
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Liquid Hydrocarbons Pack a Lot 
of Energy


Density = 1 gm/cm3
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U.S. Liquid Fuels Consumption
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U.S. Biofuels Status


• U.S. biofuels production in 2010


– 13 billion gallons of starch-based ethanol (approximately 10% by 


volume of gasoline demand)


– 310 million gallons of soybean based biodiesel  (compared to 58 


billion gallons of diesel demand)


• Corn was the feedstock for about 95% of U.S. ethanol 


production (other feedstocks like sugarcane and 


soybean are negligable by comparison)


• U.S. is accelerating advanced biofuels through:


– DOE grants to 29 integrated biorefineries


– DOE loan guarantee program – Diamond Green Diesel


– DOE annual R&D budget of $340 million requested in 2012


– USDA loan guarantee program 3 awards – Coskata, Ineos, 


Enerkem


– Programs at DOE-ARPA-E and Office of Science
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Exploring Multiple Routes to 
Fuels


Process ProductsFeedstocks


Biodiesel


Natural gas


Trans-esterification with methanol or other reagent


Corn or sugarcane


Liquefaction Platform


Compression and  upgrading


Compressed 
natural gas


Natural oils, 
soybean, palm, 


rapeseed


Enzymatic hydrolysis and fermentation


Gasoline, diesel, 
jet, heat/power


Cellulosic Sugar Platform


Enzymatic hydrolysis to sugars and 
fermentation


Ethanol, butanol, 
lignin, heat/power


Pyrolysis Oils Platform


Fast pyrolysis to bio-oil and 
catalytic upgrading


Syngas Platform


Gasification to synthesis gas and 
filtration/cleanup


Lipid Oil Platform


Algal and other bio-oils to trans-
esterification or catalytic upgrading


Agricultural 
residues, foresty
residues, energy 


crops, MSW, algae


Coal and biomass


Natural gas and 
biomass


Gasification Platform


Gasification followed by Fischer-
Tropsch conversion


Ethanol, butanol, 
olefins, aromatics, 
gasoline, diesel, 
jet, heat/power


Ethanol, animal 
feed, heat/power
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Cellulosic Sugar Cost Targets


2005 State of 


Technology


2007 State of 


Technology


2009 


Projection


2012


Projection


Processing Total $1.79 $1.72 $1.62 $0.92


Prehydrolysis/ treatment $0.50 $0.51 $0.47 $0.26


Enzymes $0.35 $0.35 $0.35 $0.12


Saccharification & Fermentation $0.35 $0.34 $0.31 $0.12


Distillation & Solids Recovery $0.21 $0.19 $0.18 $0.16


Balance of Plant $0.37 $0.32 $0.31 $0.26


•For biochemical conversion of lignocellulosic feedstocks to 
ethanol


•Excludes feedstock costs, which can add about $1/gallon


•Modeled costs for nth plant mature technology, at scale of 
2,000 tons/day


•Source: Biomass Program Multi-Year Program Plan
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Syngas Cost Targets


2005 SOT 2007 SOT


2010 


Projection


2012 


Target


Processing Total 1.89$          1.89$           1.10$       0.93$     


Balance of Plant 0.11$          0.11$           0.10$       0.12$     


Product Recovery and Purification 0.06$          0.06$           0.05$       0.05$     


Fuels Synthesis 0.15$          0.15$           0.03$       (0.01)$    


SynGas Cleanup & Conditioning 1.13$          1.13$           0.63$       0.46$     


Gasification 0.21$          0.21$           0.13$       0.15$     


Feed Handling and Drying 0.27$          0.27$           0.17$       0.16$     


$-


$0.50 
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Feed Handling and Drying


Gasification


SynGas Cleanup & Conditioning


Fuels Synthesis


Product Recovery and Purification


Balance of Plant


$1.89/gal


•For thermochemical conversion (gasification) of 
lignocellulosic feedstocks to ethanol


•Excludes feedstock costs, which can add about $1/gallon


•Modeled costs for nth plant mature technology, at scale of 
2,000 tons/day


•Source: Biomass Program Multi-Year Program Plan
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Pyrolysis Cost Targets


2009 SOT 2010 Projection 2012 Projection 2017 Projection


Conversion Contribution ($/gal gasoline) $6.30 $4.92 $3.51 $1.56 


Conversion Contribution ($/gal diesel) $6.37 $4.99 $3.57 $1.56 


Conversion Contribution ($/gge total fuel) $6.02 $4.71 $3.38 $1.48 


Feed Drying, Sizing, Fast Pyrolysis ($/gal total fuel) $0.54 $0.53 $0.52 $0.34 


Upgrading to Stable Oil ($/gal total fuel) $4.69 $3.34 $2.01 $0.46 
Fuel Finishing to Gasoline and Diesel ($/gal total 


fuel) $0.30 $0.29 $0.29 $0.12 


Balance of Plant ($/gal total fuel) $0.82 $0.81 $0.74 $0.64 


$6.02/gge


$4.71/gge


$3.51/gge


$1.56/gge


•For thermochemical conversion (pyrolysis) of lignocellulosic
feedstocks to diesel


•Excludes feedstock costs, which can add about $1/gallon


•Modeled costs for nth plant mature technology, at scale of 
2,000 tons/day


•Source: Biomass Program Multi-Year Program Plan
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Biomass Program’s Integrated 
Biorefinery Project Portfolio


For more information visit: 


http://www.eere.energy.gov/biomass/integrated_biorefineries.html
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Integrated Biorefinery Status


• Investments broadened to include more hydrocarbon fuels, diverse biomass 
feedstocks, and geographical diversity:


Over $1B in DOE investments in 29 IBR projects 
» 11 hydrocarbon fuels - $326M 


» 16 cellulosic ethanol - $703M


» 1 butanol - $30M


» 1 succinic acid - $50M


• These projects represent up to 170 million gallons in planned capacity of 
biofuels and products by 2014, with an industry cost share of about $2.5Bm, 
including loan guarantees
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• Diamond Green Diesel, LLC joint venture between Valero 
Energy Corp., and Darling International Inc. facility in Norco, 
Louisiana, - $241 million


• Feedstocks:  animal fats, used cooking oil, and other waste 
grease streams.  Product:  137 million gallons/year of 
renewable diesel.


• 700 jobs during construction and 60 jobs during operation


• First application of UOP hydrotreating/isomerization process 
known as EcofiningTM and a pre-treatment process from 
Desmet Ballestra Group.


• Reduce greenhouse gases by more than 80% compared to 
fossil based diesel


DOE Conditional Commitment for a Loan 


Guarantee for Advanced Biofuels Plant
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Algae Portfolio


15%


9%


10%


65%


Lignocellulosic 
R&D


Algae R&D


Algae 
Deployment


Lignocellulosic 
Deployment


Sustainability


*2010 appropriations and ARRA funds


• Feedstock production and crop 
protection


• Energy efficient harvesting and 
drying


• Extraction, conversion, and product 
purification


• Siting and sustainability of 
resources


• Co-products


• Techno-economic modeling


$178M


Pilot-scale raceway ponds, 


courtesy of Cellana LLC


Pilot-scale photobioreactor


systems,  courtesy of ASU 


Algae Investment is Significant
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Microalgae Potential


“A National Resource Availability Assessment for Microalgae Biofuel Production”


Courtesy of Pacific Northwest National Laboratory; Wigmosta, MS et al., 


manuscript in preparation. Funded by EERE-OBP in FY 2010


Critical Resources and Constraints


• Climate, land, water, CO2


and nutrients


Conclusions


• Water intensity ~ corn or soy-


based biofuels


• ~50M hectares available  


nationally


• Gulf Coast and Southwest 


among ideal locations


Bottom Line 


>10B gallons of algal biofuels


technically feasible from 5M 


hectares alone
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• Office of Biomass Program- www.eere.energy.gov/biomass/


• 2011 Biomass Program Review –
http://www.obpreview2011.govtools.us/


• Alternative Fuels Data Center-
www.eere.energy.gov/afdc/fuels/ethanol.html


• Bioenergy Feedstock Information Network -
bioenergy.ornl.gov/


• Biomass R&D Board – www.biomassboard.gov


• Grant Solicitations - www.grants.gov and www.fedconnect.net


• Office of Science – www.science.doe.gov/


• Loan Guarantee Program Office – www.lgprogram.energy.gov


Information Resources



http://www.eere.energy.gov/biomass/
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Additional Slides
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Sustainable Biofuels, Biopower, 
and Bioproducts


The Biomass Program is working to advance biomass technologies in 


support of DOE’s mission to strengthen America’s energy security, 


environmental quality, and economic vitality through:


Feedstocks


Improving 


conversion 


efficiencies and 


costs


Evaluating 


vehicle 


emissions, 


performance, 


and 


deployment 


options


Providing a 


clean, 


domestic,  


dispatchable


renewable 


source of power


Expanding 


portfolio 


beyond 


cellulosic 


ethanol to 


hydrocarbon 


fuels 


Developing 


lower cost 


feedstock 


logistics 


systems


Conversion 


technologies


Systematically 


validating and 


deploying 


technology at 


first-of-a-kind 


facilities


Infrastructure Biopower Advanced 


biofuels 


Integrated 


biorefineries
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Energy Security:
Liquid Fossil Fuel Displacement


Source: Energy Information Administration, “Oil: Crude Oil and 
Petroleum Products Explained” and AEO2009, Updated 
February 2010, Reference Case.


• Below E10, refiners can adapt


• Somewhere above E10, problems arise:
– Refiners shift gasoline to lower-value products


– Reduced crude runs reduce diesel / jet supply


– Refinery balance can be disrupted (aromatics, 


H2, light / heavy, heat / process integration, etc.)


• Foreseeable capacity ~100% ethanol:
– Conv. RF will be ethanol (mostly corn)


– Adv. NCRF will be ethanol (mostly cane)


– Adv. CRF will initially be ethanol (cellulosic)


– Limited biodiesel & renewable diesel from veg


oils and waste fats & oil 


• No single hydrocarbon is a panacea:
– Paraffin vs. aromatic


– Single component (volatility)


– Acceptability as “contaminant” in other fuels


– Combustion behavior


– Refinery adaptability
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                           XXX:  I am XXX and I will 


 


              take you through some of the more dry logistics of the 


 


              morning and leave the exciting stuff to the Under 


 


              Secretary. 


 


                           So the first bit is to point out to you 


 


              that you are not members of a Federal advisory 


 


              committee, nor do we intend to use this group as a 


 


              Federal advisory committee. 


 


                           We are seeking your individual opinions, 


 


              we are not seek group decisions or consensus opinions 


 


              from this group on any issues, whether they are 


 


              technical or particularly any action that the Federal 


 


              government may or may not take.  We welcome your 


 


              individual opinions. 


 


                           To recap, we are after your individual 


 


              input, not group decision making.  And just as a 


 


              head's up that may result in somewhat stilted language 


 


              from us at various points, that is just to make sure 


 


              we are on the legal straight and narrow. 


 


                           Along those same legal lines, please bear 


 


              in mind antitrust laws and restrictions, check with 


 


              counsel before engaging in activities such as 


 


              collecting or discussing non-public data, evaluating 


 


              public data about future prices or costs, or 


 


              discussing topics including legality you are unsure. 


 


              Please refrain from disclosing any proprietary company 


 


              cost supplier price information or any proprietary 


 







              company information. 


 


                           We want to stress that we do not intend 


 


              by this workshop to encourage any specific cooperative 


 


              activity among participating companies that is not 


 


              clearly authorized by current law. 


 


                           Onto the more fun stuff, we are running 


 


              this process as openly as we can in hopes of engaging 


 


              everyone who might have input and interesting things 


 


              to contribute.  We are committed to engaging a wide 


 


              community, the ways of that engagement includes a 


 


              publicly accessible website, release of all ex parte 


 


              communications.  We published a request for 


 


              information on a framing document in March and 


 


              received a number of comments on that document, and 


 


              all those comments are themselves public, and we are 


 


              running a number of focus groups and workshops like 


 


              this one from now through the middle of June. 


 


                           For the ground rules for this workshop, 


 


              we will make anonymized notes from this workshop 


 


              public, they will be posted on our website.  There is 


 


              a court reporter here who is going to create a 


 


              transcript.  We will remove names and anonymize as 


 


              best we can, but note that the goings on here are 


 


              public in that sense. 


 


                           So, speaking of the workshops, we have a 


 


              number of workshops of which this is the first, then 


 


              next week in Knoxville we will talk about vehicle 


 


              efficiency and electrification; two weeks after that 


 


              we will be in Pittsburgh to talk stationary 







 


              efficiency; then the grid in Tempe; and clean 


 


              electricity supply in Denver, Colorado.  We will have 


 


              a Capstone event in the second half of June in 


 


              Washington. 


 


                           So today you should have gotten a copy of 


 


              the agenda.  I apologize you don't have name tags yet, 


 


              although I see one coming in the back, we might have 


 


              name tags now, but the name tags were stuck in traffic 


 


              for a while.  We will give you the name tags at the 


 


              break. 


 


                           In a moment XXX will give some 


 


              remarks, then we will have a panel, then a chance for 


 


              discussion between the audience and the panel, then a 


 


              break, then we will move next door to the breakout 


 


              room and have some breakout sessions on the same kinds 


 


              of questions that the panel will discuss, come back in 


 


              here for report-backs so everybody can learn from what 


 


              happened at all the different breakouts, break for 


 


              lunch, next which again is-door, then repeat that 


 


              pattern for a more technical discussion with a 


 


              presentation from DOE staff on more technical roadmap 


 


              issues, breakouts on those, report-backs again, then 


 


              another full discussion here. 


 


                           With that I will turn the mic over to 


 


              the Under Secretary. 


 


                           XXX:  First of all, thank you all 


 


              for coming and taking the time to help us out as 


 


              individuals in this exercise. 


 







                           I thought what I would do is to try to 


 


              provide a little bit of context for where this meeting 


 


              and these discussions fit in the overall plan as well 


 


              as to seed some of the thoughts that we would like to 


 


              get your opinions on during the course of the day. 


 


                           What we are really about is trying to 


 


              provide a context and robust framework for what the 


 


              Department does in energy. 


 


                           The Department really does three or four 


 


              different broad things.  We do basic science in the 


 


              Office of Science.  We do nuclear security in the 


 


              NNSA.  We do about $6 billion a year of environmental 


 


              cleanup and then we do about $4 billion a year in 


 


              energy technologies. 


 


                           And the QTR, Quadrennial Technology 


 


              Review Process, is really focused on those energy 


 


              programs and perhaps some of the basic science to the 


 


              extent that they help develop energy technologies. 


 


                           We are really looking for a set of 


 


              principles or a framework or a story that we can tell 


 


              about the Department's role in achieving national 


 


              energy goals and use that also to set our priorities 


 


              and the portfolio of things we work on internally. 


 


                           So we are interested in a process that 


 


              starts with framing the energy challenges, discussing 


 


              the roles of government industry in the National Labs 


 


              and universities in transforming the energy system, 


 


              roadmaps for key energy technologies, principles by 


 


              which we can prioritize, discussion of how we should 







 


              be doing demos, and the connections between energy 


 


              technology and energy policy. 


 


                           The timeline is more or less as follows: 


 


              Back at the end of November a PCAST Task Force chaired 


 


              by Ernie Moniz and Maxine Savitz recommended, among 


 


              other things, although it is the most important 


 


              recommendation, was that the government execute a 


 


              quadrennial energy review analogous to the quadrennial 


 


              defense review. 


 


                           There are many reasons why that analogy 


 


              is imperfect, if not specious; but, nevertheless, it 


 


              seemed like a good idea to try to have a plan. 


 


                           They also recognize that doing a 


 


              quadrennial energy review would be a massive 


 


              undertaking because energy touches so many different 


 


              federal agencies and also recognized that given the 


 


              cycle in the present administration it was the wrong 


 


              time to undertake that. 


 


                           And so what they also said was, DOE, you 


 


              go off and do one yourself for practice and we think 


 


              you can do that in about six months.  And it took 


 


              about two months of haggling back and forth within the 


 


              Administration as usual about whether we were going to 


 


              do this or not.  Finally, in January the Secretary 


 


              said, okay, Koonin, go do it. 


 


                           We have focused the exercise on 


 


              technology and energy technologies because policy is 


 


              necessarily much broader and so we are trying to stay 


 







              within that lane of energy technologies and the 


 


              policies that might relate to its development. 


 


                           And so, you know, the final document, 


 


              which I will get to in a while, if it were to say you 


 


              ought to increase the ethanol tariff, just as an 


 


              example, that would be out of scope.  But if we were 


 


              to say you need price supports at the level of 30¢ a 


 


              gallon to make some particular technology useful we 


 


              could probably say that.  So techno-economic analysis 


 


              is okay, but particular policy methods to get there 


 


              are out of bounds, for obvious reasons perhaps. 


 


                           We put out in the middle of March a 


 


              framing document, which I hope you all had a chance to 


 


              see and think about a bit.  Public comment for that 


 


              ended a week or so ago.  As XXX mentioned, there is a 


 


              website that has got all of the public comments up 


 


              there, they really make for quite interesting reading. 


 


              They were released a few days ago. 


 


                           And now through mid June we are embarked 


 


              on a series of six workshops, this is the first, so 


 


              you have the pleasure of helping to invent it and 


 


              improve it, but it will not go perfectly over the next 


 


              day, I can assure you that, that is fine.  That is why 


 


              it is research, right? 


 


                           And the goal is by the end of July or 


 


              beginning of August to have delivered to OMB a fully 


 


              cleared off report on this exercise for approval, 
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              which will probably take a couple of months and then 


 


              release; certainly before the end of the year one can 


 


              hope for.  We are keeping as we go through this in 


 


              close touch with other parts of the government; 


 


              hopefully it will come as no surprise when we actually 


 


              deliver the final document. 


 


                           Let me talk a little bit about the logic 


 


              flow so that you can understand where we are and where 


 


              this discussion fits in.  This was really inspired by 


 


              a diagram that John Deutch put together in the early 


 


              '90s when he did the bottom-up review in the Pentagon, 


 


              which was the forerunner of the Quadrennial Defense 


 


              Review. 


 


                           It starts with three strands here, the 


 


              first on the left is the energy context, supply 


 


              demand, essential facts about energy. 


 


                           One of the challenges, and we have framed 


 


              them in terms of three right now and of course 


 


              interested in hearing your comments on these, oil 


 


              security/U.S. competitiveness/environmental issues 


 


              that naturally lead, in our opinion, to a set of six 


 


              strategies which you have seen in the framing 


 


              document. 


 


                           You know, I am not going to go through 


 


              the Sankey diagram -- presumably pretty well known to 


 


              everybody -- but an important feature that people 


 


              forget, particularly in discussing alternative fuels, 







 


              is that there is effectively a line across this 


 


              diagram that separates transport from everything else, 


 


              and at least at the moment transport is a unique 


 


              problem compared to power and heat and so has 


 


              different sorts of challenges associated with it. 


 


                           The other thing people forget are the 


 


              relative magnitudes of the energies here, and you can 


 


              say, you know, we are going to run electric cars by PV 


 


              and you can just look at the magnitudes of the boxes 


 


              involved and realize that is a pretty heavy if. 


 


                           That kind of context is something we hope 


 


              to be able to set in the framing document, I am not 


 


              going to go through it all for you. 


 


                           One of the reasons I am going through 


 


              some of this is to give you a sense of how we are 


 


              talking about it to sort of help you frame whatever 


 


              individual comments you may have. 


 


                           Energy security concentration of -- it is 


 


              embodied in oil price concentration of conventional 


 


              reserves in the hands of NOCs and the decline of the 


 


              IOCs as the -- somebody said to me this morning the 


 


              NOCs really start to become IOCs. 


 


                           U.S. competitiveness, we don't 


 


              manufacture much energy technology in this country 


 


              anymore within batteries, one percent in 2009 of U.S. 


 


              production. 


 


                           The Federal deficits, both historic and 


 


              projected, are certainly a piece of U.S. 


 







              competitiveness also, and to what extent can the 


 


              development and manufacture of clean energy 


 


              technologies help here. 


 


                           And then, of course, the greenhouse gas 


 


              story and climate as well as other environmental 


 


              impact. 


 


                           These are the things that we are 


 


              expecting to talk about as motivations for what the 


 


              Department of Energy or, more broadly, the Government 


 


              is doing in energy. 


 


                           The strategies we have talked about, one 


 


              of the responses I would like to get from you, either 


 


              individually or in public, if you like, is this the 


 


              right framing of the problem, does this help tell the 


 


              story to the non-expert audience.  Six is a number 


 


              just about everybody can remember, it more or less 


 


              keys with the Sankey graph and maybe is a useful way 


 


              of talking about it. 


 


                           THE one that we are, of course, focused 


 


              on here is the alternative fuels. 


 


                           Okay, so that is what is going on in the 


 


              left column. 


 


                           On the right column is a set of 


 


              technology assessments.  And I like to think about 


 


              these as the basis factors from which we will form the 


 


              solution or the pallet from which we will paint the 


 


              picture or whatever metaphor are the ingredients to 


 


              make the stew, whatever metaphor you want to use. 


 


                           We have spun up a set of 14 teams of DOE 







 


              and lab folks who are trying to construct within the 


 


              next several months an assessment of technologies that 


 


              the Department could be pursuing.  And all of the 


 


              usual suspects are there, including perhaps a few of 


 


              the unusual ones. 


 


                           I think we have to in order to be able to 


 


              tell a credible story talk about what we are not going 


 


              to pursue and why as well as what we are going to 


 


              pursue and why, and so these are meant to be complete, 


 


              as I like to say, not terribly detailed, kind of at 


 


              the one-to-one-and-a-half significant figure level. 


 


              The more detailed things, of course, are the DOE 


 


              program plans, and that is not for us. 


 


                           This, by the way, should also include 


 


              what industry is doing in terms of technology 


 


              development. 


 


                           We want to know what the potential is, if 


 


              we go forward what are the milestones to bring down 


 


              costs, develop technologies, schedule who would do it, 


 


              and so on.  This exercise today is in part the 


 


              afternoon will be about helping out with this. 


 


                           What are we looking for in these 


 


              technology assessments, why is the technology included 


 


              or not, headroom technically, resource potential, what 


 


              is the current state of play, what is the roadmap, 


 


              what has the DOE done or not done in this technology, 


 


              what are some of the policy barriers toward developing 


 


              the technology or deploying it and some 


 







              technology-specific things.  So it is that kind of 


 


              flavor we are interested in as we go about assessing 


 


              the technologies. 


 


                           The last part of the logic flow is the 


 


              most difficult in many ways because it is not about 


 


              technology.  It is about players and roles, what are 


 


              the roles of the private sector versus the government, 


 


              what are the roles of the different agencies within 


 


              the government, how do we pull the different levers of 


 


              economics/policy/technology in order to change the 


 


              energy system, what are the roles of the different 


 


              players, academia/lab/private sector. 


 


                           Ideally answers to those should lead to a 


 


              set of principles that govern the DOE portfolio.  For 


 


              example, DOE should work on -- more at the early end 


 


              of the technology chain ladder rather than the later 


 


              end of the technology chain or DOE shouldn't work on 


 


              anything that can't get to at least a quad a year or 


 


              500,000 barrels a day, whatever number you want to 


 


              pick, right, what are the principles there. 


 


                           Some things are too immature or too far 


 


              away to even worry about.  Other things are too 


 


              close/too commercial for the DOE to be involved with, 


 


              how do we strike that sweet spot. 


 


                           So it is those kinds of questions that we 


 


              need to be focusing on for the morning.  And I will 


 


              get a little more explicit in a while. 


 


                           One would then think in this sort of 


 


              platonic or Euclidian view of how things work you 







 


              should be able to take the problems, the technologies, 


 


              the principles, and come together with a set of 


 


              priorities and a portfolio for the DOE balanced both 


 


              within the strategies and across the strategies. 


 


                           That is not the budget process, which has 


 


              gone on quite separately inside the Department and the 


 


              Government, but to certainly inform the budget 


 


              process, and that is what we are trying to do. 


 


                           So we are interested in your individual 


 


              inputs on the roles of various players, on the 


 


              principles for prioritization, and on the connections 


 


              between innovation and energy technology and energy 


 


              policy. 


 


                           There is a chart here which is an 


 


              I-Chart, I am not going to go through it, but it is a 


 


              couple of the comments abstracted from the many public 


 


              comments we received specific to alternative fuels. 


 


                           Here is Near Zero, which is a group that 


 


              Karen Frye and folks put together or a set of experts 


 


              dialoguing among themselves, perhaps, considering 


 


              whether DOE funding is necessary. 


 


                           Jane Long, whom some of you may know, at 


 


              Livermore, said biofuels are being worked very hard by 


 


              venture money and the implementation problem will be a 


 


              policy problem.  Jane is saying, well, what, DOE, are 


 


              you really doing here, other people seem to have the 


 


              bases covered. 


 


                           Here is somebody else:  The entire 


 







              section is biased by the audacious statement that 


 


              drop-in fuels have a structural advantage over gaseous 


 


              fuels. 


 


                           I am not going to comment on my sense of 


 


              any of these, but just to tell you this stuff is up 


 


              there, it is on the web, if we have wireless in the 


 


              room, which I gather we do, you can all browse this 


 


              stuff as might be appropriate during the presentations 


 


              or quietly. 


 


                           Here are some questions, let me start, 


 


              and then we will get the panel up and have a good 


 


              discussion of these. 


 


                           There are lots of fuels and pathways, 


 


              should we be making bigger bets, fewer of them, or 


 


              support all bets with fewer dollars?  This is a 


 


              question of how do we move things forward. 


 


                           What are the rules for entry, allocation, 


 


              and exit in the fuels portfolio?  When do we, DOE, get 


 


              out of a technology, when do we get in? 


 


                           As a technology becomes more mature, how 


 


              should our role and posture in the DOE change? 


 


                           What value does the DOE provide you, your 


 


              organizations? 


 


                           What has been the benefit that the DOE 


 


              has given you or detriment involved in alternative 


 


              fuels? 


 


                           Oil prices, of course, are an important 


 


              element for this discussion.  What happens if they go 


 


              back down to, I don't know, $40 a barrel, or what 







 


              happens if they skyrocket to $200, how should we 


 


              change our priorities?  How does the portfolio look 


 


              different?  How does the balance depend upon the oil 


 


              price? 


 


                           How do we balance across the boxes in the 


 


              Six Strategies?  In the transportation line on the 


 


              bottom of the Six Strategies, result, fuels, vehicle 


 


              electrification, and ICE efficiency.  If one is 


 


              available to go all the way in electrification to 


 


              BEVs, alt fuels become superfluous for passenger cars, 


 


              so how do we take that balance into account? 


 


                           And how do we balance the greenhouse gas 


 


              discussion against oil security, which can be 


 


              intentioned for certain solutions? 


 


                           How do we think about competition or 


 


              cooperation in alternative fuels R&D with other 


 


              countries?  There are things that we want to keep to 


 


              ourselves, should we fully open, when in the value 


 


              chain do we do that? 


 


                           Okay, to get a little more insight into 


 


              those questions, we have put together a panel that we 


 


              will talk among ourselves for over a half hour, I will 


 


              try to keep some order, and then we will open up the 


 


              discussion more broadly to all of you with the panel. 


 


                           Let me start very brief introductions. 


 


                           Bill Provine is currently the Director of 


 


              Dupont's Biochemical Sciences and Engineering Biofuels 


 


              Division in Central Research & Development and he has 


 







              responsibility for the DuPont biofuels research 


 


              programs, biobutanol, cellulosic ethanol, and so on. 


 


                           Bill, you will forgive me if I don't read 


 


              more details of the biography.  Bill, why don't you 


 


              come up and we will introduce Don. 


 


                           Don Paul is Research Professor of Engineering 


 


              Earth Sciences and Policy Planning and Development. 


 


              He is a multi-disciplinary guy, that is pretty clear. 


 


              He also hosts the Tech Chair of Energy Resources and 


 


              is the Executive Director of the Energy Institute at 


 


              USC.  And before he went to the bright side of 


 


              academia he came from the dark side of a distinguished 


 


              career at Chevron, 33 years, eventually retiring as 


 


              the Corporate Vice President and Chief Technology 


 


              Officer. 


 


                           I have interacted with Don a lot over the 


 


              last couple years, great to have you here, Don, 


 


              thanks. 


 


                           Ian Purtle, Ian is from Down Under, 


 


              originally undergraduate degree at University of 


 


              New South Wales in Sydney and MBA up in the Northern 


 


              Hemisphere, way north, University of Minnesota; a big 


 


              latitude jump.  He is currently the Chief Scientist at 


 


              Cargill and responsible for sustainable energy for the 


 


              corporation and is immediate past president of the 


 


              AOCS, and if I knew what that was I would tell you, 


 


              but Ian can probably. 


 


                           What is AOCS? 


 


                           XXX:  It is American Oil Chemists 







 


              Society, but we inspire to be a global organization so 


 


              we changed to the letters rather than the name. 


 


                           XXX:  Last, but certainly not 


 


              least, my good friend Lee Lynd, who is Professor of 


 


              Engineering and Adjunct Professor of Biology and Earth 


 


              Sciences at Dartmouth.  I believe the best part of 


 


              your title is Professor Extraordinary of Microbiology 


 


              at Stellenbosch.  And he is also Director and Chief 


 


              Scientist of Mascoma, which I am sure is well known to 


 


              all of you as a biomass energy startup that he 


 


              co-founded.  He has been on the Dartmouth faculty for 


 


              24 years and has got degrees in bacteriology and 


 


              engineering and is all about biomass and bioenergy. 


 


                           I am going to go back to some of my 


 


              questions.  Let me start off with a pretty high 


 


              level one. 


 


                           From your perspective of being involved 


 


              in the alternative fuels business, what do you think 


 


              the right DOE role is here?  Are we doing the right 


 


              things?  Are there things we could be doing better 


 


              given, of course, the constraint in resources?  Is DOE 


 


              being helpful, a hindrance, so on. 


 


                           I will sort of throw the floor open for 


 


              group comments. 


 


                           XXX:  I will start, people can 


 


              always do better, right?  There is always room for 


 


              improvement. 


 


                           But I think if you look at the DOE over 


 







              history, I think where there is probably more of value 


 


              at least from an industrial perspective and from a 


 


              XXX perspective is this bit about de-risking R&D in 


 


              an early stage and really enabling R&D across what we 


 


              see as well with the three bioenergy centers really 


 


              providing and enabling technology that they basically 


 


              catalyze the industry. 


 


                           I think where the DOE tends to fail more 


 


              so is that as it gets progressively downstream of that 


 


              enabling technology I think it progressively gets 


 


              weaker and weaker in terms of its ability to execute 


 


              in the marketplace and really starts at times I have 


 


              seen sometimes they try to drive industry in ways 


 


              where they might not be the expert knowledge partner 


 


              to drive industry in a particular direction, so I 


 


              think that needs to be carefully thought through. 


 


                           XXX:  I think that the DOE has a 


 


              really very important role in assisting the United 


 


              States achieve its energy objectives.  And it is 


 


              particularly, I think, on the front end of that 


 


              process that is very important. 


 


                           And so I agree with my colleague that as 


 


              we progress down the chain that DOE's role does 


 


              weaken, but I think at some point in the transition 


 


              between providing a great deal of initial support that 


 


              the role of the DOE really should move to a different 


 


              one, which is creating an appropriate -- or assisting 


 


              in creating an appropriate policy to ensure the 


 


              commercialization of the tracks that are chosen. 







 


                           XXX:  Certainly I would agree with 


 


              what my colleagues just said.  I would add a couple of 


 


              things. 


 


                           One, the maintenance of or the enablement 


 


              at least of the science base upon which the technology 


 


              development takes place, and this is a long-term 


 


              objective in terms of supporting in particular the 


 


              strength of the U.S. science base and that involves an 


 


              educational role, I think, to some extent as well, and 


 


              one thing that hasn't been mentioned but I think is 


 


              important, as was important when we were at XXX 


 


              and interactive, for example, with the National 


 


              Laboratories on advanced computing.  I mean, I know 


 


              that that is something that as time goes on the 


 


              ability/the role of the advanced computing simulation, 


 


              things like that, as you build out evolve and 


 


              diversify the energy system is important as well. 


 


                           I would agree with my colleagues that in 


 


              general as you move towards commercialization the role 


 


              changes. 


 


                           I do think that as we have diversified 


 


              what I would call the invention end of the energy 


 


              system with more start-ups and more diverse approaches 


 


              to producing fuels there is a gap that was 


 


              historically filled, for example, in the major energy 


 


              companies where we went from benchtop to pilot to 


 


              demonstration of scale to commercialization. 


 


                           There is a critical gap sitting around 


 







              pilot, demonstration, and scale where if you have a 


 


              very diversified front end the question is how does 


 


              that get done.  When it was all internalized inside 


 


              the big oil companies, we did it.  If we had to go out 


 


              and build a $500 million plant we did it.  For a lot 


 


              of start-up companies that is not even in the realm of 


 


              possibility. 


 


                           So I think there is this question is if 


 


              you diversified the invention part of the system, 


 


              where does that sit and how does that get done. 


 


                           XXX:  I think that what the DOE 


 


              should be doing is very, very important and I think 


 


              that DOE does many things well. 


 


                           Specifically I think the mission 


 


              statement that was in the document circulated is 


 


              rather good, I am not particularly clear how I would 


 


              improve upon it.  And I think the six areas are very 


 


              good and very specific.  It may be that people can 


 


              recommend improvements, but I think those are a good 


 


              start. 


 


                           At the same time, I like most people in 


 


              this room have been interrupting -- interacting -- 


 


              maybe interrupting too -- interacting with the DOE for 


 


              decades, and it is not just my opinion, everybody I 


 


              have ever met -- and, XXX, you and I talked about 


 


              this briefly before the panel -- feels that DOE could 


 


              be more effective. 


 


                           Now, that is partly because everybody has 


 


              a little bit different idea, no one will ever be 







 


              completely happy, I understand that is a piece of it. 


 


              I don't think that is all of it. 


 


                           I tend to think somebody in government, 


 


              and I tend to think it ought to be the DOE, needs to 


 


              radically accelerate actual deployment of 


 


              technologies. 


 


                           I understand that that is complicated, 


 


              but if you sort of take that out of the equation and 


 


              just wait for the private sector to act I think that 


 


              we get where we need to go with some urgency a lot 


 


              more slowly.  So I don't know if I disagree or not, I 


 


              am not sure if you folks were saying that it happens 


 


              less well or it is less important. 


 


                           And I would also like to underscore and 


 


              expand on this notion of a gap.  There is this idea of 


 


              the progression of technology from early stage through 


 


              pilot and all the rest of it, and I agree with the gap 


 


              that you described and I agree that that has widened 


 


              with different players being involved and, frankly, 


 


              even the large companies often reconfiguring how they 


 


              approach this sort of thing sometimes could be more 


 


              like small companies explicitly, which is interesting 


 


              to me. 


 


                           But I think there is another dimension to 


 


              it that I see really acutely.  Look, I go back and 


 


              forth daily sending e-mails and exchanging e-mails 


 


              with a biofuels start-up company and with a bioenergy 


 


              research center and I see each of those entities 


 







              expecting the other person/other entity to do some 


 


              things that in fact aren't happening very much.  They 


 


              are, broadly speaking, in the innovation domain. 


 


                           I see an innovation gap, which I don't 


 


              think is quite the same thing as sort of the piloting 


 


              gap and I think that it would be very useful to think 


 


              about filling that. 


 


                           XXX:  All of you raised the issue 


 


              of the DOE necessarily interacting with the private 


 


              sector, and I heard from some people that we perhaps 


 


              are weaker as we move down the technology chain toward 


 


              deployment, we the DOE. 


 


                           One of the things that has impressed me, 


 


              and I have heard it from a number of other discussions 


 


              we have had within the department, is we are aspiring 


 


              to catalyze the private sector.  After all, the 


 


              government can't spend enough money to change the 


 


              energy system itself.  But we, the government and the 


 


              DOE in particular, don't understand the private sector 


 


              as well as we might and perhaps not well enough to do 


 


              a good job of catalyzing. 


 


                           Reactions to that as individuals?  I 


 


              mean, you all have private sector experience.  Do we 


 


              understand you? 


 


                           XXX:  I think the short answer is 


 


              no.  And I think that activities like this are going 


 


              to at least start to breach that gap and have these 


 


              types of conversations that we learn more about each 


 


              other, because I do think that it is a two-way street. 







 


                           XXX:  I guess a couple of comments 


 


              there, XXX, and of course you have been on three 


 


              sides, you kind of see all the dimensions. 


 


                           I think that there is intrinsically a 


 


              challenge to understanding each other in part because 


 


              of the fundamentals.  In business companies invest 


 


              their own money and live or die.  In government you 


 


              are investing on behalf of others, there is a natural 


 


              -- it is more of an open loop process. 


 


                           I think that is what distinguishes, I 


 


              would argue, DOD from DOE, DOD is actually the 


 


              consumer of what it develops and you have a different 


 


              process. 


 


                           I think the other key thing that where I 


 


              know you and many in DOE understand this, I think 


 


              broadly speaking, there continues to be a challenge 


 


              when you talk about the energy system of actually 


 


              understanding and embodying, I think, in your 


 


              strategic plan the issue of scale matters in energy. 


 


              It simply is the overriding issue because of the 


 


              amount of capital that has to be drawn ultimately from 


 


              the private sector and, therefore, the time that it 


 


              takes. 


 


                           Maybe we will get into this debate about 


 


              should you accelerate the rate of deployment or should 


 


              you have perhaps a somewhat elevated but sustained 


 


              effort.  I think one of the biggest problems in energy 


 


              R&D that I have seen over both from a government 


 







              policy as well as the private sector is things come 


 


              and go, and things coming and going has a material 


 


              effect on things that take decades to change. 


 


                           So I think scale matters, maybe we will 


 


              talk about a target, about what matters.  In my 


 


              personal view it takes a million barrels a day on the 


 


              national system to move the needle.  That is a huge 


 


              number any way you want to cut it.  It takes decades 


 


              to do it. 


 


                           We can argue about how fast you want to 


 


              deploy new technologies and get stuck on the front end 


 


              when they are expensive, but those are issues that I 


 


              would say. 


 


                           But there is an intrinsic challenge to 


 


              understanding it could be better.  I would argue that 


 


              perhaps it is better, at least in some segments now, 


 


              but there is an intrinsic challenge because of the 


 


              differences. 


 


                           XXX:  Maybe just to add a couple 


 


              of points.  I mean, part of the dynamic here is the 


 


              scale of funding that is brought to the table through 


 


              the Department of Energy and other government 


 


              agencies.  So the small amount of funding, right, at 


 


              the position of catalyst I think is appropriate and 


 


              then at another level of funding that is like the 


 


              banker, the investor, something that is fully funding 


 


              and enterprise becomes different, maybe more of a DOD 


 


              sort of model.  It depends on the role in the 


 


              strategic plan nature, which tends to be more of the 







 


              catalyst it looks like of the Department of Energy. 


 


                           I would say as you go down progressively 


 


              down the point of needing an investment, what I worry 


 


              about is the government pushing bad projects to market 


 


              more quickly just for the sake of saying something can 


 


              be done. 


 


                           If as you progressively go down that 


 


              chain if you don't get more people to buy in with 


 


              their own money as things progress I think we might 


 


              march ourselves right off a cliff, so that is what I 


 


              would worry about. 


 


                           Another point I want to say in terms of 


 


              looking at the strategic plan is I know we were kind 


 


              of disconnecting the whole policy domain here, I find 


 


              it a difficult dilemma to have the strategic plan 


 


              without a solid policy or know basically what you are 


 


              aiming after and knowing that that policy is setting 


 


              up the market opportunities for industry to also 


 


              respond to. 


 


                           So wherever we can somehow/someway figure 


 


              out how to connect a more strong policy environment 


 


              with appropriate funding from the government and then 


 


              across the agencies of the government, not only within 


 


              the DOE, which tends to be somewhat disconnected 


 


              between the departments, within the Department of 


 


              Energy, but also between the DOE and the USDA or the 


 


              DOE and the DOD and the other agencies, I think is 


 


              very powerful.  The United States is the leader here 


 







              in alternative fuels and we have got to capitalize on 


 


              that. 


 


                           XXX:  Before I let you say 


 


              something, let me just talk about goals, I mean, I 


 


              didn't put up a slide. 


 


                           The administration at least has a number 


 


              of concrete goals that bear on energy matters, reduce 


 


              oil, some people phrase it as oil imports, but 


 


              everyone knows there is no such thing as foreign oil, 


 


              there is just oil, volume three-and-a-half million 


 


              barrels a day, clean electricity to 80 percent by 


 


              2035, a million electric vehicles on the road, so 


 


              there are some goals. 


 


                           There are not the policies in place, they 


 


              are being discussed in order to get to those goals. 


 


              And then, of course, the strategies for the government 


 


              within those policies is what we are talking about 


 


              here really. 


 


                           There are some concrete goals, whether 


 


              they are achievable, realistic or not, remains to be 


 


              seen. 


 


                           I am sobered by, when is it, 1991 or '92, 


 


              the government said we are going to have 30 percent 


 


              alternative fuels by now, and of course we are at 9 


 


              percent, 8 percent by volume, right. 


 


                           XXX:  And I think those goals are 


 


              great, I am 100 percent behind those goals.  It is a 


 


              question of having goals turn into policies, the part 


 


              that other people will have a decade-long investment 







 


              profile to know that when you get there you haven't 


 


              wasted your money. 


 


                           So that is the disconnect, it is like how 


 


              can we change that dynamic.  I think that is the 


 


              innovation, getting back to XXX’s point, that is what 


 


              is creating this innovation gap, is not having that 


 


              faith or substance in the long-term policy. 


 


                           XXX:  Predictability. 


 


                           XXX:  Predictability. 


 


                           XXX:  Just quickly, you asked, 


 


              XXX, does the DOE understand the private sector. 


 


              Well, I think not completely. 


 


                           But if you take a step back it seems to 


 


              me the job of the DOE is to represent the public 


 


              interest, and so there is also an issue about the 


 


              private sector in completely understanding the public 


 


              interest and as someone mentioned it is a two-way 


 


              street.  And it seems to me, okay, fine, understanding 


 


              is incomplete, but it is vital that that effort 


 


              continue of the two sides understanding each other 


 


              because I truly believe that without that these kinds 


 


              of goals you are talking about will not happen on 


 


              their own and you said yourself with respect to 


 


              policy. 


 


                           And, in my observation sometimes the DOE 


 


              acts with too little regard for industrial realties 


 


              and, frankly, sometimes it pays too much attention to 


 


              them. 


 







                           I remember long enough ago that this 


 


              particular individual has probably moved on from this 


 


              particular branch of engineering -- of the Department 


 


              of Energy, but with this very proud, almost 


 


              chest-thumping attitude, I remember a particular 


 


              representative within DOE saying we do what industry 


 


              tells us.  And I was like, you know, the job of the 


 


              DOE is actually to do what industry won't do in the 


 


              public interest to fill the gaps to accelerate, et 


 


              cetera. 


 


                           I think DOE needs to have itself 


 


              understanding, and it often acts if it doesn't have 


 


              that, and that is actually the departure point, and 


 


              then understand industry.  Often DOE is sort of in 


 


              this middle ground and not that satisfying to people 


 


              on either side. 


 


                           XXX:  This exercise is partly for 


 


              internal in the DOE and, of course, partly for our 


 


              role in the bigger picture. 


 


                           We have had I think eight or nine 


 


              internal focus groups where we spent a couple hours 


 


              each with DOE folks just talking about these same 


 


              issues.  Yes, we are trying to figure out what we are 


 


              internally as well as what we do externally. 


 


                           Again, frankly, for someone who is 


 


              relatively new to the government, you know, five or 


 


              six years in the energy business, it is somewhat 


 


              surprising that no one has been asking these questions 


 


              before. 







 


                           I will put another sort of high level 


 


              question for which we get a very interesting range of 


 


              responses. 


 


                           What do you think the current principles 


 


              are that define the DOE's research portfolio in either 


 


              alternative fuels or, more broadly, in energy?  If you 


 


              were asked to tell the story about why the DOE does 


 


              what it does, what would you say? 


 


                           XXX:  A perspective I have often 


 


              heard, it is only a partial answer and it is not a 


 


              complete one or a fair one entirely but there is some 


 


              truth to it, if you put a black box around what the 


 


              DOE does and you sort of try to reverse engineer the 


 


              algorithm that is operative in there you would come 


 


              out with the conclusion that being constituent 


 


              responsive is very, very important.  And I think 


 


              sometimes that is at the expense of being vision 


 


              responsive, which goes back to the earlier point. 


 


                           XXX:  Anybody else on reverse 


 


              engineering? 


 


                           XXX:  Looking at some and not 


 


              looking over the entire Department of Energy, which is 


 


              a fairly broad concept in looking at alternative 


 


              fuels, a lot of it seems to be response to 


 


              legislation.  Getting back to XXX’s comment in terms 


 


              of if the constituent is the legislation and then that 


 


              is the U.S. citizen, if that chain works well, which 


 


              sometimes it may not, but I think it has been very 


 







              responsive and not much as the leadership vision, even 


 


              though at the highest level I think there are those 


 


              leadership principles, but when you get back and 


 


              reduce to fundamental principles in terms of funding 


 


              requests for proposals, I think it becomes much more 


 


              responsive. 


 


                           XXX:  I think the Constitution 


 


              says we do in fact work for the Congress. 


 


                           XXX:  I understand. 


 


                           But in some ways, too, you can -- it is a 


 


              question, too, the question how can you influence 


 


              through your expertise once they come back to you, it 


 


              is an iterative conversation, I don't think it is a 


 


              one-way conversation, it could be much more could be 


 


              beneficial to -- I don't see everything, but it would 


 


              be nice to have a much more iterative conversation. 


 


                           XXX:  I believe XXX assessed it was 


 


              a similar reporting relationship conversation to 


 


              Congress, if I am not mistaken, and the dynamics are 


 


              very different there. 


 


                           XXX:  NSF is not -- I love the 


 


              NSF, they supported me for 25 years when I was a 


 


              professor and have great sympathy for what they do, 


 


              but they are not a mission agency in the same way that 


 


              the DOE is.  The NSF mission is go out and educate, 


 


              support basic research.  The DOE has got very specific 


 


              missions. 


 


                           XXX:  But the relationship to 


 


              Congress is structurally similar, is it not? 







 


                           XXX:  I think Congress' attitude 


 


              towards NSF is different than it is to DOE than it is 


 


              to DOD and NSF, different. 


 


                           XXX:  I think one point, obviously 


 


              there is the national security component of the DOE in 


 


              its historical role and in particularly the nuclear 


 


              weapons program. 


 


                           There is the National Labs, which are a 


 


              unique entity in a sense for DOE as well.  When you 


 


              get into a whole discussion about what are the 


 


              National Labs and what should they do, of course they 


 


              originated primarily out of the national security 


 


              interest. 


 


                           I think there is a broader issue, and one 


 


              could talk about it is complex because it ultimately 


 


              crosses the boundary to other federal agencies. 


 


                           But one of the points I am willing to 


 


              make, I don't think it is reflected as well as it 


 


              should be in the framing document, is that energy 


 


              ultimately in any form is tied to some form of natural 


 


              resource.  I don't care whether it is wind, sunlight, 


 


              oil, gas. 


 


                           And, historically, although it has been 


 


              part of the Department of Interior, there is a linkage 


 


              between the development of U.S. natural resources and 


 


              the energy phase. 


 


                           In fact, when it comes to 


 


              competitiveness, which is another theme, just wanted 


 







              to get this out before I forget, among industrial 


 


              nations U.S. has by far the most diverse, largest 


 


              natural resource base.  So one of the questions is why 


 


              wouldn't providing the technical -- some of the 


 


              technical underpinnings, enhancing the development of 


 


              the technical underpinnings for the development of 


 


              those natural resources, be part of the role of DOE. 


 


                           And this particularly is true today with 


 


              now the emergence of the opportunity that has lots of 


 


              molecules and unconventional resources, lots of 


 


              challenges that go with them, that the development of 


 


              U.S. resources to feed the energy supply system one 


 


              could argue is or is a mission that DOE historically 


 


              has had some kind of mission, certainly back in the 


 


              late '70s, that argue how well it all worked, but 


 


              there was an imperative about the development of U.S. 


 


              resources and DOE provided the technical 


 


              underpinnings. 


 


                           XXX:  So the way I look at this is 


 


              that really I think the DOE can play a role of strong 


 


              advocate to Congress because DOE clearly has the 


 


              technical expertise that Congress does not.  So I 


 


              would look to the DOE to play that role, say, guys, 


 


              this is what needs to happen. 


 


                           XXX:  I would like to refine that 


 


              question a little. 


 


                           We should advocate for technology, 


 


              specific technologies, or we should advocate for a 


 


              sound techno-economic basis for whatever Congress 







 


              decides? 


 


                           XXX:  Well, you know, it is a 


 


              whole bucket of things, so it gets to my point a 


 


              little bit, it starts out, you know, what are our 


 


              national energy objectives, on a very broad sense, 


 


              gets back to analyzing then what resources do we have 


 


              in this country to achieve that goal. 


 


                           So we have the raw materials that XXX 


 


              alluded to, we have the National Labs that XXX alluded 


 


              to, and then the question becomes if we do an analysis 


 


              of where we want to go, set the goals, what we have 


 


              and what is missing. 


 


                           And so basically, I think, you got to 


 


              look at it as developing a business plan and from that 


 


              business plan become an advocate to Congress to get it 


 


              done. 


 


                           Now, is it technology?  A part of it is. 


 


              A part of it is supporting implementation.  A part of 


 


              it is measuring the end results of did we achieve it. 


 


                           You know, you should look at the success 


 


              of the Department of Energy's support of the ethanol 


 


              program, I think, as being quite amazing and we got 


 


              that capacity on the ground ahead of schedule.  So 


 


              there is a great success story. 


 


                           XXX:  And we support -- the 


 


              Department supports very little ethanol work right 


 


              now, it is starch-based. 


 


                           XXX:  And I don't think they 


 







              should because the industry should become 


 


              self-sufficient.  If they can't be self-sustaining at 


 


              this capacity then there is a whole other problem. 


 


                           XXX:  Would you extend that same 


 


              perspective to the oil and gas industry, it is an even 


 


              much bigger industry, self-sustaining?  Is there a 


 


              need for research involvement in oil and gas or do we 


 


              let the industry handle that one also? 


 


                           XXX:  I will let XXX answer that 


 


              one. 


 


                           XXX:  I guess what I would say is on 


 


              the far front end, I will use some specific examples, 


 


              we did when we were at XXX we were developing the 


 


              next generation reservoir simulator, which we 


 


              developed on a proprietary basis, hundreds of man 


 


              hours worked.  We worked closely with Livermore Labs 


 


              on some of the fundamentals of advanced computing, 


 


              gridding, how do you make multi-billion cell models; a 


 


              trivial issue if you are going to do it. 


 


                           At the very front end where you have 


 


              advanced technologies, particularly computing I would 


 


              argue is a singular role because labs can have 


 


              machines that are not commercial yet but you know what 


 


              they will be when you get there in ten years they will 


 


              be, so that is a huge advantage for anything dependent 


 


              on that; fundamental science all the way up. 


 


                           Then I think when you get to situations 


 


              where there is a clear, emerging political boundary 


 


              issue which could be, for example, the issue around 







 


              environmental impacts around the development of 


 


              unconventional resources, there is a role there 


 


              because that is not a role that industry by itself, I 


 


              mean, in this case is going to do and ultimately going 


 


              to probably have to develop, commercialize, and 


 


              implement, but when there is a political environmental 


 


              boundary then I think there is a role.  I would say 


 


              the same thing obviously in the nuclear arena. 


 


                           XXX:  And I think you have seen 


 


              the government or you will see the government step up 


 


              to that in deep water and also in shale gas, 


 


              unconventional. 


 


                           XXX:  Let me give you an example 


 


              of where I think the DOE also can play a very 


 


              important role, so if you look at CO2 emissions as an 


 


              example, you asked me about what should the oil and 


 


              gas industry do. 


 


                           Well, the oil and gas industry together 


 


              with the coal industry produces a lot of the carbon 


 


              that we use.  And then on the other side of the coin 


 


              we have the power industry which takes those raw 


 


              materials, converts it to electricity. 


 


                           I think there is a great opportunity for 


 


              that group to collaborate with the support and 


 


              leadership, initially at least get them together, 


 


              leadership from the DOE in initiating that to look at 


 


              so what can we do with CO2.  Clearly with the 


 


              depletion of our oil reserves we are going to need to 


 







              be looking at enhanced oil recovery, and one of the 


 


              ways to do that is to use CO2. 


 


                           I know the DOE has been working in that 


 


              space and I certainly support that and I think it is a 


 


              great idea, but I think the industry base should be 


 


              broader. 


 


                           XXX:  So, you know, a view at one 


 


              end of the philosophical extreme, people say that is 


 


              great, it is not the government's role to stimulate 


 


              that, if industry sees an opportunity and a need to do 


 


              it they will do it, and otherwise, government, you are 


 


              trying to pick winners and losers and don't go there. 


 


                           The same is true in the deployment story, 


 


              and just return to that discussion for a minute, of 


 


              where the billions of dollars of capital will come 


 


              from.  The DOE has had a loan program, a loan 


 


              guarantee program, for a while now and there are a 


 


              number of folks who say that is just not the 


 


              government's role, it is in the end the private 


 


              capital market that does the best job of allocating, 


 


              people say, Capital and Government, you stay out of it 


 


              because you will have all kinds of distortions 


 


              associated with distributional politics, et cetera, et 


 


              cetera. 


 


                           XXX:  I don't disagree with the 


 


              essence of your comment.  However, you know, I think 


 


              there is a role, a mediating role or initiating role, 


 


              that DOE can play to bring these people together. 


 


              After all, they are all involved in the same thing. 







 


                           XXX:  To get back to the point 


 


              about being a catalyst, I think especially as you go 


 


              in the deployment or into pushing traditional oil and 


 


              gas into new territories is providing the mechanism 


 


              via the catalyst, whether it is in the deployment 


 


              projects where I think we have to question is the vast 


 


              majority of the money to make those projects are 


 


              happening are all coming from the government when you 


 


              look across loan guarantees, grants, what have you, I 


 


              would say that is not quite being a catalyst, that is 


 


              being the funder. 


 


                           But if you are in there with a program 


 


              that catalyzes other people to bring the money in and 


 


              de-risk the proposition, I think that is the role I 


 


              would like to see of the Department of Energy is in 


 


              that catalyst role. 


 


                           XXX:  In the financial sense. 


 


                           XXX:  Or the technology or 


 


              finance side, either question, you have got to get the 


 


              whole innovation chain going, so either one. 


 


                           XXX:  I think one of the ways 


 


              without answering the question but looking at the 


 


              strategic plan is to understand the nature of the 


 


              supply chain for each of these things because they 


 


              really don't look the same. 


 


                           For example, you mentioned coal.  The 


 


              coal industry and the way coal is used and developed 


 


              as a natural resource, the structure of that industry 


 







              and supply chain doesn't look anything like oil and 


 


              gas.  I mean, and the resources available for research 


 


              and new technology are vastly higher. 


 


                           One could argue that has been the problem 


 


              of geothermal development.  When geothermal was 


 


              developed originally in the late '70s it was oil and 


 


              gas companies that did it.  Why?  Because geothermal 


 


              isn't a power business, it is a natural resource 


 


              business.  They knew how to drill wells, they knew how 


 


              to develop resources.  They sold out of that, it got 


 


              acquired by utilities and that was it.  I think it is 


 


              important to understand.  And then when you have 


 


              start-ups with new kinds of feedstock sources being 


 


              brought into the system the supply chain is not very 


 


              well developed either, so that may require a different 


 


              role. 


 


                           And so I don't think it is a one model. 


 


              I think it is a question of what is the development, 


 


              what resources are being developed, what is the role 


 


              of the federal government in that resource. 


 


                           That is another thing that hasn't been 


 


              mentioned.  The Federal government is the biggest land 


 


              holder of the United States, it has a big effect on 


 


              natural resource development. 


 


                           What is the nature of these supply chains 


 


              and where is the place to play? 


 


                           XXX:  You all -- 


 


                           XXX:  I think it isn't a simple 


 


              one-answer model. 







 


                           XXX:  You all in the various 


 


              industries understand the supply chains, you have to 


 


              if you are going to be able to do business. 


 


                           I will come back again, several people -- 


 


              I won't put my own opinion in -- have said the 


 


              Department does not understand those supply chains as 


 


              well as it could to be effective.  We tend to do more 


 


              widgets -- 


 


                           XXX:  I think that is key. 


 


                           XXX:  -- in discrete technology 


 


              development. 


 


                           I didn't get consensus there and I am not 


 


              looking for it. 


 


                           XXX:  I think that is partially 


 


              the challenge of going between the department agencies 


 


              like the USDA when you talk about alternative fuels, 


 


              not having a stronger bond there I think you start to 


 


              -- the supply chain breaks down whether the DOE is 


 


              even given the biomass source, well, that is the 


 


              USDA's problem, but you get into alternative fuel but 


 


              that is DOE, so you get a little of the bit back and 


 


              forth action there, it is not like completely 


 


              disconnected or common objectives there, but it would 


 


              be good to get a stronger bond there. 


 


                           XXX:  This notion that you were 


 


              referring to a minute ago, XXX, of step aside and 


 


              let the private sector optimally allocate capital, 


 


              that will be true, that will work, according to the 


 







              private sector's objectives.  And if that is all that 


 


              was important then that would be a great idea. 


 


                           I think it is a bit of an idealistic or 


 


              idealized, I should say, world that, you know, DOE can 


 


              keep its nose clean. 


 


                           To me catalytic investment, when you 


 


              consider the cost of the status quo and the idea that 


 


              we are either choosing to not invest in little, 


 


              inexpensive things or continue to bear the costs of 


 


              big, very costly and risky things to me it is rather a 


 


              no-brainer and I can extend the notion of catalyst 


 


              well into commercialization, and I urge that we do 


 


              that. 


 


                           One of the realities, which I don't know 


 


              is widely appreciated, is in my opinion there is a 


 


              tension, because on the one hand many of the 


 


              environmental advocates recommend say, look, we want 


 


              to be technology-agnostic, we want to be 


 


              outcome-focused, which for one thing has proved hard 


 


              to implement as a practical matter and so we can wait 


 


              for perfect outcome focus legislation, meanwhile 


 


              various clocks are ticking with all sorts of price 


 


              tags on them. 


 


                           But the other problem is that a lot of 


 


              those incentives, although they may work 


 


              theoretically, are really heavily discounted when you 


 


              go to investors.  If you go to an investor and you say 


 


              this investment depends on at least ten years of 


 


              continuity of government policy, they will either 







 


              discount it or some will simply say I don't invest in 


 


              ventures based on that, this is from direct 


 


              experience.  By contrast, if the government comes and 


 


              says here is a check for half the capital cost it is a 


 


              done deal and it is not discounted. 


 


                           That is the tension, that in an ideal 


 


              world everything would be outcome-driven, but for 


 


              various reasons that isn't very effective. 


 


                           That is what drives, I think, drives 


 


              people back to, yes, some of this "picking winners." 


 


              I think what we need to be doing is picking a broad 


 


              enough slate of winners that we are willing to fail 


 


              and recognize that is part of the thing. 


 


                           As long as we are talking about 


 


              government providing capital, the government has to 


 


              have a higher risk threshold than the private sector 


 


              or it means absolutely nothing, and that has been 


 


              significantly in doubt of late. 


 


                           XXX:  I was just saying I think it 


 


              depends on looking at these change in where you are. 


 


              In the end, 95 percent of the energy infrastructure is 


 


              privately owned and is going to be funded by private 


 


              capital.  Ultimately investors must be able to invest 


 


              money and make money on a risk-weighted rate of return 


 


              basis.  If you cannot do that it is not going to 


 


              happen no matter how interested people might be in it 


 


              being of the public good. 


 


                           XXX:  The key thing is when you have 


 







              got new, high risk technology competing with 


 


              established, low risk sub-cost technology you can 


 


              either help things over that hump or not. 


 


                           XXX:  And it is the helping over 


 


              the hump or not, and that is the way -- 


 


                           XXX:  Obviously to propagate it has 


 


              got to be driven by a private sector engine. 


 


                           XXX:  And this is the challenge of 


 


              whatever you want to call, public investment 


 


              incentives/disincentives/subsidies is that ultimately 


 


              they have to go away and the entity must make it 


 


              across the line.  Sometimes they don't.  In other 


 


              words, they get to the point where without the 


 


              subsidies they can't survive. 


 


                           So it is a complex process, it is not 


 


              completely clearcut about how in looking at that in 


 


              looking at when will private investment come in at 


 


              scale and what will cause it.  But the business model 


 


              risk is a serious issue for private capital 


 


              investment, with good reason because they are going to 


 


              invest billions and are going to live with the thing 


 


              for 20 or 30 years; startup doesn't have to live with 


 


              it for 20 or 30 years. 


 


                           XXX:  I am going to ask one more 


 


              question and then we are going to open it to the 


 


              audience. 


 


                           XXX:  I just would be very 


 


              cautious about which hump to get over at what point in 


 


              time.  What I worry about is sometimes they are trying 







 


              to go too quickly all the way to build a huge plant 


 


              just because private -- just because venture 


 


              capitalists want to cash out as a potential issue. 


 


                           So I think you have to be very careful 


 


              that every project you cure the challenges in the 


 


              laboratories and the pilot plant and then you get to 


 


              commercialization.  If you don't have in that first 


 


              plant a good economics in for the first commercial 


 


              demonstration you are probably going to be failing 


 


              long-term, and I really worry about that. 


 


                           XXX:  No argument there. 


 


                           XXX:  Let me put one more alt 


 


              fuel-specific question to you all and then we will 


 


              open all of this up for a broader discussion. 


 


                           If I try to parse or pull apart the oil 


 


              security issue, there is several different dimensions 


 


              to it.  One is the geopolitical vulnerability of 


 


              increasingly concentrated resources.  Another is the 


 


              billion dollars a day that is going offshore in a 


 


              balance of payments for imports.  Another is the 


 


              greenhouse gas issues associated with oil use.  And 


 


              the last is the price and not only the magnitude but 


 


              the volatility. 


 


                           And it seems to me a theorem, and I would 


 


              be happy for counterexamples, that any fuel that we 


 


              produce domestically, whether it is biofuels or 


 


              enhanced domestic fossil production, will not 


 


              materially affect the price at conceivable production 


 







              levels.  It is a global market, anybody in business 


 


              would be a fool to sell a fungible liquid fuel at 


 


              other than the global price. 


 


                           Have I got that right or is there 


 


              something I am missing? 


 


                           XXX:  Well, I think fundamentally, 


 


              XXX, I would agree with you. 


 


                           It comes down in part to volumes, I 


 


              checked a website this morning, at 82-1/2 million 


 


              barrels a day global production many people think it 


 


              has to get to 100 over the next several years, so a 


 


              million barrels, even a million barrels a day would be 


 


              a significant -- that is the equivalent of ethanol, 


 


              current ethanol production, so its weight of that is 


 


              not going to move the price anymore.  In fact, demand 


 


              outside of the OECD is the driver for the price of 


 


              crude long-term, it is not the advanced economy. 


 


                           So price is what it is going to be, I 


 


              guess, is what is the basic statement. 


 


                           Diversification, on the other hand, can 


 


              have a material affect on your -- on the issue -- on 


 


              what might be judged by investors as the risks 


 


              associated with supply.  You can change the risk 


 


              profile even though the price itself which is set by a 


 


              number of factors goes up and down and around. 


 


                           And I think that is important because it 


 


              is the risk profile in addition to the price that 


 


              affects long-term capital investments. 


 


                           XXX:  But will not change the 







 


              consumer price at the pump materially, no. 


 


                           XXX:  If you can make it cheaper and 


 


              sell it at world prices you would. 


 


                           XXX:  By and large I agree with 


 


              what XXX said, I don't think anybody can really 


 


              accurately predict what is going to happen, it is a 


 


              combination of factors, you know, we have got demand 


 


              increasing, particularly in the developing countries, 


 


              the United States is embarked on a program whereby we 


 


              hope to at least drive down domestic consumption along 


 


              with electrification that is going to have a hopefully 


 


              big impact so as demand goes up in the developing 


 


              world hopefully consumption will go down somewhat, and 


 


              then we are dealing with a limited resource that in 


 


              many cases it is depleting. 


 


                           So it becomes a balance, and I don't 


 


              think anybody can predict how the balance is going to 


 


              work out, other than to say it is going to remain 


 


              volatile. 


 


                           XXX:  Well, for local markets I 


 


              think it is a combination in terms of the industry is 


 


              going to be driven to the lowest cost of manufacturing 


 


              source and you sell to the price where you are going 


 


              to get the highest price for your product where 


 


              government has an ability to influence that, of 


 


              course, and it gets back to the policy, where there is 


 


              tariffs, incentives, and mandates aren't going to 


 


              influence the price, the local price point of the 


 







              product, whether you keep the product where it is 


 


              locally produced and how do you catalyze that local 


 


              production gives you the opportunity to influence it 


 


              more strongly. 


 


                           XXX:  The government can't 


 


              influence the price in various ways. 


 


                           XXX:  It seems to me the basic 


 


              dynamic, I think this was already said, whatever is 


 


              produced in the largest amounts will dominate the 


 


              price.  And as long as that is petroleum then any 


 


              alternative fuel will sell into prices determined by 


 


              petroleum. 


 


                           For those of us who look to the time when 


 


              that is not the case anymore, which I believe is quite 


 


              possible physically, then the dynamic shifts.  When 


 


              petroleum becomes the minority player it won't 


 


              dominate the price anymore. 


 


                           Just to comment, this is part of where 


 


              the very attractive margin for some of these things 


 


              is. 


 


                           Interestingly, if you track the price of 


 


              corn in dollars per gigajoule which is remarkably 


 


              similar to oil.  Now, I am not saying either one of 


 


              those is an unfettered market.  If you look at the 


 


              price of cellulosic biomass it is about a third of the 


 


              price of oil in the dollars per gigajoule basis. 


 


                           So what that means is if you can lower 


 


              the processing costs one can sell into this 


 


              oil-dominated market and the prices will not be 







 


              oriented to your production costs and so that is, 


 


              again, on the other side of the hump when the thing 


 


              becomes self-sustaining, and I couldn't agree more, 


 


              the government steps out of it and says, look, we have 


 


              been a midwife but now the baby has got to grow and 


 


              become a full-standing adult. 


 


                           XXX:  I am going to open it up. 


 


              We have had I think a good half hour with substantive 


 


              remarks on a number of different topics.  I am just 


 


              going to open the floor up to all of you to talk with 


 


              the panel about things you have heard, things you 


 


              agree with, disagree and so on.  Things you didn't 


 


              hear, right? 


 


                           XXX:  I am XXX from XXX. 


 


                           I have a two-part question, one on the 


 


              science side and one on the policy side. 


 


                           Just to make sure I am tracking with the 


               


              panel I am trying to find if there are commonalities 


 


              being what you said and I want to understand some of 


 


              the verbiage that was used. 


 


                           On the science side it appears -- if you 


 


              think about the notion of pre-productive capital or 


 


              pre-commercial capital, it seems that all of you seem 


 


              to think that there is a role for the DOE to de-risk 


 


              investment in those long horizon energy solutions that 


 


              you think might have some promise based on a certain 


 


              set of criteria. 


 


                           What I was not too sure on the science 


 







              side is some of the words that I heard about 


 


              implementation, deployment, the fact that the DOE -- 


 


              no pun intended -- loses energy further down the 


 


              chain, I heard some issues about supply chain and 


 


              infrastructure, and then you put this all under the 


 


              context of what the president said which is, you know, 


 


              we seem to hit the snooze button when oil prices are 


 


              low and then we seem to talk about a lot of R&D when 


 


              the oil prices are high. 


 


                           On the science side my question is do you 


 


              have any thoughts of how the DOE or the government can 


 


              take these de-risks or pre-productive or 


 


              pre-commercial opportunities and create over a long 


 


              horizon a sustained and substantial investment 


 


              portfolio?  I remember when I came out of college 


 


              Fisher-Tropes and gas liquids and in situ gasification 


 


              was all the vogue and then the price of oil dipped and 


 


              off that went.  That is on the science side or 


 


              technology side, that is the question. 


 


                           On the policy side if you look at 


 


              everything that seems to be framed through economic 


 


              competitiveness, energy security, and environmental 


 


              and then you look at DOE, Department of Commerce, 


 


              Department of Defense, there seem to be a lot of 


 


              stakeholders involved and sometimes with competing, 


 


              let's just say, objective functions. 


 


                           So not that I am advocating an energy 


 


              czar, but how do we bring all of these competing 


 


              objectives into focus because, clearly, the DOE cannot 







 


              just implement policy on its own. 


 


                           And so the question on the role of the 


 


              DOE in policy and how does that get elevated to 


 


              something, say, similar to a treasury secretary or an 


 


              overarching economic constraint in this case viewed 


 


              through that prism. 


 


                           One question, just to repeat, on the 


 


              science side relative to sustained and substantial 


 


              investment through the cycle of oil and gas prices, 


 


              what role do you see in terms of implementation and 


 


              deployment because it is not really clear that you had 


 


              a commonality of views. 


 


                           And then the second on the policy side is 


 


              how do you think this could be more efficient given 


 


              the fact that there are so many stakeholders involved. 


 


                           XXX:  Anybody want to take a crack 


 


              at either? 


 


                           XXX:  Well, maybe the comment of 


 


              oil and gas price gets back into a vision and seeking 


 


              the vision and I think through different parts of that 


 


              we look back at on the strategic plan, the statements 


 


              right back in the early '90s I think it was, of the 


 


              visions that were important then are still important 


 


              today, but we have lacked the continuity and force 


 


              over that course in time.  I hope that we are learning 


 


              from that in that we figure out ways to push that 


 


              forward. 


 


                           I do think we need to do it somewhat 


 







              irrelevant of oil and gas pricing, that we have to 


 


              keep pushing a portfolio of technologies forward so 


 


              they are available to basically if when oil ends it is 


 


              there; when oil spikes are you able to balance. 


 


                           I worry about not having to choose 


 


              between energy security and environmental parameters, 


 


              I would like to see -- I think it needs to be an 


 


              objective to do both of those together.  The only way 


 


              to do both of these together is making sure you 


 


              progress through that innovation pipeline to the point 


 


              they are commercially relevant so you are not forcing 


 


              saying, oh, I am going to go be non-sustainable 


 


              temporarily because oil is at $200 a barrel. 


 


                           On the positive side, the presidential 


 


              leadership, that is a tough one, how do you get 


 


              everybody to come together and act as a happy family. 


 


              You would like to do that in the U.S., you would like 


 


              to in the world, what about China, what about India, 


 


              the whole environmental factor of what we do versus 


 


              what other countries are setting as standards; that is 


 


              a challenging one.  It is definitely starting with 


 


              good presidential leadership is important, I think he 


 


              is driving in the right direction right now. 


 


                           XXX:  I am going to break in with 


 


              my own answer for a second or comment. 


 


                           It is interesting to compare energy and 


 


              defense.  As already mentioned, the government is the 


 


              sole customer for defense in many ways. 


 


 







                But even beyond that it has taken a 


 


              number of steps to make sure that defense -- the 


 


              defense mail gets answered more or less independent of 


 


              the political situation.  We have a uniformed service, 


 


              we have a professionalized acquisition core, we have 


 


              institutions like the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the 


 


              office of Secretary of Defense who explicitly see it 


 


              as their job to damp out the political influences. 


 


              We have the National Security Counsel, we have special 


 


              arrangements in the congressional committees, we have 


 


              a Quadrennial Defense Review that has a five-year time 


 


              arising. 


 


                           If energy were as important as defense we 


 


              do things like that in order to guarantee some 


 


              predictability in consistence.  We haven't yet. 


 


                           In fact, you can go back and read the 


 


              enabling legislation for the Department of Energy in 


 


              1977, and I read it, say, gee that sounds like the 


 


              right thing, but somehow not much of it ever happened. 


 


                           XXX:  Briefly, I think you did hear 


 


              agreement about pre-commercial capital that -- overall 


 


              I believe that is the term you used or some 


 


              equivalent, overall that is a good idea.  I suspect in 


 


              this or any other group you would have diversity of 


 


              opinion about some of the specifics. 


 


                           I think I can't fully answer the broader 


 


              political question, except to note that as I have 


 


              gotten to know both the private sector and the 


 


              government, one of my sort of disillusionments -- I 







 


              think part of what it needs to do is understand the 


 


              problem and then you can then better target the 


 


              solutions. 


 


                           I always thought abstractedly the 


 


              government ought to act in a longer time horizon than 


 


              the private sector, and I find it is actually often 


 


              the other way around.  And I think until that is 


 


              remedied, and that is a very foundational fundamental 


 


              thing, it is going to be tough. 


 


                           Finally on the relationship of energy and 


 


              defense, I think it was the 1997 PCAST report that 


 


              noted that the threats to U.S. security from 


 


              inadequacies of our energy supplies are likely to be 


 


              greater than inadequacies of our weapon systems. 


 


                           Another way to put that, and I challenged 


 


              my friend James Woolsey to do an analysis of this with 


 


              me but so far he has demurred, look at including all 


 


              of the secondary spinoff effects the net economic 


 


              impact of exporting weapons versus exporting renewable 


 


              energy technologies.  When you think about whether you 


 


              are enhancing or undermining the security and 


 


              financial stability and customers for our products and 


 


              whatnot overseas, I actually think it is a no-brainer. 


 


              I think that comparison is a very relevant one. 


 


                           XXX:  I am XXX from 


 


              XXX, so I am a little bit defense. 


 


                           Aviation has been absent both from 


 


              discussion and from the framing document.  I don't 


 







              know whether to be encouraged or discouraged at that 


 


              because it has different characteristics. 


 


                           It is about 14 percent of transportation 


 


              fuels, I believe, but the vehicles don't turn over 


 


              quickly, they have a 30- or 40-year economic life.  We 


 


              can't electrify them because the extension cords 


 


              become troublesome after a few kilometers.  It is the 


 


              nation's largest manufacturing export by far, and when 


 


              Boeing goes on strike our balance of payments fall 


 


              precipitously. 


 


                           And there is good news and bad news.  And 


 


              I think there is a role for -- I think people think it 


 


              is a DOD problem because DOD uses so many airplanes. 


 


              It really doesn't.  The entire U.S. Air Force could 


 


              operate out of Dallas-Ft. Worth, there is enough 


 


              runways, supply tankers, taxiways.  In terms of fuel 


 


              consumption it is about fifth or sixth largest U.S. 


 


              airline.  So it really is a commercial aviation issue. 


 


                           Our airplanes take off from New York and 


 


              Chicago and they fly to places where they are going to 


 


              be taxed next year for carbon taxes for fuels, so they 


 


              are internationalized. 


 


                           Here is the good news.  The good news is 


 


              aviation really needs a hydrocarbon fuel.  Only 


 


              kerosene of the things we know of has the energy 


 


              density necessary for high, subsonic airplanes.  So we 


 


              need this, we can't use hydrogen or liquified gases or 


 


              other things, we need kerosene-like fuels. 


 


                           The good news is there is one, there is a 







 


              drop-in fuel that will be certified by the end of -- 


 


              this year, I expect, all commercial and military 


 


              airplanes will be certified for hydro-treated 


 


              renewable jet, which is made from vegetable oil in 


 


              conventional refineries.  So it has great advantage in 


 


              it doesn't need much capital. 


 


                           So here is the challenge.  It is made 


 


              from vegetable oil.  When I look at how much vegetable 


 


              oil is produced in the U.S. and aviation consumes 


 


              about 2 million barrels a day, I think, we need about 


 


              700 percent of the arable land in the country to grow 


 


              biofuels. 


 


                           So while we have taken care of the 


 


              capital, we have taken care of the vehicle 


 


              technologies, what is missing is the basic science 


 


              that says that 100 gallons per acre per year, I think 


 


              that is about .05 percent solar-to-fuel conversion, 


 


              that it is plausible that we can get enough biofuels. 


 


                           About 70 percent of the U.S. aviation 


 


              fuel is used in only 30 locations.  So distribution 


 


              isn't a problem, the airlines would love to buy it and 


 


              buy all they can.  The question is where is the basic 


 


              science to provide credible amounts of fuel so that as 


 


              the aviation industry plans for 10, 20, 30, 40 years 


 


              out we can say, yes, it is credible, we can convert to 


 


              these sorts of fuels. 


 


                           XXX:  I think comes back to the 


 


              scale issue. 


 







                           XXX:  Really biomass or 


 


              efficiency. 


 


                           XXX:  Can you grow enough 


 


              stuff. 


 


                           Somebody want to address that? 


 


                           XXX:  I think the key point there is 


 


              that there are alternative ways to make fuel aside 


 


              from petroleum. 


 


                           One of the things we haven't talked too 


 


              much about is the conversion of other sources like 


 


              natural gas.  There are technologies today, one can 


 


              argue about their capital efficiency, there are big 


 


              plants being built to convert natural gas to 


 


              hydrocarbon liquids.  I am confident that this issue 


 


              of conversion technologies of diverse sets of 


 


              feedstocks, like natural gas, potentially coal, all of 


 


              these things, could be converted and make jet fuel. 


 


                           I think that I am personally not too 


 


              concerned about that.  Unless your requirement is that 


 


              it be biologically-based. 


 


                           XXX:  No. 


 


                           The requirement is that aviation has 


 


              committed to CO2 neutral growth for the next 40 years. 


 


              So as aviation grows five percent a year, and we want 


 


              it to because it is our biggest export, over the last 


 


              50 years of jet aviation technology has given us about 


 


              two percent a year, so the only solution to low carbon 


 


              fuel. 


 


                           So we need a low carbon fuel, I don't 







 


              care how it gets made, you can make it in nuclear 


 


              reactors, but it has to be low carbon and presumably 


 


              we want it to be domestic. 


 


                           XXX:  But the low carbon has to do 


 


              with the feedstock and the production process. 


 


              Ultimately the combustion is going to be the same way 


 


              however you make it. 


 


                           XXX:  As much as I love technical 


 


              detail, I would like to keep this morning to higher -- 


 


                           XXX:  Maybe just one point in 


 


              terms of there is a lot of those six frameworks, the 


 


              important part was raised in terms of within deploy 


 


              alternative fuels, how are you going to manage the 


 


              portfolio between diesel alternatives, gasoline 


 


              alternatives, diesel -- between long-haul diesel and 


 


              aviation, so I do think there is a lot within that one 


 


              bucket as an important point.  Versus you look at 


 


              electric cars there is a lot more, it is almost like 


 


              that is a predominant theme in the strategies. 


 


                           Exactly how you are going to manage the 


 


              portfolio between those six buckets becomes an 


 


              important decision. 


 


                           XXX:  I just have a couple of -- I 


 


              just have a couple of comments. 


 


                           XXX:  You should tell everybody 


              who you are. 


 


                           XXX:  My name is XXX at XXX. 


 


                           I guess the first point I would like to 


 


              make is that we have to be very precise about what the 







 


              national energy goals are, and a lot of terms are 


 


              being thrown, some of them are actually not feasible 


 


              in a global economy, like foreign oil imports, and to 


 


              the extent we propagate those loosely-defined terms we 


 


              are kind of fooling ourselves and then we just pick 


 


              what we want to pick by latching onto the goals which 


 


              pick those solutions. 


 


                           And then, secondly, is how do we 


 


              prioritize those goals because there are very few 


 


              solutions that are ready that do not -- that meet all 


 


              the goals in a cost effective manner. 


 


                           The first point is just more definition 


 


              and preciseness around goals. 


 


                           The second point is time scale. 


 


                           Technology development takes a decade, as 


 


              XXX said, political changes takes two years, 


 


              four years, six years.  And that is why coming back to 


 


              XXX's question, the time scale for DOE is smaller than 


 


              the time scale. 


 


                           One way to approach it is to say what 


 


              port of your portfolio is less susceptible to 


 


              political changes because in research moving it up and 


 


              down is actually very counterproductive. 


 


                           XXX:  Basic research is 


 


              apolitical, we can fund support for basic research 


 


              everywhere all the time basically. 


 


                           XXX:  The third point is 


 


              competitiveness. 


 







                           Competitiveness is more than energy.  In 


 


              fact, if you look at last three years, four years, the 


 


              oil price is disconnected from gas price.  There is 


 


              renaissance, a renaissance in chemical industry, 


 


              chemical industry is relocating to the U.S.  There is 


 


              a renaissance in oil export -- energy intensive 


 


              exporting commodities, and that is because of natural 


 


              gas. 


 


                           And you say what role did government play 


 


              in that?  I am sure in the early phases there were 


 


              some DOE funding, I acknowledge that, but when I look 


 


              at the QTR document shale gas is almost treated as a 


 


              combatant because it is a competitor to renewable 


 


              energy.  If the goal is competitiveness, then that is 


 


              -- it will reflect on that. 


 


                           Lastly, I will just say technology is 


 


              used as a policy fix rather than as a policy 


 


              supplement and there are tremendous dangers in that. 


 


                           Four points. 


 


                           XXX:  Let's go in the back. 


 


                           XXX:  XXX from XXX. 


 


                           I found the discussion on jet fuel very, 


 


              very interesting and would like the panel to comment 


 


              on the prospect of some of the barriers for ethanol 


 


              expansion and I will relate it back to jet fuels in 


 


              just a second. 


 


                           We pretty much are at the blendwell of 


 


              ten percent and if we wanted to develop additional 


 


              supply, regardless of what that supply is, we have 







 


              known conversion technology to make ethanol and we 


 


              have examples where ethanol is used as a fuel and up 


 


              to 100 percent. 


 


                           Yet if I want to go to a gas station, 


 


              one, my car was just totaled, I am trying to find a 


 


              new car and some of the models that I want to drive 


 


              flex fuel is not available, many of the models, I 


 


              can't even go and buy a flex fuel vehicle for 


 


              particular model that I want.  If I want to go to a 


 


              gas station and I want to fill up I can't choose as a 


 


              consumer to dial between zero and 100 percent ethanol 


 


              or zero and 85 percent ethanol and I can't do that 


 


              under a canopy of a major oil station. 


 


                           So when you talk about the role of 


 


              government and everyone says, well, it is the early 


 


              stages, yet we are seeing large barriers and I am 


 


              seeing where the National Labs and NREL 


 


              is an example have done a lot of work in terms of 


 


              certifying vehicles and qualifying them, yet we have 


 


              these small engine issues.  I would kind of like them 


 


              to look at that. 


 


                           When we take it to jet fuel why not 


 


              displace more of our current fuel and transportation 


 


              where we have known technology that can compete in an 


 


              economical manner with ethanol in the future and allow 


 


              more of the oil to then be converted into petroleum. 


 


              So we have the concept of offsets that are I can buy 


 


              green credits for my business or why not kind of think 


 







              about it in terms of a broader and more comprehensive 


 


              type of goal.  Thank you. 


 


                           That is a question for the panel. 


 


                           XXX:  If I take your two comments 


 


              together, and it is not a total answer to either of 


 


              you, but I am sure my colleagues will fill in, I think 


 


              we need to understand what the most important barriers 


 


              are. 


 


                           With respect to biomass I lead something 


 


              called the XXX, we 


 


              held meetings in every continent in the world last 


 


              year and we are not going to prove it this morning or 


 


              even this year, but it is my feeling that there are 


 


              redundant ways to provide for the world's mobility 


 


              several times over from biomass, not producing 


 


              vegetable oil crops.  We could go into the details, 


 


              and I don't think we want to, but I think clarity on 


 


              that sort of question would be extremely useful in 


 


              strategic framing.  And there is a certain dynamic 


 


              that DOE doesn't want to mess with often things having 


 


              to do with agriculture and USDA often doesn't want 


 


              things to change so these important discussions don't 


 


              happen. 


 


                           I think that we need to understand that 


 


              realistically commercially you can't do too many new 


 


              things at once.  If you ask people honestly how long 


 


              is it going to take before we move to these 


 


              potentially very large feedstocks with good 


 


              environmental attributes and also make something 







 


              compatible with jet engine, the answer is going to be 


 


              a decade. 


 


                           And, yet, we seem to be focusing on new 


 


              molecules as the most important challenge in 


 


              bioenergy.  It is not.  The most important challenge 


 


              in bioenergy is getting to better feedstocks. 


 


                           And we have to be willing to pursue those 


 


              in parallel and really have clarity about that.  I see 


 


              a fair amount of fog around that issue. 


 


                           So with respect to both the resource 


 


              possibilities and with respect to bringing these two 


 


              things along in parallel, I think if we were clearer 


 


              about where we were going we could proceed much more 


 


              effectively. 


 


                           XXX:  We were talking, just to 


 


              add on the last question, to make a quick point, is 


 


              there is choices between the molecule you make and 


 


              things like how much ethanol is blended.  We were 


 


              having an offhand conversation here about at least in 


 


              XXX we find E85 a much better alternative than, 


 


              say, E15 just to be able to -- the infrastructure 


 


              challenges with ethanol maximize getting it out there, 


 


              getting the maximum value for E85.  Also looked at 


 


              alternatives with drop-in fuels, in XXX we have 


 


              spent a lot of time working with butanol, which 


 


              doesn't have the infrastructure limitations as much as 


 


              ethanol.  It is a question of choice of the molecules 


 


              as well as the infrastructure in terms of blend ratio. 


 







                           So there is a lot of choices there, you 


 


              don't have to be forced through one door, there is a 


 


              variety of doors that one could go through for that. 


 


                           XXX:   


 


                           I want to bring together a couple of 


 


              points which I think are quite important. 


 


                           First responding to the XXX 


 


              comments with regard to the amount of land mass 


 


              required to produce U.S. jet fuel. 


 


                           We are developing a technology based on 


 


              coal biomass that greatly reduces the amount of land 


 


              mass required, it is not 700 percent of arable land, 


 


              it is more like seven percent of arable land; with the 


 


              technology combining coal plus biomass you can 


 


              actually satisfy U.S. energy needs. 


 


                           I don't want to go into a long pitch, but 


 


              it can be economic, it is highly energy sufficient. 


 


                           XXX:  Technology comes this 


 


              afternoon. 


 


                           XXX:  The point is in trying to 


 


              advance that technology apropos this morning's 


 


              discussion there is a law, Section 526 of the Energy 


 


              Bill, that talks about the relative greenhouse gas 


 


              footprint of a new alternative fuel versus petroleum. 


 


              That law was written by Congress, it is to be 


 


              implemented in part by DOE but you bring in the DOD, 


 


              the USDA, the EPA. 


 


                           And right now I defy any of you in this 


 


              room to get a clear answer as to whether or not coal 







 


              plus biomass with advanced technology options does or 


 


              does not meet Section 526.  Therefore, that is an 


 


              immediate impediment, we can't really move forward 


 


              until we know that answer. 


 


                           And it gets to the whole issue around 


 


              satisfying policy versus the technical scientific 


 


              assessment role of DOE and the interface between those 


 


              two. 


 


                           I am just giving you a real life example, 


 


              ladies and gentlemen, of how one can be impeded and be 


 


              innovative in helping U.S. competitiveness simply 


 


              because of all those. 


 


                           XXX:  Clarity of definition. 


 


                           XXX will go next. 


 


                           XXX:  Great framing document, 


 


              enjoyed reading it.  XXX, I was 18 years in 


 


              the oil and gas industry and swallowed a lot of salt 


 


              water, so I have been at XXX for 12 years. 


 


                           The mission statement I agree is very 


 


              well written and it ends with towards national energy 


 


              goals and then it states three, enhance security, 


 


              reduce environmental impact, increase competitiveness. 


 


                           Unfortunately, it jumps right from there 


 


              to -- I say unfortunately -- right into what I call 


 


              picking winners and it goes right to clean, clean, 


 


              clean.  It seems to have a bit of a clean complex in 


 


              it, to be candid with you not that I am against clean 


 


              but -- 


 







                           XXX:  Cleanliness is next to 


 


              godliness. 


 


                           XXX:  I assume you understand the 


 


              political drivers behind that. 


 


                           If you are going to go right to clean I 


 


              think it needs to be better defined.  The president 


 


              redefined it in the State of the Union this year and 


 


              continue to be redefined, and I am not sure what it 


 


              means.  It used to be called green, now it is clean, 


 


              and I am not sure where it is headed. 


 


                           If that is going to be the driving piece 


 


              of this document in what we do it really needs to be 


 


              clearly defined. 


 


                           My question to the panel is are there not 


 


              other drivers that are of equal importance, 


 


              affordable, available, reliable, efficient, a low 


 


              footprint, high density environmentally, water, 


 


              competitive. 


 


                           Some of these are actually in conflict. 


 


              And I think we need to carefully with this group that 


 


              is assembled think about and maybe perhaps better 


 


              engage in the conversation about what those real 


 


              drivers should be and that can help frame where we go. 


 


                           I would like to hear from the panel. 


 


                           XXX:  We heard a couple of comments 


 


              which are, I think, singularly important. 


 


                           The history of the United States Great 


 


              Industrial Expansion has in many ways been technology 


 


              built around low-cost, abundant energy.  And I think 







 


              there is a question, and maybe this is something 


 


              discussed in DOE, low-cost energy is, one, arguably a 


 


              distinguishing characteristic of the U.S. industrial 


 


              base, for example, the EU or Japan.  And part of the 


 


              reason, of course, is the U.S. has had this immense 


 


              resource base to build around it. 


 


                           But I think this question of 


 


              affordability and the cost of energy and that impact 


 


              on U.S. competitiveness cannot be diminished.  And 


 


              somebody mentioned, for example, that you mentioned 


 


              that, you know, how the chemical industry is coming 


 


              back because you have abundant with high 


 


              predictability of low gas prices, that is a 


 


              significant effect.  I mean, the chemical industry 


 


              really started in the U.S. because you had all this 


 


              stuff you didn't know what to do with that came along 


 


              with the oil production. 


 


                           I think this question of cost 


 


              affordability is a huge competitive issue for the U.S. 


 


              and really needs to be -- I would agree with XXX 


 


              needs to be a fundamental driver that you are going to 


 


              continue to have, arguably, the lowest-cost energy 


 


              system among the major industrialized economies. 


 


                           XXX:  Listening to what XXX 


 


              said, I think he is correct, but that gets in my view 


 


              down to having a way of making those decisions, and so 


 


              if you think about decision grid and you just decide 


 


              what is the weight of those various factors, then you 


 







              can put the options for the alternatives and weigh 


 


              them against that same set and that will help 


 


              prioritize those opportunities. 


 


                           XXX:  I agree.  To the 


 


              prioritization process you will find where you are 


 


              finding conflicts between important variables that is 


 


              where you can use your targeted research dollars to 


 


              basically target those conflict areas and with time 


 


              most likely eliminate them if not reduce 


 


              significantly.  I think that is an important process. 


 


                           XXX:  Last question and then we 


 


              will take a break. 


 


                           XXX:  Thanks to the panel.  My name 


 


              is XXX. 


 


                           We have spoken a little about emission, a 


 


              number of technology things this afternoon, interested 


 


              to see how much towards both kind of feedstock-related 


 


              things and even product things it might dovetail into 


 


              that. 


 


                           I think it was instructive to read the 


 


              mission statement, and I would like to go ahead and do 


 


              that as we kind of close in the discussion. 


 


                           To facilitate the invention, refinement, 


 


              and early deployment of meaningful technologies that 


 


              enable options for scale in private sector towards 


 


              national and energy goals.  I agree, I think overall 


 


              it is a great mission statement. 


 


                           What I find interesting juxtaposed 


 


              against in the last five or six years of DOE behavior 







 


              as we perceived in the alternative fuels space is we 


 


              started with trying to incent large scale projects, we 


 


              then backed off and then went with demonstration scale 


 


              projects, and then a larger portfolio project scale 


 


              project, and now we are maybe a bit more towards R&D 


 


              incentives and consortiums.  I find it a tad ironic 


 


              relative to where we tried to put the money. 


 


                           At least where we are at now with some of 


 


              the constructive things is very consistent with the 


 


              mission statement.  I think that will hopefully be 


 


              very effective moving forward. 


 


                           There are a number of parties in the 


 


              room, I am going to dovetail towards the HRJ comment 


 


              and the ethanol comment, there is a number of parties 


 


              in the room, Virent is one of them, and we also have 


 


              some great leadership here on behalf of the National 


 


              Advanced Biofuels Consortium. 


 


                           And I just want to state if you are not 


 


              familiar with it, I do think it is very constructive 


 


              framework for private parties to work with National 


 


              Labs and universities.  I personally think the DOE 


 


              should be probably taking more of their dollars, 


 


              particularly in the budgetary constraints, and putting 


 


              it into more tools like that as opposed to cutting it 


 


              into a bunch of small pieces where any single party 


 


              can't get very far. 


 


                           I think incenting constructive R&D 


 


              consortiums and I will be blatantly honest I am in the 


 







              R&D contracts office and I have a high degree of 


 


              confidence and compliments for being able to put that 


 


              all together, so, again, if you are not familiar with 


 


              it please take a look, because that is all about 


 


              technology aligned with what I am going to say are 


 


              quality products.  These are products that people 


 


              currently use and they went. 


 


                           And you have to think about that relative 


 


              to the HRJ conversation, you have to think about that 


 


              relative to the ethanol conversation.  I personally 


 


              think in past commercial experience, both at large 


 


              corporations, as well as environment for the last 


 


              several years, if you can generate technology that is 


 


              conducive to making quality products you are going to 


 


              have a much, much easier time for longer amounts of 


 


              sustaining power to try to get to -- let's face it, 


 


              there are all kinds of winds that blow in all kinds of 


 


              directions and if you can't figure out a way to 


 


              sustain through all of that it is going to be very 


 


              difficult. 


 


                           A very advantaged way to keep yourself 


 


              relevant through all of that is to keep your eyes on 


 


              the prize and our opinion the bright, shiny objects 


 


              are the quality products.  So over time you will 


 


              develop your technology, you can cut down the 


 


              technology ramp curve. 


 


                           If you are fundamentally making your own 


 


              products you will then get into issues of do I have 


 


              the right infrastructure in place, how do I change it, 







 


              how do I do all these things, those are all very big 


 


              issues as we touched on in many much different ways. 


 


                           So I guess maybe with that I will open it 


 


              to the panel an opportunity if they want to comment on 


 


              kind of the notion of quality products. 


 


                           XXX:  We are running over time, 


 


              but if anybody has got a brief response to that. 


 


                           XXX:  Maybe the brief response is 


 


              driving consortium, I think, is really important and I 


 


              do think that drives success.  The more we can drive 


 


              consortium and collaboration across industry, across 


 


              academics, across government laboratories, the better 


 


              off we will be and, also, keep our joint lawyers and 


 


              transfer office at bay here so we don't get the 


 


              intellectual properties that is created through the 


 


              DOE distributed through so many enterprises that it 


 


              winds up going nowhere because it gets fragmented out. 


 


              I think it is a challenge for us all. 


 


                           XXX:  I can't resist since I get 


 


              to be in charge of the schedule asking one more 


 


              question of you all relevant to consortia and 


 


              researching funding modalities and so on. 


 


                           A few years ago the Department 


 


              established three bioenergy research centers, you all 


 


              know the locations so I won't recite them for you. 


 


              They serve as the prototype and model for the hubs 


 


              that we are also establishing in non-bioenergy areas, 


 


              building efficiency, fuels from sunlight -- and what 


 







              is the third one -- nuclear model and simulation, this 


 


              community then has had the longest experience with the 


 


              hubs. 


 


                           Just some thoughts on whether that is a 


 


              productive way for the DOE to be spending its dollars, 


 


              have you seen any benefits, how do you all in the 


 


              private sector or in academia interact with the hubs? 


 


              Just some reaction, thoughts, on now a couple years 


 


              experience with them. 


 


                           XXX:  I have been able to 


 


              interact with all three and I think it actually is a 


 


              great modeled for the DOE in terms of driving that 


 


              consortia. 


 


                           What I would say is getting back to the 


 


              intellectual property to somehow as we propagate 


 


              models like that figure out a way to get government 


 


              money in there but not having trapped within the 


 


              university, IP transfer offices, so I think that to me 


 


              from an industrial perspective a continuing 


 


              frustration that doesn't allow to get to 


 


              commercialization and we have got to change that. 


 


                           XXX:  I will just say that I think 


 


              this adds a new species to the ecology of energy 


 


              science and I think that is useful.  I think in the 


 


              world it is today we need multi-dimensionality in 


 


              terms of the kinds of organizations and how they 


 


              interact, and this adds another dimension. 


 


                           I am quite optimistic of what I have 


 


              seen.  It has enough critical mass sustaining power to 







 


              address problems of substance.  It is not a substitute 


 


              for traditional university research, it is not a 


 


              substitute for the labs or industrial research, but I 


 


              think it adds another element that I am quite 


 


              encouraged. 


 


                           XXX:  As you may know one of the 


 


              ongoing problems the Department has is explaining the 


 


              differences between RPE and the hubs and the EFOC's 


 


              and the base programs to our pay masters. 


 


                           Anybody else?  Okay. 


 


                           XXX:  I am XXX, a 


 


              recovering DOE program manager. 


 


                           XXX:  It should be finished by 


 


              now? 


 


                           XXX:  No, no, no.  I won't get 


 


              -- I won't answer the specific question you posed at 


 


              the last, but I think it is relevant to what I wanted 


 


              to say in response the earlier questions and points 


 


              that were raised, and that is about what is DOE? 


 


                           Many of you are articulating views that 


 


              keep referring to DOE as it is a monolithic system and 


 


              many of you actually include the National Labs of 


 


              being part of DOE.  That I think is a mistake. 


 


              Especially when you want to articulate the catalytic 


 


              role that DOE may play and many of the objectives -- 


 


              the brain trust on the panel is huge, but I don't 


 


              think any of you have been on the other side within 


 


              the DOE system. 


 







                           I served for the government for 17 years, 


 


              and I can tell you one thing with respect to 


 


              interactions with the private sector, DOE can in fact 


 


              accomplish a lot of the objectives that you have set 


 


              with respect to coordination, goal articulation, 


 


              implementation of programs. 


 


                           The private sector cannot do anything. 


 


              When people refer to the private sector, in the 


 


              private sector, somehow you feel as if you can get 


 


              organized as a private sector and feedback to the 


 


              government.  Forget it. 


 


                           The private sector is very amorphus, very 


 


              disjointed, very broken up.  So the notion that you 


 


              would have a private sector presentation or pool as a 


 


              community is chaotic at best. 


 


                           On the other hand, on the government 


 


              side, if you understand how DOE functions, if you 


 


              understand the ins and outs of DOE, the interactions 


 


              within the Federal government and also with the Hill 


 


              you can accomplish good things if you put the 


 


              coordination in place.  We got an expert and a veteran 


 


              of a lot of these coordinated programs, and of course 


 


              one dwells mostly on the experiences that they had. 


 


                           And I will mention, too, at least in my 


 


              career in government, one was the U.S. Government 


 


              Exchange Program, which brought 13 agencies together 


 


              for a common objective.  One can argue it is not an 


 


              important one if you don't believe in climate change, 


 


              for example; regardless, it put together a program 







 


              that integrated and implemented as only the government 


 


              can do. 


 


                           The same thing would be said about DOE 


 


              and the internal functions.  It is very important to 


 


              understand nobody had mentioned it except in passing, 


 


              the OMB as being the first recipient of the document. 


 


                           Convincing OMB about a specific 


 


              importance of the specific program and its importance, 


 


              its relevance to competitiveness, its relevance to 


 


              national goals is a huge challenge, but it can be done 


 


              because it has been done in the past. 


 


                           The Human Genome project was another such 


 


              example, it also included significant interactions 


 


              with the public sector -- private sector.  Again, it 


 


              was a case where the DOE and another agency got 


 


              together and did things that only the government can 


 


              do and you would never expect in the private sector. 


 


                           The DOD, as XXX has expressed, has a 


 


              lot of experience with is a special case. 


 


                           I emphasize and I urge you to look more 


 


              carefully into the intricate mechanisms within the 


 


              Department of Energy, within the technology offices 


 


              and the Office of Science, between the DOE programs 


 


              managers and the National Labs, there lies many keys 


 


              that can give you the success that you need. 


 


                           Thank you. 


 


                           XXX:  Thank you for that note of 


 


              optimism. 


 







                           I think it is time we took a 15-minute 


 


              break. 


 


                           XXX, what happens after the break? 


 


                           XXX:  After the break we will 


 


              convene next door.  There are round tables with little 


 


              numbers and flags on the tables.  If you pick up your 


 


              name tag on the break it has a breakout session number 


 


              on it and you can go to that appropriate table. 


 


                           We tried to make interesting and diverse 


 


              conversations.  Hopefully you won't know too many of 


 


              the people at your own table.  And then we will 


 


              discuss over there for a little while and then come 


 


              back over here. 


 


                           XXX:  In 15 minutes reconvene in 


 


              the other room and pick up your name tags. 


 


                           Thanks, it was a great discussion. 


 


                           (Recess taken.) 


 


                           (Break-out sessions were not reported.) 


 


               


 


                           XXX:  If we could get going, 


 


              please. 


 


                           I think it is great the conversations are 


 


              going on, everybody seems engaged.  We do want to get 


 


              through a little bit more of the formal program. 


 


                           The goal for this session, which 


 


              shouldn't take more than about 20 minutes or so, is to 


 


              hear briefly from the rapporteurs for each of the five 


 


              groups what the rapporteurs heard.  And, again, I 


 


              don't want to hear anything about agreement or 







 


              consensus, I just want to hear what you heard.  And if 


 


              we do it smartly, we should be able to wrap up in 


 


              about 15 or 20 minutes. 


 


                           I don't know who was Group 1 rapporteur, 


 


              why don't you just use the mic over here or you can 


 


              come up here, take the podium. 


 


                           XXX:  We had a fairly broad 


 


              ranging discussion, a little hard to pull out some 


 


              salient points, but I think in terms of maybe what DOE 


 


              should do or what should motivate our portfolio, there 


 


              is this question of sort of technology push and the 


 


              traditional way of viewing the programs, we are 


 


              funding things upstream, really focus on the early 


 


              stage of R&D and there is this handoff of the other 


 


              sort of way of potentially thinking about how you 


 


              would optimize a portfolio independent of TRL stages 


 


              might be looking at, you know, trying to focus on 


 


              choosing problems that will catalyze public/private 


 


              investment and sort of a sequential choice of things, 


 


              so after you achieve something you sort of go on to 


 


              try to identify the next thing and there is less a 


 


              sense of trying to keep a set of technology just 


 


              moving forward or a set of options moving forward. 


 


                           There was a comment that we might be a 


 


              little too focused on breakthroughs and less focused 


 


              on the sort of incremental advance that is necessary 


 


              to actually change a system as big as energy. 


 


                           In terms of criteria that we might be 


 







              able to use back to a comment that XXX made 


 


              during the session before and that is set a stable set 


 


              of criteria against which all energy technologies 


 


              would be judged and then you are sort of managing the 


 


              portfolio based on how well something sets up against 


 


              that less in terms of setting up particular 


 


              performance goal and then reorienting a portfolio to 


 


              that and then somebody else comes in and chooses 


 


              another portfolio goal and you try reorienting to 


 


              that. 


 


                           Let's see, I think some other visions of 


 


              how the Department could see itself and then, 


 


              therefore, manage its portfolio would be that the 


 


              Department should be the organization that helps 


 


              identify and lead a transition to a different energy 


 


              system and then that becomes the organizing principle 


 


              for things. 


 


                           Alternatively, the Department, I guess, 


 


              sort of an option-value approach to analyzing the 


 


              portfolio, and that is sort of keeping a set of 


 


              plausible alternatives available and then the private 


 


              sector does the down select from that. 


 


                           And that might be an approach to the 


 


              other, and I think this is a little closer to the -- 


 


              one of the earlier comments, and that is trying to 


 


              find these conflict points in a technology, again 


 


              focus on that, once you have resolved that, again, 


 


              next conflict point, resolve that and move on. 


 


                           XXX:  Anybody else wanted to 







 


              amplify or correct XXX?  Good. 


 


                           Who is No. 2? 


 


                           XXX:  As with all of these I am 


 


              sure our conversation was very wide ranging and 


 


              engaging across a whole slough of these things, again, 


 


              just to echo XXX's apology for any comments that 


 


              don't make the cut out of my notes, please feel free 


 


              to add in when I am done summarizing. 


 


                           So we started off talking a bit about 


 


              broadening the concept of what material might mean in 


 


              terms of deciding making cuts and deciding what is in 


 


              and what is out, what to prioritize, thinking about 


 


              making sure we look at the full life cycle of a 


 


              technology, understanding not just that this 


 


              particular technology can meet in isolation some 


 


              target, but understanding the ecosystem, the full 


 


              energy system into which it is going to plug, what are 


 


              the infrastructure requirements that would go along 


 


              with a particular technology, et cetera, and so to 


 


              really understand what we mean by expectations of 


 


              materiality. 


 


                           We also talked a little about costs 


 


              versus externalities, and sort of the idea that at 


 


              times when energy is cheap then people start to get 


 


              concerned about externalities, when energy is 


 


              expensive people start to get concerned about quantity 


 


              and availability and trying to get the cost low and 


 


              trying to figure out how to keep both of those in the 


 







              backs of our minds at DOE as we are trying to decide 


 


              how to apportion our effort that really the economic 


 


              impetus of having cheap, available energy has a real 


 


              U.S. competitiveness push to it, but not competitive 


 


              necessarily in energy technology, but competitiveness 


 


              in all the other technologies that can benefit and 


 


              industry can benefit from that cheap available source 


 


              of energy, and so there is that push, but also making 


 


              sure that with DOE as a public interest entity that we 


 


              are also -- we are the ones who always have to think 


 


              about the externalities regardless of the price and 


 


              trying to understand a little bit of how to make those 


 


              kinds of balances. 


 


                           We talked a little bit about the 


 


              diversity of the energy system, the diverse ecology 


 


              and the change, perceived change that lasted a while 


 


              from several big players really down meaning to really 


 


              throw their weight around doing their own R&D versus 


 


              the more vibrant, multi-scale economic ecosystem 


 


              around energy and how that that actually has changed 


 


              where the R&D needs to happen, how hand-offs might 


 


              happen, compared to historical precedent. 


 


                           Let's see what else.  Definitely a 


 


              request that DOE should definitely listen better and 


 


              understand better industry and how that ecosystem 


 


              actually works. 


 


                           We talked a little bit in particular from 


 


              a fuels context about part of understanding that 


 


              industry is understanding what is going to make money, 







 


              as XXX likes to point out, a fuel molecule is a 


 


              fuel molecule, it is hard to tell where it came from, 


 


              it is a commodity, a low margin product, which is hard 


 


              when you have a small -- particularly for smaller 


 


              companies trying to figure out how to make profit to 


 


              survive.  So trying to -- DOE should pay more 


 


              attention to coke products, chemicals, other parts of 


 


              what is going to actually enable that ecosystem to 


 


              continue to do its thing. 


 


                           And then at the end of our discussion we 


 


              talked a bit about demos and how folks seem to think 


 


              that there was a role for DOE for sure in early stage 


 


              development, but that there is a fuzzy line around 


 


              where is the demo and pilot scale where cost the share 


 


              issues and how do you actually do a demo that is going 


 


              to have material impact on whether something actually 


 


              gets taken up and taken downstream, the importance of 


 


              clarifying and understanding what the expectations of 


 


              a demonstration would be, is it about cost, is it 


 


              about risk, is it about -- so a demo should have 


 


              really -- it should be glaringly obvious at the end of 


 


              the demo that someone should be able to make a whole 


 


              lot of money off -- the risks have been driven down, 


 


              costs driven down appropriately, so it can be really 


 


              taken off and really make a business proposition to 


 


              make it actually work. 


 


                           That is just a few comments from it.  If 


 


              I left anything out please, the rest of my table, 


 







              speak up. 


 


                           XXX:  Who was 3? 


 


                           XXX:  Group No. 3 spent a lot of 


 


              time talking about what DOE can provide, and I know 


 


              you don't want to hear about consensus, but pretty 


 


              much the thought was that sound scientific and 


 


              techno-economic bases for enduring insights into 


 


              technologies is critical. 


 


                           There was a great deal of discussion 


 


              about how DOE can conduct and provide such analyses 


 


              while avoiding technology advocacy.  There were many 


 


              analogs proposed, one was that the DOE is the referee 


 


              to the different technologies, that DOE should pull 


 


              together information and provide a framework for 


 


              gathering information and collecting information from 


 


              the community to formulate these techno-economic 


 


              analyses, but that the DOE somehow needs to provide 


 


              these enduring technology insights without being 


 


              construed as advocating for a single pathway versus 


 


              another. 


 


                           Along those lines when discussed what is 


 


              DOE really good at doing, I heard back that we are 


 


              great at providing techno-economic models and tool 


 


              sets and pilot plants for validation and verification 


 


              of these models and these performance characteristics, 


 


              and that is something that DOE can provide across the 


 


              range of technologies. 


 


                           When asked what DOE should focus on 


 


              developing for these analyses the response was very 







 


              similar to what we are good at, it was models and 


 


              experimental setups. 


 


                           So when asked how we could prioritize the 


 


              different DOE activities, something that I heard is 


 


              that we need metrics and we just need to make them 


 


              known publicly and the metrics should be something 


 


              deeper than GHD reduction and those metrics that 


 


              comport with our national goals. 


 


                           There are metrics from availability of 


 


              feedstock to water consumption to use of current 


 


              infrastructure and primary energy requirements for 


 


              this production of a product and the difference 


 


              between what will happen and what might happen along 


 


              the lines of any of these technical pathways. 


 


                           When asked about what DOE needs to do 


 


              better or what DOE has done for you, heard some 


 


              discussion about technical consortiums, whether or not 


 


              -- we didn't mention them in the QTR framing document 


 


              and it is the R&D technical consortiums that perhaps 


 


              provide that opportunity and pull together information 


 


              from the community and provide some insulation against 


 


              the referee-versus-advocate assessment of what DOE 


 


              does. 


 


                           One thing that I heard is that DOE is not 


 


              doing a good job at all of stem education and if we 


 


              look at how that feeds into the innovation pipeline we 


 


              are failing. 


 


                           And, of course, the other thing that DOE 


 







              does very well is collaboration with other National 


 


              Labs and what that allows industry to do. 


 


                           Again, if I missed anything from our 


 


              group, please do speak up. 


 


                           XXX:  No. 4, XXX. 


 


                           XXX:  It was interesting listening 


 


              to the different groups. 


 


                           My group focused a lot on how 


 


              fluctuations in policy and priorities really hamper 


 


              any sort of progress.  A lot of that is not just 


 


              industry can't make any investments if there is too 


 


              much fluctuation, but also that it affects how good 


 


              the laboratory -- how well the laboratories can do the 


 


              research, the workforce actually at the laboratories. 


 


                           And so to get a more consistent framework 


 


              we need to really define our goals more precisely.  We 


 


              can have a role in establishing the scientific basis 


 


              for a lot of these goals and just the language that 


 


              goes behind them. 


 


                           And a lot of that also goes with the same 


 


              thing about metrics and figuring out exactly how to 


 


              measure whether we have success or failure, and even 


 


              what success and failure means, is it 


 


              commercialization, is it a certain number of barrels, 


 


              is it whether a certain area is sustainable, so just 


 


              defining that success and failure would be really 


 


              important in the DOE policies or DOE going forward. 


 


                           DOE should also inform policy more 


 


              broadly.  Like Group 3 said, I guess, it has a lot of 







 


              really important roles in techno-economic analyses and 


 


              getting reports on different technologies out there, 


 


              but one problem with current -- with how DOE is doing 


 


              right now, sometimes these are delayed so much that 


 


              they can't really inform policy so they are not 


 


              timely.  A lot of times they are rear-looking and they 


 


              need to have a more forward-looking visionary but 


 


              consistent framework to build on. 


 


                           And so in doing all of this DOE really 


 


              needs to generate just for the consistency not only in 


 


              forming policy, but also establishing a framework and 


 


              there have been recent efforts by DOE to build the 


 


              sort of framework to judge all technologies by, but a 


 


              more economic systems view has to be put into all of 


 


              these frameworks used to evaluate technologies. 


 


                           I also heard a lot that there is a big 


 


              gap between applied and basic research in terms of 


 


              there is an innovation gap.  There is also a gap in 


 


              knowing what metrics you are going to use to evaluate 


 


              both, the metrics you use to basic research is vastly 


 


              different than you do for applied research, so how to 


 


              make the technologies move more consistently through 


 


              that and how you develop a portfolio of low versus 


 


              high risk opportunities of investment. 


 


                           And then one thing we got to more at the 


 


              end was that on the international collaboration versus 


 


              competition question it seemed that collaboration was 


 


              good for many reasons, for the economic security of 


 







              the U.S. and also to not be left behind for a lot of 


 


              the technologies that the U.S. is not a leader in 


 


              anymore. 


 


                           And those are the main themes that I 


 


              heard.  Again, if I am missing anything, please don't 


 


              hesitate to add. 


 


                           XXX:  Anybody else? 


 


                           Alison, Group 5. 


 


                           XXX:  So Group 5 covered lots of 


 


              ground -- much of which has already been mentioned, 


 


              but in terms of recommendations for DOE, definitely 


 


              leaning to identifying and address barriers and 


 


              infrastructure availability across all the alternative 


 


              fuel options, make sure not to abandon liquid fuels 


 


              research in favor of electrification.  The group felt 


 


              individuals within the group, not as a consensus, felt 


 


              that liquid renewable fuels, there was definitely a 


 


              place for that as well as fuel cells as well as 


 


              electrification for different uses. 


 


                           One thing that we discussed is the need 


 


              to consider consumer wants and needs and, therefore, 


 


              behaviors.  It didn't really seem like anyone within 


 


              the federal sector is focused on the social aspects of 


 


              alternative fuels and that is a need. 


 


                           Working effectively with private industry 


 


              came up several times.  As has been mentioned earlier, 


 


              having consistent standards to evaluate all the 


 


              technology options, fossil as well as alternative 


 


              fuels.  Potentially utilizing a partnership with the 







 


              Department of Defense to get over a commercialization 


 


              hump with new technologies.  Utilizing a stage gate 


 


              strategy with a standard set of criteria and metrics 


 


              was something that was mentioned. 


 


                           One key need was tracking where DOE has 


 


              been a catalyst, where DOE funding has initiated 


 


              breakthroughs, IPO's, patents, et cetera, that is 


 


              something that a need was identified there.  Being 


 


              able to vet models and analytic tools that DOE is 


 


              developing with experimental data.  Also not focus on 


 


              the conversion technology R&D and also feedstock as 


 


              well as end use.  The end game is equally important 


 


              when creating research portfolio.  That was Group 5. 


 


                           XXX:  We are about to break for 


 


              lunch.  There was some consistency but some diversity 


 


              from what we heard among the groups.  Hopefully we 


 


              have given you enough this morning to continue 


 


              thinking and talking over lunch. 


 


                           Lunch is back in the other room.  It 


 


              should be ready.  And we will pick up here at 1:15 to 


 


              get more into the technology issues. 


 


                           (Lunch recess.) 


 


                           XXX:  For the second half of the 


 


              day we wanted to focus on a little bit more of the 


 


              technologies.  This is in some way a generic problem 


 


              for the QTR process. 


 


                           As I mentioned this morning, we need to 


 


              be complete, cover not only the things we want to do, 


 







              but the things we don't want to do, in order to be 


 


              able to explain to people why we are doing one versus 


 


              the other.  But the range of energy technologies is 


 


              extraordinarily broad and the whole exercise started 


 


              out with something like 25 different technology groups 


 


              that we have managed to compress a little bit. 


 


                           And so the discussion today of 


 


              alternative fuels is necessarily not as deep as one 


 


              would like in terms of the presentations, we will be 


 


              able to get in more depth in terms of the breakouts. 


 


              The plan is to spend about 45 minutes or so hearing 


 


              from three of the tech team folks and then go 


 


              immediately next door for breakouts for an order of an 


 


              hour, I guess, and then come back and wrap up pretty 


 


              much for the day. 


 


                           I will remind you we are interested in 


 


              some balance of assessment of technical potential, how 


 


              far cost might be driven down, scale, policy barriers 


 


              that exist, and so on. 


 


                           I think I will just turn it over to xxx 


 


              who is going to start and then there are two others to 


 


              follow you. 


 


                           XXX:  Thank you, XXX, and 


 


              welcome back. 


 


                           Before I start I just want to make a 


 


              confession, and that is that my first two slides I 


 


              have stolen from XXX's presentation.  They are 


 


              excellent slides and they really say what I want to 


 


              say. 







 


                           XXX:  Not this one. 


 


                           XXX:  We will get into the technology 


 


              a little bit.  And this is really I think a shared 


 


              activity and I have two cohorts who without it would 


 


              be impossible to do this. 


 


                           XXX:  Could I say something while 


 


              you are fiddling with the microphone, this discussion 


 


              is not meant to be a validation, judgment, critique of 


 


              our own current program. 


 


                           XXX:  No. 


 


                           XXX:  It really is meant to be 


 


              more blue skies a little bit, what could things be, 


 


              rather than what are you doing now and is that good or 


 


              bad. 


 


                           XXX:  Right, absolutely. 


 


                           The way we will handle this is that I 


 


              will walk through the biofuels portion and then XXX 


 


              will take over for the natural gas portion and 


 


              XXX will take over for the rest. 


 


                           We had some discussion this morning on 


 


              aviation biofuels and other sectors, and I think this 


 


              slide, this is the one from XXX, really 


 


              presents the issues really well. 


 


                           In terms of energy density, liquid 


 


              transportation fuels compared to, say, hydrogen or 


 


              batteries or other things have a significant advantage 


 


              in the transportation sector.  And there are certain 


 


              elements of the transportation sector, like aviation, 


 







              like rail and shipping and heavy-duty trucks, where 


 


              you just don't have any alternatives.  So this is kind 


 


              of our motivation for looking at alternative fuels, et 


 


              cetera. 


 


                           This is just to give you some idea of 


 


              what the EIA forecast is for the U.S. demand to 2035. 


 


              This is not meant to be an endorsement of the EIA or 


 


              any other forecast, there are many different kinds of 


 


              forecasts, but you can get an idea of the type of mix 


 


              of fuels that EIA considers in a business as usual 


 


              scenario, so kind of not extraordinary high crisis or 


 


              anything like that and continue more with economic 


 


              growth, this is the mix. 


 


                           So one of the key issues that came up in 


 


              our discussions during lunch, and I think is worth 


 


              getting some feedback from the group on, is that you 


 


              will notice that a full 70 percent of it even by 2035 


 


              is petroleum. 


 


                           So if we are looking at alternative fuels 


 


              and we are looking at only that top portion it is a 


 


              baseline question, right, do we need to have some 


 


              thought about what the petroleum baseline is going to 


 


              look like 20 or 30 years from now. 


 


                           Again, I think that this is something 


 


              that we can think about as we go into our breakout 


 


              sessions, which is kind of this baseline issue of 


 


              where do we start from in terms of the identifications 


 


              of our reliance on petroleum. 


 


                           I am going to go into the biofuels as I 







 


              mentioned and I will run through these fairly quickly 


 


              so that I give you enough time for you guys and we 


 


              have I think a total of about 45 minutes between Q&A, 


 


              so I think probably most of you already know this, I 


 


              am not going to go into a lot of detail, but about 13 


 


              billion gallons of ethanol, ten percent by volume, 


 


              about six or seven percent by energy content, and we 


 


              have been funding a variety of projects as well as 


 


              some projects that are being funded by USDA, and of 


 


              course there is increasing interest of the DOD and 


 


              from the aviation community in exploring these 


 


              alternative fuels, this is kind of the wave of the 


 


              land of where we are today. 


 


                           So I will spend a couple of minutes on 


 


              this slide.  This is really kind of our roadmap slide. 


 


              You can see the top box up there are kind of the 


 


              conventional technologies and that is not the area 


 


              that we are working in.  So DOE has no involvement of 


 


              those, of course, to set the boxes all the way from 


 


              the left to the right. 


  


                     And we have been funding a variety of 


 


              projects, as well as some projects that are 


 


              being funded by USDA.  And, of course, there is 


 


              increasing interest from DOD and from the 


 


              aviation community in exploring these 


 


              alternative fuels.  So this is kind of the lay 


 


              of the land we're in and where we are today. 


 


                     So I will spend a couple of minutes on 


 







              this slide, because this is really kind of our 


 


              roadmap slide.  And you can see that the top 


 


              boxes up there are kind of the conventional 


 


              technologies, and that is not the area that we 


 


              are working in.  So DOE has no involvement in 


 


              those first two sets of boxes all the way from 


 


              the left to the right. 


 


                     Our main focus is in the middle, which is 


 


              delivering feedstocks into the fuels, and then 


 


              Kevin and Tom will go into the bottom layers, 


 


              but I will mention a couple of things.  And this 


 


              is, again, food for thought for your sessions in 


 


              the afternoon. 


 


                     You will notice that in the top row, 


 


              there is this downward sloping line, which is 


 


              the clean sugars to jet or hydrocarbon pathway. 


 


              So this is the pathway that LS9 and Amyris are 


 


              pursuing, proposing to use clean sugars from 


 


              Brazil. 


 


                     We are not currently involved in that 


 


              area, and there is a lot of discussion and 


 


              thought at DOE internally, and we would love 


 


              your input on this, of whether we should be 


 


              involved in that area or not. 


 


                     We are hearing from people that that 


 


              could be the low-hanging fruit for the 


 


              hydrocarbon fuels, if you have clean sugars.  We 


 


              are not involved in that right now because we 


 


              are focused on the cellulosic sugars, but if 







 


              that is the low-hanging fruit, if clean sugars 


 


              are the low-hanging fruit, then should DOE have 


 


              a role, or should we simply stay out because of 


 


              the sustainability issues and other issues.  So 


 


              that is kind of one aspect that I wanted to 


 


              bring up 


 


                     The other aspect is you will notice this 


 


              line on the far right side, which is a little 


 


              bit different than the other lines, and that is 


 


              the Gevo process that they are proposing, which 


 


              is converting an existing corn ethanol plant to 


 


              butanol, to butenes, to hydrocarbon fuels. 


 


                     Again, we have no involvement in that 


 


              area but would like some feedback and opinion on 


 


              what, if any, our involvement should be. 


 


                     That has a number of different 


 


              implications, which are very, very complex, 


 


              right, because, you know, you could potentially 


 


              get -- you could potentially retrofit some 


 


              portion of your existing corn ethanol plants to 


 


              produce renewable hydrocarbon fuels, which is 


 


              attractive. 


 


                     But the question is what happens to the 


 


              DDG, right, the animal feed that the plant 


 


              produces?  Does that also now get converted into 


 


              fuel, and that has food versus fuel 


 


              implications. 


 


                     So because of those reasons, we have not 


 







              involved in that top part at all, and, you know, 


 


              I think it's worth, you know, thinking about 


 


              what our involvement should be, if anything, you 


 


              know, in those areas. 


 


                     So this is kind of our best estimate for 


 


              cost of production, and this is very 


 


              controversial and very misunderstood.  So let me 


 


              just spend one minute explaining this. 


 


                     So this is just conversion cost excluding 


 


              feedstock, just conversion cost, and this is 


 


              producing ethanol using the cellulosic sugars. 


 


              So basically, what we are saying is that we're 


 


              at about, you know, $1.50 to $1, $1 to $1.50, 


 


              something like that, but this is for an end 


 


              plant, not for a pioneer plant but for an end 


 


              plant.  So there is a whole bunch of assumptions 


 


              built into this. 


 


                     So I don't think that it's wise to get 


 


              too worked up about these numbers, but the 


 


              numbers help to us set targets for where we need 


 


              to go in the future and to plan areas where our 


 


              cost reduction is going to happen. 


 


                  XXX:  I am just curious.  The 


 


              title is cellulosic sugar cost targets. 


 


                  XXX:  Right. 


 


                  XXX:  The metrics are ethanol, 


 


              ethanol in gallons. 


 


                  XXX:  Right.  Right. 


 


                  XXX:  I would love to see in 







 


              terms of the cost of the sugar, not so much 


 


              focus on the gallons of particular product. 


 


                 XXX:  Right.  We have that detail, and we 


 


              will work with you on that. 


 


                  XXX:  So it's now 2011. 


 


                  XXX:  Right. 


 


                  XXX:  We are pretty close to 2012 


 


              already. 


 


                  XXX:  Yes. 


 


                  XXX:  Yes. 


 


                  XXX:  We are. 


 


                  XXX:  And at what cost will it be to 


 


              start building it?  Do you have a view on that? 


 


                  XXX:  So that's a very good question. 


 


              Right?  That's the difference between the 


 


              pioneer plant cost and the end plants.  Right? 


 


                       And, you know, from our integrated 


 


              biorefinery projects that we are funding, as you 


 


              know, they are having difficulty raising capital 


 


              to finance those plants, to replicate those 


 


              plants and to even build those plants. 


 


                       So we are not there yet in terms of the 


 


              pioneer plants with respect to being 


 


              cost-comparative with gasoline, even at today's 


 


              $100 a barrel.  I think that's probably all we 


 


              can say. 


 


                       A similar kind of story for the thermal 


 


              chemical platforms.  So this is the same gas to 


 







              mixed alcohols to ethanol, not a whole lot 


 


              different, so we are not going to spend a whole 


 


              lot of time here. 


 


                       So the other new area is pyrolysis.  So 


 


              now in the pyrolysis process, we are actually 


 


              producing a diesel.  And so this is now on 


 


              dollar per gasoline gallon equivalent basis or 


 


              diesel to gallon equivalent basis, and this is, 


 


              again, for end plant 2010 per day, but this is 


 


              roughly where we see the costs today and where 


 


              we see the progression of the costs going into 


 


              the future if we can indeed realize our R and D 


 


              successes that we are hoping to achieve through 


 


              our programs. 


 


                       Okay.  So this is just a map of our 


 


              projects.  I think we have the website there so 


 


              you can see where they all are, and this is kind 


 


              of our investment, and you can see that we are 


 


              focused really on -- we are trying to balance 


 


              the portfolio between ethanol and hydrocarbons, 


 


              and, you know, it used to be exclusively focused 


 


              on cellulosic ethanol, but we are trying to 


 


              balance that. 


 


                       And then we have a loan guarantee 


 


              office, which is meant to provide loans to 


 


              commercial facilities, and this is the first 


 


              loan that they have given to a biofuels 


 


              facility, which is Diamond Green Diesel, and 


 


              there are several projects that are being 







 


              processed through the loan guarantee office at 


 


              the moment, but this is the one, the first one 


 


              that has been approved, conditionally approved 


 


              by DOE. 


 


                       There are three other loan guaranteee 


 


              project that have been approved by USDA, and 


 


              those are all cellulosic ethanol projects.  So 


 


              those are Coskata and INEOS and Enerkem, and 


 


              they are also smaller-scale projects. 


 


                       And then algae is our new portfolio, 


 


              relatively new.  We have spent quite a bit of 


 


              money in algae over the last few years, and 


 


              basically we are just getting started in this 


 


              area. 


 


                       This used to be something that we used 


 


              to find back in the '80s, and so we are kind of 


 


              learning a little bit on where we are with 


 


              respect to algae since we left the program back 


 


              in the '80s. 


 


                       Now, so one of the first things that we 


 


              do when we get into a new area is look at the 


 


              resource potential.  So this is a study that we 


 


              have just published, and it looks at -- it does 


 


              a GIS-based assessment of the algae resource, 


 


              basically.  If you look at the land 


 


              availability, the sunlight, and temperature 


 


              conditions, and you do a GIS-based analysis of 


 


              the U.S., this is where the algae ponds can be 


 







              located. 


 


                       And the bottom line from there is that 


 


              about 10 billion, greater than 10 billion 


 


              gallons of algal fields is technically feasible, 


 


              but the question is sustainability and water and 


 


              nutrients. 


 


                       If we did greater than 10 billion 


 


              gallons, we would use up quite a bit of water, 


 


              and so we would have to find some kind of a 


 


              solution for that, if we wanted to get to those 


 


              types of levels of algorythms. 


 


                       I think that that is all I had.  So are 


 


              there any questions on biofuels before we move 


 


              on? 


 


                  XXX:  Is there an 


 


              investment in KiOR?  There was an announcement 


 


              at KiOR. 


 


                  XXX:  Yes.  So the KiOR announcement is 


 


              also a conditional loan guaranteee, and both 


 


              Keyor and Diamond Green Diesel were funded under 


 


              Recovery Act funds, which means that they have 


 


              to break ground by the end of this fiscal year. 


 


              So the question is on both of those projects, 


 


              they have to meet that criteria in order to be 


 


              able to avail of those funds. 


 


                  XXX:  Thank you. 


 


                  XXX:  Okay. 


 


                  XXX:  Let's go on.  Gas is next. 


 


                  XXX:  Me?  Sure. 







 


                  XXX:  Yes. 


 


                  XXX:  All right.  Okay.  And does 


 


              that work?  Okay.  I can probably shout if need 


 


              be. 


 


                       So when XXX said he needed some slides 


 


              on natural gas, he asked me for one or two, so I 


 


              kept it to four.  I figured I wanted to give you 


 


              a real quick run-through of what I thought might 


 


              stimulate some conversation, and then you are 


 


              welcome to quiz me as you like. 


 


                       I think one of the reasons, the main 


 


              reason to me, that the -- by the way, I'm from 


 


              the vehicles program.  I'm the team lead for 


 


              fuels and lubricants and freight, and the main 


 


              reason to me there's been renewed interest in 


 


              natural gas is no surprise here, the large 


 


              expansion of gas reserves in recent years due to 


 


              shale we have to frac it. 


 


                       So basically, looking at the cost and 


 


              the size of the resource, we've got X.  What do 


 


              we do with all the gas?  Well, I would submit 


 


              that it is a very good chance that some of it is 


 


              going to end up in the transportation sector. 


 


                       Now, we could figure about how much 


 


              there is, 100 years, 200 years, 50 years, but if 


 


              we just assume that there is a lot and some of 


 


              it is going to end up in the transportation 


 


              sector, that leads to a major issue to me. 


 







                       How do we use it?  Should we use CNG or 


 


              LNG, GTLs of various sorts, and obviously 


 


              diesel, gas or liquids diesel comes to mind, but 


 


              feasably increase gasoline or do we use another 


 


              alternative fuel, possibly propane, which isn't 


 


              typically made by GTL process.  If it was 


 


              refinery products, I'm sure all the oil company 


 


              people know; or even do we revive methanol from 


 


              the old methanol days, and I imagine that one we 


 


              can safely, probably, put off the list for a 


 


              while. 


 


                       The other alternative and one of the 


 


              department implicitly, I think, is making a big 


 


              bet on with respect to light duty is we can turn 


 


              it into electrons rather efficiently and then 


 


              use it for light duty.  There may be other 


 


              issues or other possibilities that we haven't 


 


              thought of.  We are certainly open to talking 


 


              about that. 


 


                       Now, in terms of utilization, I can't 


 


              speak to the fossil energy budget, Tom can 


 


              perhaps, but natural gas is really a tiny part 


 


              of my portfolio, but given the significance of 


 


              the resource, and given some of the recent 


 


              remarks by the President, I think it's a safe 


 


              bet that we will be considering this for a 


 


              while. 


 


                       So I wanted to briefly talk about our 
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              current activities.  In 2010, we made some 


 


              awards in medium and heavy-duty engine and 


 


              vehicle integration, about $5 million of DOE 


 


              money, $8.5 million of co-funder money from 


 


              California, and then another $8 million or so 


 


              from co-funding from ORD.  So we are talking 


 


              about about a $20 million program.  We have four 


 


              projects with multiple phases taking us through 


 


              vehicle integration so we get an actual package 


 


              there. 


 


                       The big motive for us was to structure 


 


              it so that we could get an update -- we call it 


 


              an update -- of some of the heavy-duty and 


 


              medium-duty engines, but specifically in the 


 


              greater than 9 liter space where there really is 


 


              not much competition.  Well, there is no 


 


              competition. 


 


                       So looking to the future, I would 


 


              submit that LNG really only makes sense for 


 


              heavy-duty, if it makes sense at all, but I 


 


              would also like to suggest that if we could have 


 


              what I like to call a pipe-in hybrid vehicle or 


 


              a pipe-in vehicle, it's not really hybrid, but 


 


              you get the idea.  It's a range-limited bifuels. 
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                       There's a lot of bifuels on the market 


 


              in Europe, some in Asia right now.  They sell 


 


              really well in Europe.  However, these generally 


 


              have about a 300-mile range on natural gas and 


 


              another 200 or so on gasoline.  I don't know if 


 


              anybody is making a diesel bifuel with natural 


 


              gas.  It's just too expensive for a first 


 


              purchase cost.  It might make sense if you are a 


 


              cab driver, perhaps, but we don't see a market 


 


              for that in any of the manufacturers. 


 


                       You might have heard recently that 


 


              Chrysler has announced they are bringing in 


 


              their Fiat bifuel product, which is a really 


 


              nice vehicle.  It sells a lot in Europe.  So 


 


              arguably, there is no, you know, real role at 


 


              this point for DOE, but I would say that we have 


 


              a reasonable case here that whether it's DOE 


 


              doing anything or not, that we might have a 


 


              reasonable light duty alternative using CNG with 


 


              off-the-shelf technology that could help 


 


              supplement the diversification of the light duty 


 


              fuel market. 


 


                       Real quick, it's pretty clear that it's 


 


              more efficient overall with -- I would encourage 


 


              you not to worry too much about the specific 


 


              numbers.  These aren't isentropic numbers.  They 


 


              are a little bit less. 







 


                       But it's pretty clear that in terms of 


 


              full-cycle efficiency, you can do the best with 


 


              electric.  However, for heavy-duty, as several 


 


              speakers have pointed out, that is really not an 


 


              option.  There is really no electric option at 


 


              this point. 


 


                       I would say there probably never would 


 


              be, but people have at least talked about solid 


 


              oxide fuel cells directly reforming either 


 


              natural gas or diesel.  I don't know. 


 


                       The LNG option here -- and, actually, I 


 


              was surprised when I played with the numbers 


 


              that it actually didn't come out quite a bit 


 


              lower than CNG, but my point here is that this 


 


              is current technology.  We don't see a lot of 


 


              changes for the most part, some compression or 


 


              liquefaction.  However, there is room to improve 


 


              on the vehicle side. 


 


                       So as an example, I wanted to use an 


 


              LNG non-hybridized, so a internal combustion 


 


              engine-powered LNG truck circa 2020 using the 


 


              goals of our recent awards under ARRA for 


 


              SuperTruck. 


 


                       And as you can see, the use of this 


 


              technology would be strongly dependent on 


 


              improvements in engines, as we go from, I think, 


 


              the prior slide was about 30 percent to about 48 


 


              percent.  These are average efficiencies.  Peak 


 







              efficiencies, of course, would be a lot higher. 


 


                       Drive train efficiency, not much 


 


              change, if any.  Nothing really in liquefaction. 


 


              This is just a schematic of where we can store 


 


              the necessary tanks, because you got to carry a 


 


              lot of weight and a lot of volume. 


 


                       However, the payoff comes here 


 


              (indicating), and this really makes the point. 


 


              The only reason that an end user would use 


 


              natural gas in transportation is that this bar, 


 


              the operating cost, is so much less than this 


 


              bar (indicating). 


 


                       So in the event that we want to use gas 


 


              in transportation, other than as a fungible 


 


              liquid that's been, you know, converted, there 


 


              are options, and actually some of them are 


 


              cost-effective now.  You might even notice that 


 


              the diesel price is really pretty low here. 


 


                       There is clearly an infrastructure 


 


              problem in terms of fueling vehicles like this, 


 


              but these are problems that can be managed. 


 


                       Yes, sir? 


 


                  XXX:  In addition to 


 


              heavy trucks, have you thought about the diesel 


 


              for the trains, replacing that with what you 


 


              just mentioned. 


 


                  XXX:  Yes, I haven't done that 


 


              analysis the here, but that is certainly an 


 


              issue.  I mean, then you get sort of a 







 


              double-whammy of displacing the diesel and doing 


 


              a mode shift.  So you get more efficient 


 


              movement of freight. 


 


                       There's a lot of things you could do. 


 


              You could also use it for boats in a -- you 


 


              know, tug boats and things in harbor.  There's a 


 


              lot of possibilities, but that's what I put 


 


              together, and I am hoping that it will help 


 


              stimulate some discussion. 


 


                       I have a handful of various other 


 


              statistics if people are interested in where we 


 


              are today, but I didn't want to dwell on that 


 


              here. 


 


                  XXX:  So one of the questions I would 


 


              ask is there is only a limited amount of gas you 


 


              can get out at a certain rate.  Right?  And gas 


 


              looks attractive for a number of different uses, 


 


              displacing coal in the power sector, new power, 


 


              gas, firming renewables, transportation. 


 


                       If you go through just the quads and 


 


              count up, you want to do any significant impact 


 


              in transportation, there's 20, 30 percent 


 


              increase in gas production required above what 


 


              is already projected.  And the question is can 


 


              we do that. 


 


                  XXX:  Yes, that really is the 


 


              question.  Thank you for pointing that out.  I 


 


              mean, and the answer could very well be, huh, we 


 







              are doing the right thing.  We want to make it 


 


              most efficient and make it into electrons.  I 


 


              don't know. 


 


                  XXX:  All right.  Sir? 


 


                  XXX:  So seeing the presentation, 


 


              which you acknowledged was current technology, 


 


              and you compared the battery mobilities and the 


 


              electricity, the electrical mobilities of the 


 


              supply chain to the natural gas ones reminded me 


 


              of the things we used to see in about 1980, all 


 


              about how we needed to have much, much cleaner 


 


              vehicles, and we had all these alternative 


 


              propulsion and fuel systems that were going to 


 


              get us these cleaner vehicles to lower 


 


              emissions. 


 


                       And basically they compared this future 


 


              very motivated scenario to current not motivated 


 


              scenario, and voila, they did better.  What 


 


              actually happened? 


 


                       Well, the vehicles are about 20-fold 


 


              cleaner than they were in 1980 because the 


 


              status quo improved.  But I haven't done an 


 


              analysis for natural gas, but I have done it 


 


              starting with biomass. 


 


                       And so if you are realizing that it is 


 


              a big transition to go from an electrically 


 


              powered vehicle fleet on both the vehicle, the 


 


              distribution, and the energy storage site, if 


 


              you compare a comparably motivated internal 







 


              combustion engine hybrid, advance hybrid type of 


 


              thing, and you start off with a ton of biomass, 


 


              and you ask which can you drive further in a 


 


              light-duty vehicle, the answer in a comparably 


 


              motivated scenario is very roughly the same. 


 


                       And so we have to avoid always 


 


              comparing these motivated future technologies or 


 


              scenarios to these unmotivated current 


 


              scenarios, but, "Ah, yes, that's the most 


 


              efficient one."  We have made this mistake 


 


              before.  Let's not make it again. 


 


                  XXX:  Fair enough.  I guess I would 


 


              just say that -- I would say it's relevant 


 


              because we have made a really substantial bet 


 


              as, you know, a department, as an 


 


              administration, as a society on electrification 


 


              of the light-duty sector. 


 


                       So I think we have a certain amount of 


 


              motivation.  I can't say we won't be whipsawed 


 


              in the future, but I take your point.  I don't 


 


              disagree with it. 


 


                  XXX:  I was just going to make one more 


 


              comment. 


 


                  XXX:  Yes. 


 


                  XXX:  In the light duty sector, natural 


 


              gas can compete with electrical cars, and then 


 


              if you publish this in TRV, when you do an 


 


              apples to apples society cost, CNG in cars wins 


 







              hands down compared to BEVs. 


 


                  XXX:  Clearly. 


 


                  XXX:  Okay?  As a petroleum 


 


              displacement object -- 


 


                  XXX:  Compared to 


 


              what, you were saying? 


 


                  XXX:  EVs. 


 


                  XXX:  Well, compared to BVs, electric 


 


              cars. 


 


                  XXX:  Clearly. 


 


                  XXX:  When you say EVs, is that BEVs, 


 


              PHEVs?  Do you have a -- 


 


                  XXX:  BEVs. 


 


                  XXX:  Oh, BEVs.  All right. 


 


                  XXX:  You can even talk about BHEVs, 


 


              because -- and if this is, you know, you can 


 


              compare today's technology, you can compare -- 


 


              and this is where we come back to what we 


 


              discussed in the morning.  What are your goals? 


 


                       If your goal is petroleum displacement, 


 


              not foreign oil displacement, because that is 


 


              not an achievable goal in a global economy.  If 


 


              your goal is petroleum demand reduction, more 


 


              precisely, not displacement, then how about the 


 


              CNG kind of wins hands down compared to EVs. 


 


                  XXX:  It's all about price. 


 


                  XXX:  If the goal is green house gas, 


 


              then you need multiple miracles in EVs.  You 


 


              will need EVs and at the same time a low carbon, 







 


              and that could save you something.  But CNGs 


 


              will not get you there.  So it really comes back 


 


              to goals, what is a goal, and that goal should 


 


              drive a decision on a cost-effective manner. 


 


                       And one of the things we talked about 


 


              in the team was to really have energy systems 


 


              analysis with transparent society cost methods. 


 


              And that's not then the DOE, because the lab 


 


              says headquarters, so that's cost, and the 


 


              headquarters cost is not transparent. 


 


                  XXX:  Interesting. 


 


                  XXX:  One quick point.  I was at a Wall 


 


              Street Journal conference on a panel with T. 


 


              Boone Pickens a year and a half ago.  He was 


 


              speaking to this topic, and he said that when he 


 


              grew up, his father taught him the three rules 


 


              of alternative fuels.  The first rule is if it 


 


              doesn't make money, the other two rules don't 


 


              matter. 


 


                       And I think when asked to expand on 


 


              that, he very much supported what XXX just 


 


              described.  You need to do holistic modeling and 


 


              really understand how your option fits in 


 


              context to all the other options, not as we tend 


 


              to do just in single dimensional analysis. 


 


                  XXX:  So you think -- and I think I 


 


              have heard this several times -- DOE is 


 


              afflicted with that disease? 


 







                  XXX:  Yes.  Yes. 


 


                  XXX:  No.  No.  I want to expand.  I'll 


 


              be bold.  Our society right now is afflicted 


 


              with that across a lot of different boundaries, 


 


              and DOE is a member of that society. 


 


                  XXX:  I think a good example of others' 


 


              political enclave that has done this analysis 


 


              have not actually claimed it, because other 


 


              enclaves were also promoting about the action, 


 


              is the European JEC study.  It has gone through 


 


              five iterations, all the cost data is 


 


              transparent. 


 


                       The cost for meeting a societal 


 


              objective of dollars per ton of green house gas 


 


              avoided is calculated across all the pathways. 


 


              The societal metrics for dollars per dollar of 


 


              oil saved is calculated and transparent. 


 


                       Now, you can disagree with that, but 


 


              it's all there.  So when a policy-maker comes 


 


              and says, "This is the favored solution for this 


 


              year's State of the Union Address," we have all 


 


              the analyses there up front. 


 


                  XXX:  As you may know, there is a 


 


              national petroleum counsel study under way.  We 


 


              have some people involved here that are supposed 


 


              to be looking at the same sorts of things with 


 


              an equally independent eye. 


 


                  XXX:  Good afternoon, everyone, I am 


 


              XXX from the National Energy Technology 







 


              Lab.  I work in the Office of Strategy Energy 


 


              Analyses & Planning, so we are the non-program 


 


              arm that does economic and technoeconomic 


 


              analyses within NETL.  And I have spent the last 


 


              couple years looking at coal liquids, coal and 


 


              biomass liquids in various forms. 


 


                       Here are just a couple of the different 


 


              pathways that I am sure you are all familiar 


 


              with. There is indirect liquefaction through 


 


              gasification, whether you want to go through 


 


              methanol gasoline or through tropes.  You have 


 


              also got direct liquefaction, which we haven't 


 


              looked at as much recently. 


 


                       I am going to focus on low temperature 


 


              pressure tropes with an iron catalyst.  Here is 


 


              the general PFD.  We primarily focus on recycle 


 


              cases, so maximizing our field's production, 


 


              although we have looked at some polygeneration 


 


              cases, and in our systems now, it seems 


 


              generally we are producing diesel fuel, naptha, 


 


              we are now looking into the economic to upgrade 


 


              that naptha to gasoline. 


 


                       The diesel fuel, as you know, is a 


 


              drop-in replacement and fungible with today's 


 


              fueling infrastructure, so we view that as a net 


 


              bonus.  We can also produce jet and jet -- 50/50 


 


              blends of jet with normal, though as a JP8 in 


 


              the military spec.  Most Air Force aircraft are 


 







              already certified for that.  We are getting 


 


              there. 


 


                       Why are we looking at biomass or 


 


              co-utilizing coal gasifying coal and biomass? 


 


              Well, we feel that coal can act as a flywheel, 


 


              so we know that coal is going to be available. 


 


              We are not going to have issues with seasonal 


 


              issues where the biomass may not be available. 


 


                       If there are cost issues, delivery 


 


              issues with the biomass, we feel that coal will 


 


              still be available.  Again, coal is cheap, we 


 


              know the price of coal, and we can achieve 


 


              economies of scale, which I will talk about a 


 


              little bit more. 


 


                       This is from the national academy 


 


              studies on alternative fuels.  The national 


 


              academies looked at biomass availability at 


 


              various sites around the country.  And so on the 


 


              X axis, we have the amount of short tons per 


 


              day.  They can be produced at each one of these 


 


              sites ranging from 800 to 2200 all the way up to 


 


              greater than 7,000 dry tons a day biomass. 


 


                       As we can see -- and this is all 


 


              non-food competing biomass.  Only the top four 


 


              now could supply these 4,000 dry tons a day.  So 


 


              we limit our biomass feed rate and our CB kill 


 


              plans to 4,000 dry tons a day. 


 


                       And as has come up earlier today, when 


 


              we have renewable energy standards that come 







 


              into place, even these sites that can produce 


 


              large amounts of biomass per day, they are 


 


              probably going to be splintered as demand 


 


              directs. 


 


                       So how does this affect the economies 


 


              of scale?  If we are looking at plant 


 


              capacities, generally we look at up to 50,000 


 


              barrels a day in CTL plant capacities.  If we 


 


              are just doing CTL, we can do about 50,000 


 


              barrels a day.  Again, up to that 4,000 dry ton 


 


              a day limit of biomass feed if we're mixing 15 


 


              percent by weight of biomass, we can still 


 


              achieve that 50,000 barrels per day. 


 


                       But as we go up into greater feed 


 


              percentages of biomass, we see that drop down, 


 


              and for a BTL plant, we can only do about 5,000 


 


              barrels per day.  And as you will see, that is 


 


              going to affect the economies of scale and the 


 


              economics of these options. 


 


                       There has been a lot of talk about 


 


              green house gas emissions from these fuels.  We 


 


              look at venting the CO2, but we primarily look 


 


              at CCS for these facilities.  There has been a 


 


              lot of talk about Section 526, which essentially 


 


              says the government can't buy a fuel that has 


 


              greater emissions than petroleum dry fuels or 


 


              conventional fuels. 


 


                       So what we found, that coupling CTL 


 







              defeats gas in a recycle facility, and we can 


 


              get below the baseline, about 5 percent below 


 


              the baseline, although there is some wiggle room 


 


              in that.  As we add more and more biomass, we 


 


              March down curve.  Again, at 30 percent, we're 


 


              about 60 percent or 65 percent below the 


 


              petroleum base. 


 


                       But here is the trade-off.  When we get 


 


              into adding biomasses, we have talked about the 


 


              economies of scale, there is going to be an 


 


              economic trade-off.  So again, here is our green 


 


              house gas emissions relative to petroleum dry 


 


              fuels with zero being equivalent to petroleum 


 


              dry fuels, and as we see, CTL without CCS is 


 


              above the petroleum baseline, and as we march 


 


              down through CTL to CCS with an ATR, a more 


 


              aggressive CCS case, 8 weight percent, 15 weight 


 


              percent, 30 weight percent.  And then BTL with 


 


              CCS, we see that even though our emissions 


 


              profile -- or pardon me, BTL without CCS. 


 


                       Even though our emissions profile drops 


 


              dramatically, we see from our other Y axis that 


 


              the incremental cost per barrel of these options 


 


              increases.  So first, if we use CTL with CCS as 


 


              our baseline, there's about -- which is 


 


              economically viable at about $95 per barrel of 


 


              WTI crude, and that is assuming about a 20 


 


              percent internal return on equity, if we just 


 


              vent the CO2, there is a small delta in cost. 







 


              We are already removing that CO2 as part of the 


 


              process, so venting it doesn't bias anything 


 


              from costs perspective. 


 


                       The key take-away with regard to that 


 


              is CTL plants are good demonstrations for CCS. 


 


              It's a low cost demonstration for CCS.  You are 


 


              already capturing the CO2.  There is not a lot 


 


              of extra cost to go and sequester that from a 


 


              large-scale demo perspective. 


 


                       As we go to a more aggressive CCS case 


 


              or low amounts of biomass, 8 percent, again, 


 


              there's not much of an incremental cost, because 


 


              we still have that economy of scale, and the 


 


              biomass feed stock cost isn't having as much of 


 


              an impacted in our plant economics. 


 


                       So, again, we go about $6 a barrel or 


 


              more, or we're about $100 or $105 a barrel of 


 


              crude oil equivalent, but as we get into BTL, we 


 


              see that cost skyrocket, mostly because of the 


 


              economies of scale. 


 


                       And this is just some economics:  On 


 


              the right, we have the -- or on the left, we 


 


              have the recycled or the fuels only case and 


 


              then also with polygeneration.  The take-aways 


 


              from this are that we are generating a lot of 


 


              CO2, 30,000 tons per day, we are consuming a 


 


              heck of a lot of coal at 20,000 tons per day, 


 


              which is just a lot. 


 







                       These are 50,000 barrels a day plants. 


 


              And, again, the empty liquids are not quite 


 


              as -- they don't quite have the amount of BTUs 


 


              per barrel as the petroleum dry fuels uas.  So 


 


              it's about a 47,000 barrels of petroleum fuel 


 


              equivalent. 


 


                       And here's the real zinger is the 


 


              economics.  Why are we building CTL plants other 


 


              than the fact that there is uncertainty with 


 


              regards to the green house gas emissions?  We're 


 


              talking about $6 billion dollars for a plant, 


 


              maybe 6, depending on what type of plant you are 


 


              doing.  So there is just a large, large capital 


 


              outlay. 


 


                       And, again, if you are talking about 


 


              installed capital costs per daily barrel, you 


 


              are talking anywhere from 115- to $150,000 per 


 


              daily barely installed, whereas for GTL, maybe 


 


              you're around 80,000.  For some of the petroleum 


 


              refining, you are probably down around 25 or 35, 


 


              depending. 


 


                       Again, this crude oil equivalent price 


 


              and this required selling price, we are talking 


 


              about 330 a gallon.  That is, again, a 20 


 


              percent return on equity, and that is assuming a 


 


              carbon tax is in place, so we integrate a carbon 


 


              tax into that and assume that we're competing 


 


              with petroleum.  If there is no carbon tax, we 


 


              are probably more up around 350. 







 


                       So what are the hurdles to 


 


              commercializing CTL?  Well, we have all the 


 


              technologies.  They've been demonstrated.  We 


 


              have gasification.  We have Fisher-Trope 


 


              synthesis.  CCS has been demonstrated from ER 


 


              perspective.  But we haven't integrated all 


 


              those technologies, especially with current 


 


              technologies. 


 


                       I mean, all the existing CTL capacity 


 


              is using large gasifiers.  So we need to do an 


 


              updated, integrated, commercial scale 


 


              application.  Again, economic concerns:  Where 


 


              is the oil price going to be, you know?  Is it 


 


              going to be $100?  Is it going to be $50?  We 


 


              can probably compete with around $80 a barrel, 


 


              but it's going to be tough. 


 


                       The environmental issues, CO2.  CO2 is 


 


              a big issue.  There is a lot of uncertainty with 


 


              regards to regulations, or regulatory 


 


              uncertainty.  Water use, we are talking about 


 


              five to eight barrels of water per barrel of 


 


              fuel produced.  That is a lot of water.  So the 


 


              plant setting is going to be important. 


 


                       And, you know, there are other issues 


 


              with regard to we don't have the know-how to 


 


              build these plants necessarily anymore.  Labor, 


 


              our labor force is not educated.  That is going 


 


              to take some time.  And there is going to be a 


 







              lot of bugs to work out as we move forward with 


 


              this. 


 


                       So what we have found in a lot of our 


 


              studies are that to move forward, we feel that 


 


              CTL or CBTL is a near-term technology.  We feel 


 


              that it's a kind of a safe bet.  There is a lot 


 


              of bugs and issues to be worked out, but it's a 


 


              bridging technology. 


 


                       We can go forward and produce fungible 


 


              fuels that we can just drop into our existing 


 


              infrastructure.  The cost is going to be high at 


 


              first.  There is uncertainty with regards to the 


 


              economic risk, but not as much with regards to 


 


              technical risk. 


 


                       It can be a great way to demonstrate 


 


              CCS if we are committed to demonstrating CCS and 


 


              going forward with that on that pathway.  And in 


 


              general, we just think it's a good step.  And 


 


              that's all I have. 


 


                  XXX:  That's good.  A couple questions 


 


              on this before we -- 


 


                  XXX:  Yes.  Well, I would like to offer 


 


              a direct comment, semi self-serving.  I always 


 


              like to be up front.  Our group, as you may 


 


              know, has been working on advanced CBTL options, 


 


              and we bring in a new direct link with 


 


              action-flat form to replace FT.  We use carbon 


 


              capture and recycle rather than CCS. 


 


                       And we will be willing to share with 







 


              you -- I think we don't even need them as yet 


 


              and we can just share it with you -- the study 


 


              we just completed for the State of Pennsylvania. 


 


              It will show significantly lower investment 


 


              numbers, thermal efficiencies between 60 and 


 


              70 percent overall on a high even value basis 


 


              and a corresponding LCA study that we did in 


 


              partial collaboration with NETL that will show 


 


              that we can also achieve the kind of numbers you 


 


              are looking at with CCR. 


 


                       So we would be very interested in 


 


              having the DOE have a look at that, giving us an 


 


              objective opinion of that, and seeing where we 


 


              might take it. 


 


                  XXX:  That's good. 


 


                  XXX:  So listening to all of this and 


 


              the range of things that we covered and some of 


 


              the things that we haven't touched on, I am 


 


              struggling with -- and maybe this is a good 


 


              place to start conversations in the next room -- 


 


              how do you get your arms around this? 


 


                       We want to keep pushing basic research 


 


              on cellulosic decomposition or for feed stocks, 


 


              we want to put money into catalysts and 


 


              demonstration plants.  You know, given that the 


 


              government has, you know, in round numbers a 


 


              billion dollars a year to invest in alternative 


 


              fuels, what does the optimal portfolio mix look 


 







              like?  What should we be pushing on? 


 


                       XXX? 


 


                  XXX:  Just a quick comment to add, and 


 


              I had the opportunity to look at some of this 


 


              down in Louisiana and then went up to New York 


 


              with switchgrass and shrub willow and a little 


 


              bit of this had this up there, and then visited 


 


              the experimental facility with Larry Walker. 


 


                       We were looking at a million and a half 


 


              of dormant acres in New York at that time and 


 


              started thinking about the conversion that was 


 


              possible within energy.  We did the conversion 


 


              facility, the experimental one down in 


 


              Louisiana, and I guess I would be interested in 


 


              people here discussing too kind of the 


 


              above-ground challenge of converting the hybrids 


 


              to hydrocarbons through these conversion 


 


              facilities and whether places like New York at 


 


              the scale that is going to be needed would 


 


              welcome 30 new biorefineries, if they don't want 


 


              natural gas or drilling or wind turbines. 


 


                       And I think that's a real challenge.  I 


 


              think there are some real above-ground 


 


              challenges here when you go to scale, and I 


 


              would like to hear the collective wisdom of the 


 


              group on that kind of thing. 


 


                  XXX:  Yes? 


 


                  XXX:  Well, just in 


 


              answer to your question in a general way, if you 







 


              think about these programs, there is kind of a 


 


              cone of complexity, if you will, as you go down 


 


              the early stages with anything like 


 


              commercialization. 


 


                  XXX:  Please speak up a little bit. 


 


                  XXX:  I think of this 


 


              as a cone.  There is a cone of complexity.  As 


 


              these programs go from the earliest stage to 


 


              anything near scale of commercialzation, that 


 


              cone gets wider, and these programs get more 


 


              complex in a sense.  They get more expensive, 


 


              there are more people participating in them. 


 


                       Just looking at all of these, this 


 


              whole ensemble, one thing I pose to you at the 


 


              DOE is where are your competencies in that cone 


 


              of complexity?  Are you most skilled at the 


 


              narrow end on the front end?  How many of these 


 


              complex things can you balance and actually 


 


              manage as they get more complex and the cone 


 


              thing opens up as it gets to commercialzation? 


 


                       I am just struck about all of these, 


 


              that your skills probably sit somewhere 


 


              differently.  They are not at the top of the 


 


              cone.  They are down lower somewhere, or maybe 


 


              some blend in that cone. 


 


                  XXX:  That's a good way of framing the 


 


              question.  I don't have an answer, but that's a 


 


              good topic. 


 







                  XXX:  I would just say in 


 


              follow-up to that, just like another comment I 


 


              made this morning, that once you figure out 


 


              where your skills are, that doesn't necessarily 


 


              mean that that's what you want to do.  It's more 


 


              a matter of figuring out your identity and 


 


              mission and then developing your skills around 


 


              that rather than the other way around. 


 


                  XXX:  Yes.  That's right.  Looking for 


 


              the key where the light is, et cetera. 


 


                  XXX:  Just one more 


 


              point, and this is -- I will just use biofuels 


 


              as an example, which is, I mean, if you look 


 


              at -- well, let me just take this as an 


 


              example -- normal butanol produced from biofuel. 


 


              Normal butanol is a chemical commodity today. 


 


              It's produced on propylene and CL.  And it runs 


 


              today as twice the price of gasoline and 


 


              2 percent of gasoline volume. 


 


                       If someone produces normal butanol as a 


 


              biomass, it's going to be first displacing 


 


              chemical grade butanol.  And when the technology 


 


              evolves from that cost to the fuels cost, it is 


 


              still unknown.  So in all of these technologies, 


 


              especially if there is a market which is 


 


              independent and a higher value, it will go to 


 


              it, and there will be lots of mile markers along 


 


              the way as we progress towards fuels. 


 


                       And so you might want to think about, 







 


              you know, how far are we from these mile 


 


              markers. 


 


                  XXX:  We had some discussion at the 


 


              breakout group I was in about to what extent 


 


              should/does the department consider coproducts 


 


              beyond energy related as we think about these 


 


              technologies, and the answer at the moment, I 


 


              think, is not much. 


 


                       Department of Products and Energy?  Was 


 


              that -- well, all right.  You can make your own 


 


              acronym. 


 


                       Yes? 


 


                  XXX:  Just a generic comment. 


 


                  XXX:  Louder, please. 


 


                  XXX:  Just as a generic comment 


 


              about above-ground challenges as it relates to 


 


              agriculture, since I am from XXX, and that 


 


              is more or less the field that I am in. 


 


                       I think that there is a challenge in 


 


              growing food, and I was looking at the stuff 


 


              that Zia put up with a little bit of interest, 


 


              because it's hard for someone from agriculture 


 


              to differentiate between feed and fuel, and when 


 


              I see things like corn stover, I think of some 


 


              of the excellent feed studies that have been 


 


              done showing that that's feed. 


 


                       When I look at corn, I think of feed 


 


              and fuel.  When I look at a crop like 


 







              switchgrass, I can see it easily being used as 


 


              an animal feed and actually being used.  So I 


 


              think some of the differentiations may be 


 


              political and not really based on science. 


 


                       My other comment is when I kind of look 


 


              at some of the above-ground challenges from an 


 


              agricultural perspective, I'd say that one of 


 


              the things that is missing in this room is more 


 


              people, if we are going to talk biofuels, with 


 


              agricultural experience, and I think that that 


 


              would help and suggest maybe at the next review 


 


              or at some of the future ones -- and I thank you 


 


              for inviting me, so I'm not saying that it's not 


 


              present here, but I am saying that maybe at some 


 


              of the future ones as you go around to get some 


 


              feed stock experts would be very useful and 


 


              could be pulled from the USDA also. 


 


                  XXX:  We do talk -- I mean, not to 


 


              make an excuse, we need more such people in the 


 


              room, but we do talk quite a bit with USDA. 


 


              It's one of the better interactions, I think, 


 


              the department has. 


 


                  XXX:  You can continue building 


 


              on that, I would say, as you think about it. 


 


                  XXX:  XXX, what happens next? 


 


                  XXX:  So we should just continue this 


 


              conversation but in smaller groups.  Next door, 


 


              again, rather than -- this is a complicated 


 


              space, and we fought round and round about how 







 


              to try to divide people up into five groups that 


 


              would make any sense.  We considered all the 


 


              different kinds of axes, and then realized that 


 


              we couldn't.  Actually, we didn't know enough 


 


              about you as individuals to know which group you 


 


              all would fit in regardless of assigning you. 


 


                       So I think that in this crowd we have, 


 


              if we try to divide it into five groups, we 


 


              would have either one or two sort of more 


 


              fossily oriented groups and three or four more 


 


              bioey oriented groups, and then rather than this 


 


              morning we explicitly tried to put you with 


 


              folks who you might not ordinarily sat at the 


 


              table with, I think for the technical discussion 


 


              to help us get a real technical understanding 


 


              and inform the tech assessment teams that are 


 


              trying to wrap their heads around this space, if 


 


              you actually sit with the people who are like 


 


              you as best you can, perhaps there are various 


 


              people who think feed stock can rally and find a 


 


              common table so that we can have an informed 


 


              discussion amongst folks who are experts in 


 


              similar things. 


 


                       It is a little bit of an experiment, so 


 


              mix amongst yourselves and try next door, and 


 


              let's try fossil at the ballpark table 1 and 


 


              then everybody else at tables 2, 3, and 4, and 


 


              we will see how it goes.  I'm sorry if I'm a 


 







              little bit fuzzy, but we're sort of making this 


 


              part up. 


 


                  XXX:  Perhaps describe the four or 


 


              five people. 


 


                  XXX:  Yes.  Sorry.  So XXX 


 


              showed a slide earlier about what kinds of 


 


              things need to show up in our -- we think we 


 


              need to be able to do assessments of the 


 


              techologies in order to really get a handle to 


 


              do the rest of the QTR.  This included 


 


              understanding of headroom, what is the size of 


 


              the resource, understanding of current industry, 


 


              different actors within that industry and their 


 


              different roles. 


 


                       What role does DOE play or should DOE 


 


              play in different technical aspects?  I am 


 


              particularly interested in your thoughts about 


 


              going forward.  Careful not to tell us trade 


 


              secrets, but your thoughts about where there are 


 


              future milestones in the field in general and 


 


              also if there are particular barriers that you 


 


              see, whether they are policy barriers or 


 


              economic barriers, commercialization barriers, 


 


              identifying those and really trying to make them 


 


              concrete for us to be able to really understand 


 


              them and go forward. 


 


                  XXX:  And what is the timetable now? 


 


                  XXX:  Timetable?  Ideally, we were 


 


              supposed to be back here at 3:00, but let's say 







 


              3:10, and then we will do a short set of 


 


              report-backs from these groups.  And then 


 


              basically at the end of the day, it's -- 


 


                  XXX:  Is there a break before? 


 


                  XXX:  Yes.  So, I'm sorry, we will 


 


              break at 3:10, reconvene here at 3:20, 3:25-ish, 


 


              3:30, and then get some report-backs and go into 


 


              open discussion. 


 


                  XXX:  We are headed toward the home 


 


              stretch here.  Again, at least at the table I 


 


              was at, we had a really good discussion, of 


 


              course about technology, but also fading back 


 


              towards some of the discussion this morning, 


 


              which people seemed to have an appetite for.  I 


 


              gather at some of the other tables there was a 


 


              similar phenomenon. 


 


                       I thought again we would go through 


 


              report-outs from the various groups and then 


 


              just throw the floor open for more general 


 


              discussion and probably just wrap the day up 


 


              that way.  I will try to make a few summary 


 


              comments toward the end. 


 


                       I was sitting at Table 1 and was the 


 


              rapporteur by defaults, but I am not going to go 


 


              first.  So I don't know who was sitting at 


 


              Table 2, and I will finish up at the end. 


 


                       Who is prime rapporteur for Table 2? 


 


              Okay.  Well, let's move on to 3 and then we will 


 







              come back.  Who was 3? 


 


                  XXX:  3?  That was me. 


 


                  XXX:  All right.  Come up. 


 


                  XXX:  So Group 3, we had 


 


              quite a diverse set of opinions and a 


 


              wide-ranging set of comments.  A couple of the 


 


              things that we discussed were technically 


 


              derived but very high-end level. 


 


                       So, for instance, food versus fuel, 


 


              there were a lot of comments on this, but any 


 


              refinery in the conventional transportation fuel 


 


              industry would look to maximize profitability 


 


              and therefore maximize products that come out 


 


              of, you know, the barrel, so to speak.  So 


 


              because of this, we should allow this for 


 


              biofuels as well. 


 


                       There was a healthy debate about 


 


              whether the DOE should start looking into 


 


              bioproducts as an avenue of research, but one of 


 


              the things that I have heard which made a lot of 


 


              sense was that at least the deal we should allow 


 


              for co-production of fuel and products in their 


 


              demonstrations and that that will help change 


 


              the conversation of food versus fuel when it is 


 


              understood and explained that it's not an 


 


              either/or, they can both result from the same 


 


              feed stock. 


 


                       But another important note, and I think 


 


              this stems to or this leads to the conclusion 







 


              that DOE has not been as successful as we would 


 


              like in our education and outreach activities. 


 


              What I heard was that agricultural 


 


              yield -- sorry, agricultural land use has 


 


              declined in this country over the past decade or 


 


              so, and that's not well understood. 


 


                       So when people consider the 


 


              environmental impacts of biofuels production, 


 


              they start talking about land use change and 


 


              other sustainability issues as though we are 


 


              always talking about green field production, and 


 


              we are not.  There is a lot of agricultural land 


 


              that is no longer in production. 


 


                       So now moving on to some of the 


 


              technical issues.  The question that I posed was 


 


              what is more important, agricultural yield from 


 


              a feed stock perspective or densification.  The 


 


              responses varied, but essentially, I get that 


 


              both are important.  You know, and DOE has done 


 


              research on both of these challenges, but they 


 


              have failed to enter the marketplace. 


 


                       I know the department has a lot of work 


 


              in both of these areas, and some people in my 


 


              work group were even unaware of some of the 


 


              ongoing DOE work in areas such as biomass 


 


              densification. 


 


                       If we go to metrics, cost per gallon is 


 


              a unifying metric, but it fails to address 


 







              important externalities, sustainability, and 


 


              water, each of these other metrics that some of 


 


              the people in Breakout Group 3 thought should be 


 


              included in the valuation of potential DOE 


 


              funding and RFPs for projects. 


 


                       There were a lot of other discussions, 


 


              but I think some of the closing points that the 


 


              members of my group made would be interesting 


 


              for all. 


 


                       One comment was that DOE needs to make 


 


              cellulosic ethanol happen, and that is a 


 


              rallying cry that might be somewhat different 


 


              from others that have been laid out. 


 


                       Another is that we need to get DOE 


 


              innovations integrated into feed stocks.  So 


 


              this goes back to the facts that we have -- you 


 


              know, the DOE has funded work in agricultural 


 


              yield improvements and feed sale densification, 


 


              but that has not penetrated the marketplace yet. 


 


                       One of the members of this group 


 


              mentioned that the DOE has spent $350 million on 


 


              bioresearch centers, and if they are to be 


 


              meaningful, then the innovations and 


 


              developments created as a result of that funding 


 


              must enter the market. 


 


                       Another comment was that DOE should 


 


              take a step back, and rather than focusing on 


 


              individual conversion processes, individual feed 


 


              stocks, and individual products, the department 







 


              should take a step back and look at some 


 


              holistic metrics and economics, energy security, 


 


              greenhouse gases, and of course then we go to 


 


              some of the others that were mentioned earlier, 


 


              such as water and sustainability. 


 


                       And there was a variety of viewpoints 


 


              on gaining buy-in from end users.  So, for 


 


              instance, what does drop-in mean and how drop-in 


 


              is drop-in.  So we have, as  


 


              XXX said earlier, 240 million vehicles on the 


 


              road, we have an entire built infrastructure, 


 


              does creating a molecule that classifies as 


 


              drop-in compatible, does that really mean we 


 


              just mix it in with the current product stream 


 


              and continue to use it without any changes? 


 


                       And the final set of comments, I think, 


 


              were about education and the role of the 


 


              Department of Energy as a not only a convenor 


 


              but as a communicator and as an educator 


 


              regarding these technical opportunities and 


 


              technical challenges. 


 


                       One individual mentioned, lamented 


 


              about the change in public perception of 


 


              biofuels over the course of the past few years 


 


              and that it was largely a product of public 


 


              misunderstanding of both the challenges and 


 


              opportunities that biofuels present and that the 


 


              DOE needs to do a better job in the course of 


 







              their RNA funding of also educating the broader 


 


              public on what is possible and what is being 


 


              done. 


 


                       Anybody from Group 3, please correct. 


 


                  XXX:  Okay.  Yes, 3. 


 


                  XXX:  There was an idea voiced, 


 


              not my own, which I may have mentioned, to the 


 


              effect that energy and -- well, bioenergy anyway 


 


              transcends the boundaries of the DOE and that it 


 


              would be desirable to -- what was the phrase you 


 


              used, XXX? 


 


                  XXX:  I guess mobilize the whole -- many more 


 


              agencies of the total government. 


 


                  XXX:  Sort of a cross-agency 


 


              initiative, and that was mentioned by more than 


 


              one person.  I just didn't want to lose that. 


 


                  XXX:  The goal in these things, it's a 


 


              complicated system.  Anybody else from that 


 


              group? 


 


                       Okay.  Let's go back to Group 2 and 


 


              XXX, I guess. 


 


                  XXX:  So I'm going to just quickly 


 


              summarize, and I won't cover all the comments, 


 


              so I apologize if I leave anything out. 


 


                       I think -- I was very interested in a 


 


              discussion on what the role of DOE should be in 


 


              terms of the fuels, which is the notion that I 


 


              brought up of the LS 9 and the Amyris, you know, 


 


              going from clean sugars and so forth. 







 


                       And I think that we had a lot of 


 


              discussion on that, and it seems that there is a 


 


              lot of interest in DOE being involved in some 


 


              way with a wide variety of fuels, not just the 


 


              same emulsifier fuels that we are currently 


 


              working on, but also the potential new routes 


 


              that we talked about, which is kind of the clean 


 


              sugars to biofuels route as well as the 


 


              potential for retrofitting existing corn ethanol 


 


              facilities into hydropower fuels. 


 


                       So it seems that there was a lot of 


 


              interest that we should be -- we need to dabble 


 


              in a wide variety of fuels.  That was the phrase 


 


              that was mentioned, and I think that's a very 


 


              interesting way of putting it. 


 


                       I think we have been focused, at least, 


 


              on cellulosic ethanol for many, many years and 


 


              then lately expanding that to hydrocarbons from 


 


              cellulosic biomass.  So I think there is a lot 


 


              of interest in a broader DOE involvement in 


 


              other areas. 


 


                       But, you know, we recognize that this 


 


              is, of course, something that is controversial 


 


              and is going to require careful thought and 


 


              planning as we move forward.  It's not something 


 


              that we can just do. 


 


                       And it's not also sure to what extent 


 


              DOE should be involved, doing studies and doing 


 







              bench mark analysis to determine what the cost 


 


              of production is, what the greenhouse gas 


 


              implications are.  You know, that doesn't imply 


 


              that we are supporting a pathway, but that's one 


 


              possible role for DOE. 


 


                       Another role could be a sort of a 


 


              matchmaker, if you like, to bring together the 


 


              suppliers and the fuel buyers for these kinds of 


 


              products.  So those are ways in which we can be 


 


              involved without actually financing plants and 


 


              building plants. 


 


                       I was very pleased to hear that one of 


 


              the comments -- or one of our participants 


 


              mentioned that they rely on DOE as an unbiased 


 


              source of technical information, and that's very 


 


              nice to hear.  We really appreciate that.  We 


 


              try to do that very consciously. 


 


                       We have tried to be thorough and 


 


              methodical and transparent in the modeling work 


 


              that we do at our national labs, at Argonne and 


 


              Enrel and other places.  We publish our reports. 


 


              Everything is available online. 


 


                       And, you know, we are not looking for, 


 


              you know, glory and publicity and all that, but 


 


              we are looking for sound technical data to back 


 


              up these assumptions. 


 


                       So those cost numbers that I put out, 


 


              the technical target numbers and so forth, there 


 


              is a lot of work that went on behind those 







 


              numbers.  You know, there are big reports that 


 


              have been written up.  So they are not just 


 


              something that we have kind of scratched out on 


 


              the back of an envelope and put up on the Web. 


 


                       So that's something that I think we 


 


              need to continue to do and continue to 


 


              strengthen, in other words, be a source of 


 


              information that industry and other agencies and 


 


              Congress can rely on, you know, to move forward 


 


              and make decisions. 


 


                       So in that vein, one of the things that 


 


              will resonate with my office was a comment about 


 


              the resource assessment work that we have been 


 


              doing, which is the so-called billion ton study. 


 


              We published, as you know, in 2005 the billion 


 


              ton study.  We have since been working on an 


 


              update.  The update has not yet been published. 


 


              It's been in the works for at least a couple of 


 


              years, and I think one of the take-aways that I 


 


              got was that we need to publish that very soon. 


 


                       And we have recognized that.  It's just 


 


              that it needs to go through an OMB review 


 


              process, and I think we really do need to 


 


              expedite that as much as possible, because I 


 


              think that people will rely on that data for 


 


              quite a lot, for even policy directions, which 


 


              is interesting. 


 


                       So I think it was a very useful 


 







              discussion, and I was very glad to have the 


 


              people in my group, and if I left anything out, 


 


              please chime in.  And, you know, I think it will 


 


              be -- we will move forward with some instructive 


 


              solutions. 


 


                  XXX:  Great.  Any people want to say 


 


              anything? 


 


                       XXX? 


 


                  XXX:  Okay.  For Table No. 4, I've sort of 


 


              distilled this down so it will be done quickly. 


 


                       Discussions of roles of the Department 


 


              of Energy:  Certainly, I think it came up a 


 


              number of times that the value of the position 


 


              of the department was quantitative, 


 


              disinterested technology assessment, that in the 


 


              area of life cycle analyses that DOE should 


 


              focus on pulling in as much data as it possibly 


 


              can get, proprietary data, and then further 


 


              developing the methodology of life cycle 


 


              analysis, not just focus on sort of running 


 


              further analyses, but spend some time thinking 


 


              about how to do that better. 


 


                       There was discussion that the 


 


              department should focus on the development of 


 


              infrastructure options in the sense that we 


 


              should be thinking about sort of a centralized 


 


              system versus distributed systems, that we 


 


              should -- the comment was made that it was 


 


              probably better to focus on small capital 







 


              requirement technologies and potentially stamp 


 


              out more of them rather than work on 


 


              technologies that required scale-up to large 


 


              capital investments or single unit capital 


 


              investments. 


 


                       On how to think through where we made 


 


              our investments, there was some discussion of 


 


              sort of what the driving goal was, and then the 


 


              comment was that if it's just about energy 


 


              security, sort of do it with fossil; if it's a 


 


              greenhouse gas issue, then biomass is 


 


              preferable, but then you run into lots of 


 


              constraints on resources. 


 


                       The discussion then touched on issues 


 


              in the area of biomass that our efforts are not 


 


              leading on logistics issues and they are not 


 


              particularly well coordinated with USDA, that 


 


              the department focuses more on conversion 


 


              technologies, USDA focuses more on production 


 


              issues, and that for the biomass arena, 


 


              logistics logistics, logistics may be the 


 


              Achilles heel.  So a coordination and thinking 


 


              through a multi-agency approach may be required. 


 


                       There were lots of discussions of 


 


              markets and where we were trying to focus 


 


              attention.  You know, there was a question about 


 


              which market segment should be the one that we 


 


              focus the portfolio on, and so is it a question 


 







              of aviation was a comment and/or, you know, 


 


              drop-in fuels for light-duty vehicles.  As one 


 


              person mentioned later, you know, voters drive 


 


              cars, not trains. 


 


                       And there's this -- back again this 


 


              issue of the debate over the problem being 


 


              solved whether it's a greenhouse gas 


 


              environmental problem or an energy security, and 


 


              then someone mentioned that there was a 


 


              perception that the department doesn't focus 


 


              enough on drop-in fuels. 


 


                  XXX:  Anybody wanted to comment on 


 


              that one? 


 


                       XXX? 


 


                  XXX:  So I'm from Group X.  I don't 


 


              actually know what our table number was, but I 


 


              am going to echo a couple of the things that I 


 


              have heard from some of the other groups that 


 


              came up in our group. 


 


                       The technological analysis, the life 


 


              cycle analysis was a really high value thing 


 


              that the DOE does, though there was some desire 


 


              to also have some behavioral kind of analysis, 


 


              the similar kinds of studies. 


 


                       And also, another echo is the 


 


              inter-agency cooperation needs and especially 


 


              with USDA and the Department of Transportation 


 


              and the Interior. 


 


                       But the conversation really started out 







 


              with getting better metrics for comparing 


 


              different fuels, and many in my table thought 


 


              maybe dollar per unit sugar or sugar equivalent 


 


              would be best because, you know, then that 


 


              levelizes you at some single node when you have 


 


              different feed stocks coming in and different 


 


              processes going out, but even having that single 


 


              sugar equivalent brings up issues of 


 


              standardization, and not every processor uses 


 


              the same kinds of sugar, and quality issues. 


 


                       And then, basically, any sort of end 


 


              process, the best thing you can do is to use the 


 


              widest variety of input quality that you can, 


 


              and that will really drive the economics. 


 


                       And then there was some discussion on 


 


              how you value byproducts, so what do you with 


 


              the liquid, and do you process it for higher 


 


              value products, or do you just burn it to get 


 


              the electricity, and then how those byproducts 


 


              go into your dollar for dollar equivalent or 


 


              metric, if that's what you are using. 


 


                       And then there were some discussions 


 


              of, you know, what do you do with scale, and 


 


              there were a lot of, you know, the MB sort of 


 


              problems, how different communities would object 


 


              to growing lots of feed stock for fuel, that in 


 


              these areas that are not used to that sort of 


 


              agricultural and having a plant every -- you 


 







              know, just dotting the landscape. 


 


                       And then there were issues with, you 


 


              know, decoupling, if you could, possibly, to 


 


              handle food versus fuel and how that was not 


 


              likely along a lot of the pathways that we are 


 


              thinking of.  And also on the scale issue, even 


 


              where you find the acreage for fuel testing feed 


 


              stocks, that was brought up. 


 


                       There was also a lot of discussion or 


 


              some comments on international cooperation and 


 


              strategic alliances and how that will be very 


 


              important in maintaining the feed stocks. 


 


                       And, yeah, that's pretty much all I 


 


              had.  And if anybody has any comments from my 


 


              group, please add them. 


 


                  XXX:  Okay.  I was sitting at the 


 


              self-designated fossil table, because somebody 


 


              had to do it, and we actually had a great 


 


              discussion.  And let me try to summarize some of 


 


              that, and then, as I said, maybe we will open 


 


              the floor up for some corrective discussion. 


 


                       We started out by talking about various 


 


              conversion technologies, coal liquids, gas to 


 


              liquids, coal biomass to liquids.  The general 


 


              consensus was -- well, no, opinions.  I'm not 


 


              sure there was consensus. 


 


                       What heard from some people who 


 


              supposedly know, not much opportunity for new 


 


              catalysts, the new chemistry.  That's pretty 







 


              well piled-over ground. 


 


                       Efforts going forward are to reduce the 


 


              carbon footprint, cheaper oxygen and cheaper 


 


              hydrogen in the processes, again, rather than 


 


              getting at the nub of new chemistry. 


 


                       Several of the people thought that 


 


              thinking through these kinds of facilities has 


 


              been too conventional, that there are 


 


              integration opportunities not yet captured, 


 


              carbon capture and recycle rather than carbon 


 


              capture and storage, integration of algae with 


 


              the system, polygeneration, some new thinking 


 


              probably will pay off a lot, several people 


 


              thought. 


 


                       The general class of technologies 


 


              benefits from cheap feed stocks, whether it's 


 


              gas or coal, which we have abundantly 


 


              domestically and pretty cheap, but suffers from 


 


              both volatile oil prices and high capital costs, 


 


              as we heard a little bit here. 


 


                       As somebody said, it's not enough to 


 


              break even at $80 a barrel; the question is can 


 


              you ride through $50 a barrel per month, which 


 


              is in the end the way the big companies think. 


 


                       Someone suggested that we look at coal 


 


              to liquids or gas to liquids as kind of 


 


              benchmark costs for fuel production and that we 


 


              shouldn't be funding anything that's going to be 


 







              more expensive than that in the long term, 


 


              because that is the backstop, the baseline. 


 


                       Several people asked, "Where will the 


 


              capital come from?"  We saw some example of the 


 


              enormous capital costs.  A million barrels a day 


 


              of CTL is $150 billion.  Who would lend you that 


 


              money?  And if you were a company and had access 


 


              to that kind of capital, is that where you would 


 


              put it, given the return on investment?  Several 


 


              people said just go upgrade your refineries, or 


 


              something like that, for much cheaper. 


 


                       And, again, having been involved in the 


 


              oil production business, boy, the upstream's got 


 


              a tremendous return on 550 billion.  You could 


 


              make a lot more money by going out and 


 


              extracting oil than you could by basically 


 


              running a chemical plant or turning coal into 


 


              liquids. 


 


                       Another complication is it is hard to 


 


              get an offtake agreement for fuels beyond two 


 


              years, someone said, and that was a suprise to 


 


              me.  You know, in the power business ten years, 


 


              you could get maybe more, and you could then get 


 


              that kind of certainty in the economics where 


 


              the fuel business is much more volatile. 


 


                       In terms of feed stock, there was a 


 


              consensus that gas could do it.  One could 


 


              imagine ramping up gas by another 5 TCF a year, 


 


              maybe more, but it would mean the 







 


              industrialization of the countryside.  As 


 


              somebody put it, 100,000 wells, and are we ready 


 


              for that or not in some regions of the country. 


 


                       Somebody mentioned jobs, cheap natural 


 


              gas as incentives, but, of course, the other 


 


              people talked about the despoiling of the 


 


              countryside. 


 


                       Shale oil was mentioned briefly.  I 


 


              think there were mixed opinions about the 


 


              economic viability of various reputed shale oil 


 


              extraction technologies. 


 


                       More generally, there was a plea again, 


 


              someone said the magic word "systems," and a 


 


              duck dropped from the ceiling.  But holistic 


 


              systems, marked "holistic," another one of those 


 


              words, system modeling, emphasized really that 


 


              it should be be a DOE role to sit above industry 


 


              and try to help understand and guide that 


 


              activity. 


 


                       Someone said one of the unexpected 


 


              systems things that could happen is let's use 


 


              gas for power and then use the coal and biomass 


 


              to turn it into liquid fuels instead of sending 


 


              the coal to China, which is probably what we 


 


              would do with it. 


 


                       Someone else posed the interesting 


 


              question of what would the DOE portfolio look 


 


              like if the department's role was to help buffer 


 







              fluctuations in energy prices rather than be a 


 


              truly transformative agent for the energy 


 


              system, which is the way we talk about the 


 


              department now.  If you were just going to be a 


 


              buffer, what would you do differently?  No 


 


              answer to that, but I think it's a good 


 


              question. 


 


                       I think there was some concern also 


 


              about the notion of a technology roadmap being a 


 


              little bit misleading.  This gets back to the 


 


              social science discussion.  The social science 


 


              considerations, whether it's politics or culture 


 


              or economics, will be as important as the 


 


              technology developments in determining what the 


 


              energy system looks like in 20 or 30 years. 


 


                       Information technology was cited as one 


 


              thing, whether it's smart grid or traffic 


 


              control systems, as being a really important 


 


              thing that isn't quite within the DOE's radar 


 


              screen right now, and with that notion, perhaps 


 


              the six strategies are a little bit too 


 


              simplistic and that we are going to start seeing 


 


              couplings between them that we haven't really 


 


              thought about yet. 


 


                       And then finally, it being the fossil 


 


              table, someone noted cheap energy is the best 


 


              route to jobs and competitiveness, and we have 


 


              not in the DOE perhaps been as focused on the 


 


              cheap energy part of the equation for 







 


              competitiveness as some people think we might 


 


              have. 


 


                       So that's what I had.  With that, I am 


 


              going to open up the floor for reactions to any 


 


              of that that you have heard in the last 


 


              20 minutes or more general comments.  Yes? 


 


                  XXX:  Let me add a general 


 


              comment.  I work at XXX, and I thank you for inviting us here 


 


              today.  I really appreciate it.  I know you came 


 


              to talk to our leadership, and they enjoyed the 


 


              conversation.  We are supposed to work with you 


 


              on this. 


 


                       But the way that we evaluate technology 


 


              like this, energy technology, is for its ability 


 


              to affect our missions.  And so when you think 


 


              about drop-in fuels for our legacy platform, 


 


              it's a -- we think of it as a long-term, because 


 


              we are going to have our ships and planes for a 


 


              long time. 


 


                       But when you think about that, you 


 


              know, we are going look for cost-competitive 


 


              type fuels.  Where the department may be willing 


 


              to spend more money and pay the premium is when 


 


              you can think about, you know, the situation we 


 


              are in today in Afghanistan.  How could we have 


 


              fuel that we can generate onsite?  And that has 


 


              the ability to affect the way we do our 


 


              missions. 


 







                       It has -- we can trace the financial 


 


              costs, but it has other very important costs 


 


              inherently, and we mitigate in terms of soldier, 


 


              sailor, Marine, airman lives in terms of how 


 


              they spend their days fighting versus moving 


 


              around logistics. 


 


                       And so that's where I think marrying 


 


              DOD requirements to the DOE capabilities becomes 


 


              really important for us, and so I appreciate 


 


              that this process is looking at that. 


 


                  XXX:  Good.  So let me ask in that 


 


              context -- and I am now going to step outside of 


 


              the box a little bit.  The DOD is working hard 


 


              on biofuels.  It is hard for me to imagine 


 


              sitting around waiting for crops to grow in 


 


              Afghanistan, you know, but – 


 


                  XXX:  So the fact that some 


 


              of your colleagues -- and so we are particularly 


 


              excited about something like electrofuels and 


 


              the potential for that, for something being very 


 


              localized, you know, the fuel cells.  The Army 


 


              is deploying ethanol and -- 


 


                  XXX:  So let me give you one sobering 


 


              number, okay, in this comparison of just how 


 


              much energy density or how much energy there is 


 


              in fuels.  Right? 


 


                       If you took the electricity that comes 


 


              out of a gigawatt nuclear reactor, so a 


 


              gigawatt, that's the fuel equivalent of 14,000 







 


              barrels a day.  So that's probably the scale of 


 


              the reactor that you've got on an aircraft 


 


              carrier, you know. 


 


                       So if you took all that energy, and 


 


              converted it with 100 percent efficiency, you 


 


              would get 14,000 barrels a day.  You'll know 


 


              what the tactical needs are, I don't, but the 


 


              answer is it's awfully hard. 


 


                       So electro fuels, you got to get the 


 


              electricity from somewhere.  Where are you going 


 


              to get that? 


 


                  XXX:  Well, and that's why 


 


              we think of them as long-term challenges, and we 


 


              are spending so much more. 


 


                  XXX:  All right.  Yeah, efficiency 


 


              works really well.  Okay. 


 


                       Anybody else?  Yes? 


 


                  XXX:  So XXX from the XXX.  So maybe this will come later,  


 


              but there is something in the QTR framing document 


 


              that we didn't talk about today, but I think 


 


              it's critical when you look at all of the slides 


 


              that we have seen. 


 


                       Energy is critical to the future of 


 


              this country, as a citizen and all the way up 


 


              through industry and military and everything we 


 


              do, but we don't seem to be able to make a case 


 


              that is significant research investment in 


 


              energy development compared to the GDP. 


 







                       So maybe we need to discuss it.  Maybe 


 


              you guys are going to discuss it later, but have 


 


              we given you the kinds of things that can get to 


 


              a place that is better than you are now?  And if 


 


              not, how do we help you get there?  If you think 


 


              we need to be better than where we are in the 


 


              GDP mix. 


 


                  XXX:  So better in the -- 


 


                  XXX:  Well, see, you make a case in the 


 


              document, or I have seen you make it in your 


 


              talks, that a fraction of the GDP that's in 


 


              health care is very different than the fraction 


 


              of the GDP that is in energy.  And you may be 


 


              perfectly happy with where that number is, or 


 


              you may not be, but if the number needs to grow, 


 


              have you gotten the technical -- 


 


                  XXX:  You are talking research 


 


              funding? 


 


                  XXX:  Yeah. 


 


                  XXX:  Yeah.  I think it comes later. 


 


              Some of the things we have heard today can help 


 


              make that case, but, you know, could I get some 


 


              big new piece of armament, to use the DOD 


 


              language, today?  No.  No, not yet.  Okay?  You 


 


              know -- 


 


                  XXX:  But fuels are going to be part 


 


              of -- fuels are going to be maybe not one sixth 


 


              of that equation but a significant part of that 


 


              equation. 







 


                  XXX:  Fuels are much higher on the 


 


              agenda now than they were six months ago, and I 


 


              think the challenge we have is to carefully 


 


              articulate our R and D and DOD program that 


 


              really is going to address some of those 


 


              problems in some reasonably short time.  You 


 


              know, it's not going to be six months, but five 


 


              years, that would be nice.  Okay? 


 


                  XXX:  And, hopefully, it will be 


 


              politically independent.  It will be independent 


 


              of who sits on Pennsylvania Avenue at the time. 


 


                  XXX:  I would like to think that if we 


 


              do a good job on the QTR process that that will 


 


              endure, I would hope. 


 


                  XXX:  Are there limits to research 


 


              spending?  Because the previous question is we 


 


              need to do research spending, but the number of 


 


              researchers are kind of a stock on the floor 


 


              problem.  It takes 15 years to build a 


 


              scientist, 30 years to harness it. 


 


                  XXX:  Yeah.  Yeah.  And after that, 


 


              it's, you know -- it's administration. 


 


                  XXX:  It's all good. 


 


                  XXX:  Like a good wine.  Yeah, right. 


 


                  XXX:  So just increasing the funding, 


 


              you know, I mean, what you do is you get 


 


              monuments of buildings and demonstration plants. 


 


                  XXX:  And you get messing around.  You 


 







              know, I think we could justify the same or 


 


              increased funding if we say this is really the 


 


              plan to solve the problem.  All right.  Solve 


 


              the problem. 


 


                  XXX:  Yes.  I would even say there is a 


 


              little bit of overcrowding and an inflation that 


 


              creates it too. 


 


                  XXX:  XXX? 


 


                  XXX:  So you mentioned something, a 


 


              statement in your presentation about the fossil 


 


              table that we were sitting at.  One of the parts 


 


              that I did not hear, and it depresses me a 


 


              little bit, is there was no consideration given 


 


              to unexpected scientific breakthroughs, you 


 


              know, whether you call them black swans or 


 


              whatever, and a review, such as the one you are 


 


              contemplating, some time needs to be devoted to 


 


              this.  Now, presumably that was one of the 


 


              reasons brought up, it may be, or -- 


 


                  XXX:  Yes.  Yes. 


 


                  XXX:  It's a question, sort of, but 


 


              shouldn't that be integral to -- 


 


                  XXX:  So, yes, and actually at the 


 


              fossil table, there was this discussion that you 


 


              can't predict, but, you know, black swans start 


 


              out as black signets, and they take 15-20 


 


              years -- well, you know the timelines as well as 


 


              I do. 


 


                       So I think you have got to watch for 







 


              the birth and so on, but you can't predict it, 


 


              and it's going to take a long time.  It doesn't 


 


              mean -- you know, you shouldn't count on it, I 


 


              guess, is probably a good strategy. 


 


                       Yes? 


 


                  XXX:  As one of the retired black 


 


              swans, there is another aspect of holistic 


 


              modeling that I think we missed today.  It 


 


              relates to molecular management, what we used to 


 


              call molecular management, and a lot of 


 


              different folks talk about a lot of different 


 


              options, and if we are in the liquid fuels 


 


              arena, I will tell you from our experience with 


 


              DOD, it's very important to keep that in mind 


 


              and the consequences of the nature of the 


 


              molecules that you are producing, whether they 


 


              require off blending with petroleum or not, 


 


              whether you can produce them fully from domestic 


 


              resource or not, et cetera, and just as a 


 


              retired black swan, I think that should be 


 


              noted. 


 


                  XXX:  Okay.  Anybody else?  Yeah, 


 


              XXX? 


 


                  XXX:  So I got four kids ranging from 


 


              21 to 10.  After we have glorious conversations, 


 


              we both go away thinking we have communicated, 


 


              and then we come back. 


 


                       So one of the things I think that I 


 







              have heard and communicated also, tried to a 


 


              little bit in some of the groups, is this 


 


              thought that to transcend political 


 


              administrations and changes, at least on the 


 


              basic research side, maybe even pushing out a 


 


              little bit into something more bite-sized is 


 


              that to set the divisions at things like clean 


 


              and efficient and affordable and reliable and 


 


              then not pick fuels but let everything compete 


 


              within that framework, because most elected 


 


              officials are going to have trouble saying, "I 


 


              want it dirty, I want it expensive, I want it 


 


              unreliable."  So it will be hard to disagree 


 


              with some of these things. 


 


                       The document as written now, even as a 


 


              strategic plan, is sort of like that but not 


 


              really.  I will be bold and say there are some 


 


              political things in it requiring me to say just 


 


              go out and picks some winners.  Is there a 


 


              chance that can change, or what is the result of 


 


              some of the inputs on this in the subsequent 


 


              five sessions that you are going to have, and 


 


              shall we go home and try to continue to provide 


 


              you input, and will it matter?  Is that worth my 


 


              effort, or should I talk to my kids? 


 


                  XXX:  Right.  We can talk about a cost 


 


              benefit in both of those dimensions or 


 


              activities. 


 


                       Well, what we would like the QTR to do 







 


              is set a credible analytic framework and 


 


              resulting priorities for what the department 


 


              does about energy.  Speaking as a scientist and 


 


              technologist, I would like to get to the right 


 


              answer or set of answers that are not modulated 


 


              by the political winds, because the political 


 


              winds are shifting maybe even as we speak.  All 


 


              right? 


 


                       That doesn't say that the document in 


 


              the end will not have some of the sharp edges 


 


              rounded off a bit, but, you know, I think that's 


 


              okay in what will in the end be a public 


 


              document. 


 


                       You know, the document we will produce 


 


              is a report on the QTR in the sense that 


 


              hopefully this is an ongoing process.  Advice 


 


              between now and June, July much appreciated, 


 


              particularly from people who have been involved 


 


              in the workshops, and will be listened to and 


 


              folded in as we go along. 


 


                       Just listening to people in Washington, 


 


              there is a lot of appetite for this kind of 


 


              thing right now or what are we really doing 


 


              about energy, both because of the energy oil 


 


              prices and because of the sense that government 


 


              resources are shrinking and we need to get the 


 


              maximum bang we can for the buck. 


 


                       And when I go around and say, well, 


 







              tell me what the department's strategy and 


 


              principals have been on energy, and I don't get 


 


              any answer, that's because nobody has ever 


 


              really thought about it before.  That tells you 


 


              that it's probably the time to do this.  It 


 


              won't be the first time -- well, it is the first 


 


              time, but it won't be the last. 


 


                  XXX:  Just a minor kind of nit.  Energy 


 


              prices are not increasing; liquid fuels prices 


 


              are increasing. 


 


                  XXX:  Thank you. 


 


                  XXX:  Because gas is actually at 


 


              substantial amounts. 


 


                  XXX:  Thank you.  And, of course, if 


 


              you measure it in something other than dollars, 


 


              it will increase especially. 


 


                       Yes? 


 


                  XXX:  XXX (phonetic).  I'm 


 


              from the XXX.  I have two questions 


 


              or comments.  Throughout the day, we haven't 


 


              talked about energy conservation, so is it part, 


 


              is it in the scope of DOE, or is it beyond the 


 


              scope of DOE?  I think we can meet some of these 


 


              energy needs by just having auditors which are 


 


              more particular with energy  conservation. 


 


                       My second comment and question was can 


 


              DOE take a more complete role in locating – you 


 


              have 10 billion of funding and you go ahead and 


 


              look at standard design technologies which evoke 







 


              by design.  You have the tools to make spot 


 


              decisions rather than going through all of 


 


              these -- 


 


                  XXX:  Tools to make -- I'm sorry? 


 


                  XXX:  Spot decisions. 


 


                  XXX:  Oh, yes. 


 


                  XXX:  Other than going through all 


 


              this political process which takes a lot of time 


 


              to -- which are not essentially going to be the 


 


              same thing. 


 


                  XXX:  So let me take the efficiency 


 


              first.  Efficiency is very much on the agenda 


 


              for the DOE and for the QTR exercise.  You 


 


              probably missed this morning.  There are six 


 


              different things we are using to describe what 


 


              we do.  Efficiency is two of them, but that was 


 


              not the subject of this workshop, which is why 


 


              you don't hear it discussed very much, but it is 


 


              very much on the agenda. 


 


                       The second is spot decisions.  Spot 


 


              decisions are incommensurate with government, 


 


              except in times of crisis.  All right?  And we 


 


              are not there in terms of crisis in the energy. 


 


                       So the system is slow.  It's got all 


 


              the political overlay on it.  It's Washington, 


 


              it's federal money, public money, and so 


 


              necessarily we do not move as quickly as one 


 


              would like. 


 







                  XXX:  But have you changed? 


 


                  XXX:  Crisis is what drives the system 


 


              to change rapidly.  You can invent your own 


 


              crisis. 


 


                       Yes, XXX? 


 


                  XXX:  Just I was thinking about today 


 


              and looking at the mission statement in the 


 


              framing document, the first thing that I didn't 


 


              see in there, and it was a surprise, is kind of 


 


              energy in the national interest, if you will. 


 


                       It seems to me that if I were looking 


 


              at this, the DOE is all about in some sense 


 


              energy and national interest, whatever that is. 


 


              So you may define it in terms of economics and 


 


              environment and whatever they are. 


 


                       So my question is how clear is that to 


 


              you?  How much does the QTR actually help the 


 


              definition of energy in the national interest? 


 


              Is it still a dialogue? 


 


                       Once you have got that kind of set that 


 


              it is some agreement, political agreement, that 


 


              may set a but for that if there is beyond 


 


              administrations, let's say, which is a 


 


              prerequisite of it.  So how clear is it to you 


 


              that we have a sense of what energy in the 


 


              national interest means and how -- 


 


                  XXX:  You know, that's really an 


 


              excellent sort of question, perspective. 


 


                       You know, there are of order a dozen 







 


              different agencies in the federal government who 


 


              are involved with energy in one way or another, 


 


              ag, interior, on and on.  Right?  So energy in 


 


              the national interest is really a 


 


              government-wide thing. 


 


                       The DOE focuses by either history or 


 


              capabilities or OMB guidance.  We focus on 


 


              technology development, basic research, and a 


 


              little bit of policy having to do with 


 


              appliances, and hopefully inform, as we have 


 


              been talking about today, a lot of the other 


 


              policies. 


 


                       So I think the energy in the national 


 


              interest is really a QER topic.  We can maybe 


 


              use it as a frame for QTR, but I wouldn't go too 


 


              far with it, otherwise we won't have the impact 


 


              that I think we should.  We have got to get the 


 


              QTR done right. 


 


                  XXX:  But that also imposes a 


 


              constraint on your part. 


 


                  XXX:  Yes, it does.  Right.  You know, 


 


              it's both a useful and somewhat annoying 


 


              constraint.  The useful constraint is it bounds 


 


              the job to something we might actually get done 


 


              in the time we have allocated.  The annoying 


 


              part is, of course, as we have been saying all 


 


              day, it is not about the technology alone. 


 


                       There was a question or a hand? 


 







                       Okay.  Great.  Thank you all very much 


 


              for participating today.  This is, as I 


 


              mentioned, the first.  It's an experiment.  I 


 


              thought it came out pretty well for something 


 


              that, well, we didn't quite make up as we went 


 


              along but almost did.  There was some playing. 


 


                       I would appreciate your feedback not 


 


              only on specific matters of substance that we 


 


              touched on today, but also issues of process. 


 


              We will run another four subject-specific 


 


              workshops like this and then the capstone in 


 


              June, and hopefully they will improve with your 


 


              suggestions as we get a little more experience 


 


              with them. 


 


                       So thank you again for everything, and 


 


              travel well. 
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Welcome and Logistics







FACA Guidelines


 Participants attending this Workshop are not 
members of a Federal Advisory Committee, nor do 
we intend to use this group as a Federal Advisory 
Committee. 


 We are not seeking a group decision or consensus 
view with respect to the issues before you, or as to 
any action the Federal government should take.


 We welcome your individual recommendations and 
advice, and are looking forward to a productive 
workshop. 







PCAST Recommendation: “The [process] needs strong external input from many 


sources, including other levels of government, large and small businesses, 


academia, national laboratories, Congress, nongovernmental organizations, 


consumers, and other Federal agencies. …”


We are committed to engaging our stakeholders consistent with the President’s 
commitment to transparency, public participation, and collaboration. To meet 
these goals, the DOE will pursue a variety of mechanisms, including:


– A publicly accessible web site


– Release of ex parte communications


– Request For Information (RFI) and Framing Document (published mid-March)


– Public comment


– Focus groups & workshops through mid June 


Transparency and Outreach
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Notes and attendee list from this workshop will be published on the 


project webpage. Individuals’ names will be redacted from comments.







Outreach: Workshops


TRANSPORT


 Alternative Fuels 


 April 26


 Chicago, IL


 Vehicles Efficiency and 
Electrification 


 May 4


 Knoxville, TN


STATIONARY


 Stationary Efficiency 


 May 17


 Pittsburgh, PA


 Grid 


 May 24


 Tempe, AZ


 Clean Electricity 


 June 7


 Denver, CO
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Capstone 
June 21 in Washington, DC
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Dr. Steven E. Koonin, Under Secretary for Science 
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Dr. Bill Provine, Dupont


Dr. Don Paul, USC 


Ian Purtle, Cargill 


Dr. Lee Lynd, Dartmouth


9:30-10:00 AM Discussion with the panel


10:00-10:15 AM Break


10:15-11:15 AM Breakout sessions on the cross-cutting questions, LaSalle I


11:15-11:45 AM Report-backs from the breakouts, LaSalle II


11:45-1:15 PM Lunch, LaSalle I


1:15-2:00 PM Technology roadmaps presentations, LaSalle II 


Zia Haq, DOE Biomass Program


2:00-3:00 PM Technology-specific breakout sessions, LaSalle I


3:00-3:15 PM Break


3:15-3:45 PM Report-backs from the breakout sessions, LaSalle II


3:45-4:45 PM Full group discussion on cross-cutting questions, LaSalle II


4:45-5:00 PM Closing Remarks, LaSalle II


Dr. Steven E. Koonin, Under Secretary for Science
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Scope
 The DOE-QTR will provide a context and robust framework for the 


Department’s energy programs, as well as principles by which to establish 
multiyear programs plans and budgets. It will also offer high-level views of 
the technical status and potential of various energy technologies. 


 The primary focus of the DOE-QTR process and document will be on the 
following:


 Framing the energy challenges


 A discussion of the roles of government, industry, national laboratories, and 
universities in energy system transformation


 Summary roadmaps for advancing key energy technologies, systems, and 
sectors


 Principles by which the Department can judge the priority of various 
technology efforts


 A discussion of support for demonstration projects


 The connections of energy technology innovation to energy policy
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Timeline


Nov 2010


PCAST made 


recommendations 


for DOE to do QER


3/14 – 4/15


Public comment 


period for DOE-QTR 


Framing Document


4/20 


First batch of public 


comments released 


on project website


Through mid-June 


Hold workshops and 


discussions of each 


of the Six Strategies


End July/Aug


Submit DOE-QTR to 


White House for 


approval


Before Dec 2011


Release DOE-QTR
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Estimated U.S. Energy Use in 2009: ~94.6 Quads
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We will require input on:


 Roles of government, industry, national 
laboratories, and universities in energy system 
transformation


 Principles by which the Department can 
evaluate and prioritize various technology 
efforts


 Connections of energy technology innovation 
to energy policy







A Few Comment Excerpts Specific to Alternative Fuels


Organization Alt Fuels Specific Comments in QTR Framing Document (direct quotes)


Association of 


Public and 


Land Grand 


Universities 


We encourage the program to include alternative fuels including algae and algae-culture development 


in states; university research in this area is not limited to the Southwest; states like Ohio are also 


convinced that they also are places where algae can grow abundantly. 


Codexis, Inc. DOE should recognize the critical importance of biomass conversion technologies that displace more 


than just transportation fuels; milestones and timetables for innovation in biochemicals and 


bioproducts are critical to securing America’s energy future.


Gas 


Technology 


Institute


While a portion of the funding proposed in the Industrial Technology Program at USDOE will likely be 


spent on natural gas technology, the current USDOE budget proposed by the Administration has no 


specific money outlined for natural gas technologies, even though these technologies strongly and 


directly support the number one stated energy policy objective of the Administration. 


Near Zero Perhaps considering whether DOE funding is necessary, Jane Long said “biofuels are being worked 


very hard by venture money and the implementation problem will be a policy problem.” Max Henrion


took a somewhat different view, stating, “while the commercialization of cellulosic ethanol and 


advanced biofuels has been disappointingly slow in recent years, there are a wide range of promising 


technologies and improved sources of biomass. Some continuing support from DOE to supplement the 


extensive private capital is worthwhile.”


Individual 


(David 


Bruderly)


This entire section is biased by the audacious statement that drop-in liquid fuels have a structural 


advantage over gaseous fuels. This statement is NOT fact based; it is an opinion based on 


assumptions made by those who have an obvious bias for liquid motor fuels and who choose to ignore 


economic and policy benefits offered by gaseous motor fuels. This statement must be recognized for 


what it is; an assumption. Unfortunately it is an assumption that has created an ill-advised and 


unacceptable bias against gaseous motor fuels in the USDOE Energy Strategy and this Framing 


Document.


Comments can be found at: http://energy.gov/qtr/10091.htm



http://energy.gov/qtr/10091.htm





Cross Cutting Questions 
 There are lots of fuels and pathways – should we make fewer bigger bets 


or support all bets with fewer dollars? What are the rules for entry, 
allocation and exit in the fuels portfolio? As a technology becomes more 
mature, how should DOE’s posture change? 


 What value does DOE provide to you? Where have you seen the benefit of 
DOE involvement in your work in alternative fuels? 


 What do you think will happen in this field if oil prices drop, or skyrocket? 
How would you alter your priorities? How should DOE’s portfolio differ if 
oil prices change? How should we account for price in seeking to balance 
our portfolio? 


 How should we balance across the boxes in the Six Strategies, particularly 
between alternative fuels and vehicle electrification? 


 How should DOE balance the challenges of GHG emissions and oil 
security? 


 Should the US focus on competition or cooperation in alternative fuels 
R&D?







Panel Discussion


 Dr. Bill Provine, Dupont


 Dr. Don Paul, USC


 Ian Purtle, Cargill


 Dr. Lee Lynd, Dartmouth







THANK YOU!


Project Website
http://www.energy.gov/qtr


Questions/Feedback
steven.koonin@science.doe.gov


asa.hopkins@science.doe.gov


Official (Public) Comments
DOE-QTRmailbox@hq.doe.gov
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                   XXX:  Thank you for staying on for 


 


               this session.  And this is an experiment as 


 


               always, and I think our hope was that this will 


 


               be a time for a few hours to reflect after a 


 


               night's worth of thought on what we heard 


 


               yesterday and perhaps have some more deeper 


 


               discussion of some of the issues that were 


 


               raised. 


 


                        So the team worked diligently all 


 


               through the night to get a set of questions that 


 


               will help to guide us in the discussion. 


 


                        But we will start, perhaps, with the 


 


               obvious one and get things rolling. 


 


                        What did conversation yesterday miss, 


 


               things that weren't said that should have or 


 


               emphases? 


 


                   XXX:  I think that we might have said 


 


               more about flexible fuel vehicles.  And I would 


 


               put that in a little context. 


 


                        I think there are reasons to be excited 


 


               by fuels, for example.  There are also reasons, 


 


               also fundamental, that they may be more 


 


               expensive than ethanol, which is more of a known 


 


               quantity, although producing it from what we 


 


               would like is still on a hill in front of us 


 


               rather than behind us. 


 


                        I think the same thing realistically is 







 


               true of electric vehicles.  There are reasons to 


 


               be excited by electric vehicles. 


 


                        How completely they will satisfy even 


 


               the light-duty sector is by most people's 


 


               estimates in doubt. 


 


                        And so there is a path and we have many 


 


               parallel paths, obviously.  And that's part of 


 


               the challenge and we are also grateful for that 


 


               in some ways. 


 


                        There is a path that hooking up 


 


               ethanol, which may be very high performing and 


 


               very inexpensive from other feedstocks than 


 


               corn, may be a spectacular option for the United 


 


               States.  And flexible fuel vehicles are, as 


 


               things go, an itty-bitty infrastructure change. 


 


                        I'm not saying it's trivial, but it 


 


               seems to me allowing for that possibility, given 


 


               all of the uncertainties and all of the urgency, 


 


               would make a lot of sense. 


 


                        So that was an issue I thought was 


 


               missed yesterday. 


 


                   XXX:  I kind of had a fairly opposite 


 


               view, I think.  I felt that there is not enough 


 


               emphasis on infrastructure compatibility and 


 


               energy density with regard to the outputs of 


 


               processes. 


 


                        There is a lot of emphasis on 


 


               feedstock, which I think is entirely 


 







               appropriate. 


 


                        But when I look at a lot of DOE 


 


               solicitations or hear people talking, sometimes 


 


               I feel like as long as you are doing cornstover, 


 


               you just need a bug that makes something you can 


 


               set on fire.  Whereas, really, the difference 


 


               between something that's flammable and something 


 


               that's a fuel is a bigger jump than I think a 


 


               lot of people realize. 


 


                        So I felt like that wasn't enough 


 


               emphasis on those two things, particularly 


 


               density and infrastructure compatibility. 


 


                   XXX:  Just a quick comment.  The 


 


               challenge of infrastructure I think is a general 


 


               issue.  And as you already know, XXX, 


 


               infrastructure is by far one of the poorest 


 


               investments that you can make as a private 


 


               company, way down the list on its return of 


 


               capital compared to everything else. 


 


                        So that's all the challenge of building 


 


               the industry. 


 


                        I mean, your gas stations wouldn't make 


 


               money if it wasn't for cigarettes and coffee. 


 


                   XXX:  What does it cost to build a gas 


 


               station, roughly?  Does anybody know? 


 


                   XXX:  Million bucks.  Anyway, I thought 


 


               the things that were -- one thing that came up 


 


               at the end in one of the groups that I think was 


 


               not reflected broadly in the direction is these 







 


               two intersects:  The intersection of behavior 


 


               and sociology and technology in the system. 


 


                        I don't think that should be 


 


               underestimated in a world in which information 


 


               and behavioral aspects are connected by the 


 


               other intersection, which is the intersection of 


 


               information technology in the system. 


 


                        And information technology is so 


 


               powerful potentially that it alters the 


 


               relationships that -- in any -- any system that 


 


               attaches infrastructure information technology 


 


               massively, information technology alters the 


 


               system. 


 


                        So I think those are the two things 


 


               that I thought, you know, that you can argue 


 


               they are in there and around in there.  But I 


 


               think there is a question about whether the role 


 


               of energy informatics, or whatever you want to 


 


               call it, and the intersection of behavioral -- 


 


               of individual and sociological behavior. 


 


                   XXX:  So there are three separate 


 


               questions, maybe four.  I don't know whether we 


 


               should make a list and then start in on them 


 


               or -- 


 


                   XXX:  Another one I didn't think we 


 


               talked about is international cooperation. 


 


                   XXX:  I would agree with that. 


 


                   XXX:  Global effects. 


 







                   XXX:  International interactions because 


 


               there is the potential technology flight, which 


 


               is a different kind of dynamic there. 


 


                   XXX:  To expand on that, the 


 


               difference in importance of having the 


 


               innovation stay here and having the 


 


               manufacturing stay here. 


 


                   XXX:  Everything looked under their 


 


               own individual -- so even though there was quite 


 


               a bit said in the regional activities, it was 


 


               only very limited maybe, hearing a little bit 


 


               from the Department of Defense and something 


 


               about USDA.  Energy covers and transcends all 


 


               agencies. 


 


                        And if you are to be successful, you 


 


               have to mobilize them and have to be creative. 


 


               And probably the most shoe leather you will 


 


               expend is not reaching out to the community but 


 


               to the few key people in the federal government 


 


               that will make it happen for you. 


 


                   XXX:  So what XXX said about what you 


 


               are alluding to the infracture -- I know this is 


 


               an alternative fuel workshop and you are next 


 


               week having a workshop. 


 


                        But for the whole exercise we heard 


 


               infrastructure in the broad context of 


 


               (inaudible) fuels, look at infrastructure issues 


 


               across the transportation fuels from those 


 


               broader prospectives.  Because they are aware 







 


               the individual workshops are rich. 


 


                        And I'm sure what is concerned is 


 


               whether this close comparison will happen with 


 


               stakeholders coming to the workshop, as each 


 


               workshop forms for specific area.  Maybe at the 


 


               end of the six workshops things will wrap up 


 


               together. 


 


                   XXX:  That's a good point. 


 


                   XXX:  So forgive me.  But I would like 


 


               to express in some ways a frustration. 


 


                        I think humanity has only undergone two 


 


               prior resource revolutions.  We went from 


 


               hunting and gathering to an agrarian agriculture 


 


               society.  That was number one.  That changed 


 


               everything. 


 


                        And then we went from an agrarian 


 


               agriculture society to a presustainable 


 


               industrial society, which is where we are now. 


 


                        I think all indications are in the next 


 


               hundred years we have to undergo the third great 


 


               resource revelation in history. 


 


                        Only this time we have seven billion 


 


               people.  We had a fraction of that the two prior 


 


               times.  I meant at the start of it.  So nine or 


 


               ten when we are done. 


 


                        This time we have one global experiment 


 


               rather than many parallel experiments.  So it 


 


               seems to me relative to those prior resource 


 







               revolutions we have got more people, less time 


 


               and higher risk. 


 


                        I don't see any way to look at what we 


 


               are talking about other than saying, A, it's a 


 


               revolution and, B, a few centuries from now 


 


               people will look back and judge us literally 


 


               saying it was obvious we are drawing down our 


 


               resource capital. 


 


                        The obvious challenge of our time was 


 


               to live off resource income.  Forgive me for the 


 


               editorializing. 


 


                        But I think this is the defining 


 


               challenge of our time.  And I find it sort of 


 


               amazing and singular in bioenergy because it's 


 


               like we can only talk about and imagine 


 


               infrastructure compatible solutions in what by 


 


               definition the infrastructure to get through 


 


               this revolution has to change.  Okay. 


 


                        And so you try that with hydrogen 


 


               vehicles and try that with battery powered 


 


               vehicles where we say we are willing to turn the 


 


               infrastructure upside down.  And we, frankly, 


 


               should take the attitude we are willing to 


 


               contemplate things that turn infrastructure 


 


               upside down because there are no other solutions 


 


               that do that. 


 


                        The consequence, though, I think -- I 


 


               actually think this boils down to angst, and 


 


               uncertainty, ambivalence and indifference, 







 


               differences of opinion about feedstock supply. 


 


                        When you come down to it, I think there 


 


               is a fraction of folks that don't take biomass 


 


               seriously as being a really large source of 


 


               global energy supply and particularly of fuels. 


 


               And, therefore, you get into the short term, 


 


               well, this is an interim strategy on the way to 


 


               something else. 


 


                        And so in my opinion a pivotal issue is 


 


               to develop greater clarity on the extent to 


 


               which and the ways in which biomass can really 


 


               be taken seriously. 


 


                        And with all due respect, this goes 


 


               beyond the billion ton study which has quite a 


 


               few limitations and constraints and unexplored 


 


               options, et cetera, et cetera, et cetera. 


 


                        It seems to me that a very nice 


 


               progression would get greater -- I think the 


 


               United States is sitting on more than Saudi 


 


               Arabia as far as biomass potential, compatible 


 


               with food, compatible with environmental 


 


               quality, biodiversity, et cetera.  But that's 


 


               what I think. 


 


                        If we can get greater clarity on that, 


 


               I think we would then as a country and as a 


 


               world, in fact, look at bioenergy differently. 


 


               And I really think we would look at 


 


               infrastructure issues differently. 


 







                        I close by saying it is a singular 


 


               phenomenon the way as we think about alternative 


 


               transportation futures.  Bioenergy needs to fit 


 


               into the land use infrastructure.  It needs to 


 


               fit into the existing vehicle and distribution 


 


               infrastructure. 


 


                        We don't require that of anything else 


 


               we are looking at.  And if we restrict ourselves 


 


               to those solutions, whether we are talking 


 


               transportation or elsewhere, we will drive off a 


 


               cliff. 


 


                        And I think it's our responsibility to 


 


               think more broadly than that. 


 


                        I will try to speak less.  But I had to 


 


               get that off my chest. 


 


                   XXX:  There was a mention of 


 


               international collaboration and the feedstock 


 


               issues. 


 


                        I want to address the competitiveness. 


 


               We didn't talk yesterday whether U.S. biofuels 


 


               can compete in the global markets.  I have a 


 


               question whether we will still be doing this in 


 


               ten years if, in fact, the developing world 


 


               decides they want to do this. 


 


                        The other one is just more -- even 


 


               sooner is can biofuels compete with bio power in 


 


               feedstocks in the U.S. 


 


                        That is a major concern.  The power 


 


               companies can take a lower quality feedstock and 







 


               sell it.  The farmers are ready to sell it. 


 


                   XXX:  I share that concern with biofuels 


 


               versus bio power because I think it's a lot 


 


               easier for the utilities except down east for 


 


               southern states to throw five, ten percent in 


 


               their boilers with very little capital involved 


 


               and can still afford to pay a lot higher biomass 


 


               per ton than biofuel technologies can. 


 


                   XXX:  I think that also raises the 


 


               question of if there were to be a price on 


 


               carbon, would bio power mop up all of the 


 


               available biomass. 


 


                   XXX:  Even then, look at Europe now, they 


 


               can afford to pay $100 a ton.  They are paying 


 


               150 for wood pellets and shipping it over. 


 


                   XXX:  Can I come back to this U.S. 


 


               competitiveness issue?  And, XXX, you started 


 


               with what I think is the right global 


 


               perspective, one experiment in the next hundred 


 


               years. 


 


                   XXX:  Then I went off the rails. 


 


                   XXX:  No.  Then you descended into a 


 


               nationalism that was discordant with that and 


 


               you say the U.S. is going to -- I mean, there 


 


               were U.S. centric words there. 


 


                        If we are really in a global world, 


 


               grow the biomass and process it where it is most 


 


               economic. 


 







                        If we were really serious about getting 


 


               off of oil, bioenergy and so on, we have to drop 


 


               the Brazilian bio ethanol tariff.  We would be 


 


               growing biofuels where it's greenest, et cetera, 


 


               and we don't to that. 


 


                   XXX:  I think we are not left out of 


 


               that supply, which my experience indicates if 


 


               you can't make that case to U.S. audiences, you 


 


               get dismissed. 


 


                   XXX:  XXX, I disagree with some of the 


 


               things you said.  We had that debate yesterday. 


 


                        But I don't think we spent a lot of 


 


               time talking about Saudi Arabia and coal and 


 


               maybe natural gas.  And I don't think we spent 


 


               enough time talking about the alternatives, the 


 


               fossil alternatives, right. 


 


                        So if we look at it using the metric of 


 


               oil security and sustainability and economics 


 


               and put everything more on an apples-to-apples 


 


               basis and then make the decisions on where the 


 


               priorities how to fund it -- because right now 


 


               you got people in the room who are very much -- 


 


               and I am possibly one of those that says should 


 


               be more on biofuels. 


 


                        But I guess to be honest, I really 


 


               don't think that may be the right position. 


 


                   XXX:  So I wanted to make two points. 


 


                        First, to XXX's point about using 


 


               biomass for power energy generation, certainly, 







 


               we can do that.  But I don't think that's in 


 


               game really for the appropriate use of biomass. 


 


                        Because as we have the coal-firing 


 


               capability already in the ground, then its value 


 


               really is a fuel in existing facilities 


 


               probably, you know, south of $2 billion BTUs, 


 


               transformed into the transportation fuel of 


 


               $20 BTUs. 


 


                        And we need to move towards that spread 


 


               because we are going to need it. 


 


                   XXX:  If you want to talk about value in 


 


               the marketplace, bio products is even higher. 


 


                   XXX:  It's four percent of refinery 


 


               output. 


 


                   XXX:  So there is a huge spread there 


 


               and we have to go there.  We have to capture 


 


               that value. 


 


                        The second point I want to make, I 


 


               think that the United States is missing a huge 


 


               opportunity with respect to encouraging 


 


               distributed power generation. 


 


                        You know, I actually built a number of 


 


               gas-fired cogeneration facilities in Europe when 


 


               I worked for XXX in Europe.  And I came to 


 


               the United States and said XXX is interested 


 


               in energy efficiency, why don't we do that here. 


 


               And I could not get it done. 


 


                   XXX:  Why? 


 







                   XXX:  Because of the way the power 


 


               infrastructure is organized. 


 


                        And the way it has grown up, there is a 


 


               whole bunch of independently operated, you know, 


 


               cooperatives and you cannot penetrate that 


 


               shield. 


 


                   XXX:  If I can build on that, there 


 


               wasn't a lot of discussion about distributed 


 


               manufacturing and of power and potentially 


 


               fuels. 


 


                        At the ARPA-E conference, you know, the 


 


               day before we had that town hall on GTL and my 


 


               colleague that was there with me, you know, 


 


               there are companies that are saying, well, maybe 


 


               you can shrink these things down to distributed 


 


               scale. 


 


                        So I think there is a question about 


 


               whether you can distribute manufacturing of 


 


               fuels.  And, of course, you can distribute 


 


               power.  You know you can do that with both gas 


 


               and -- 


 


                   XXX:  Is it a thorium, anything you 


 


               can do distributed, you do more economically 


 


               centralized? 


 


                   XXX:  No.  What it does it allows for 


 


               different constructions about how society works. 


 


                        I think there are -- and especially if 


 


               you think security is important, the last thing 


 


               you want is everybody dependent on something 







 


               that's hooked together. 


 


                        So this issue and stationary fuel cells 


 


               are the real deal.  XXX used to use them. 


 


               We drove all our data centers off them because 


 


               you couldn't afford to have the data centers go 


 


               down.  And the gas grid never goes down. 


 


                   XXX:  So we are arguing over what we 


 


               distribute.  Do we distribute electrons or do we 


 


               distribute gas? 


 


                   XXX:  No.  I think the broader issue is 


 


               can you distribute power, fuel. 


 


                   XXX:  Could I answer XXX's question? 


 


                        In the processing industry, you know, 


 


               whether it's -- whether it's refinery -- oil 


 


               refineries or whether it's ethanol plants or 


 


               whether it's soybean crushing plants, we run all 


 


               those things. 


 


                        The energy efficiency increases 


 


               significantly if you can actually get gas-fired 


 


               cogeneration installed. 


 


                        And the problem is the interface with 


 


               power companies.  I said the problem why we 


 


               can't get it done is the interface with the 


 


               power companies. 


 


                   XXX:  And the gains are from the use 


 


               of the heat, the waste heat. 


 


                   XXX:  Absolutely. 


 


                   XXX:  Let me build on what XXX said on 


 







               power versus fuel.  I think we know the problem 


 


               now is the fuel conversion is too cost relative 


 


               to the power conversion. 


 


                        But on the other hand, as XXX has 


 


               elaborated in terms of the potential margins, 


 


               the fuels area has larger margins than the power 


 


               area.  And the power area has more flexibility 


 


               to our issue such as greenhouse space and 


 


               (inaudible). 


 


                        Energy securities is our transportation 


 


               issues are our fuel issues. 


 


                        So we still have to look at what are 


 


               the issues to stop us getting to fuels from 


 


               power that is conversion technologies. 


 


                        I know yesterday it was feedstock, 


 


               feedstock, feedstock.  But I think conversion 


 


               technologies have to cause the competitiveness 


 


               and that's where we are going to suddenly see 


 


               fuels areas offer more potentials in terms of 


 


               greenhouse gas reductions, energy security 


 


               benefit. 


 


                   XXX:  So where do you all think the 


 


               DOE portfolio would be best focused, feedstocks, 


 


               conversion, better molecules?  What needs the 


 


               most attention these days? 


 


                   XXX:  I would say all of the above. 


 


                   XXX:  A balanced program. 


 


                   XXX:  You have to look -- I think you 


 


               have to look at the whole supply chain.  Okay. 







 


                        So you can look at the molecule houses 


 


               that fit into the existing infrastructure on the 


 


               assumption that, you know, it's transitionary, 


 


               we have to use the infrastructure we have, all 


 


               right. 


 


                        But you have to go all the way back to, 


 


               okay, I have got a molecule that will fit, how 


 


               am I going to get there to also ask the 


 


               questions so where is the feedstock coming from. 


 


                        And if you can't put that supply chain 


 


               together, you do not have a deal. 


 


                   XXX:  You need to rely on the USDA 


 


               and the inter-agency collaboration.  I think 


 


               USDA has a lot of programs moving on feedstock 


 


               and make sure there's that connectivity. 


 


                   XXX:  When you say feedstocks, make 


 


               sure you include the logistics of the 


 


               feedstocks. 


 


                   XXX:  Sure. 


 


                   XXX:  That falls in the gap way too 


 


               often. 


 


                   XXX:  That's probably USDA's bailiwick 


 


               or is it ours? 


 


                   XXX:  You all argue over that. 


 


                   XXX:  Or don't forget the orphan in the 


 


               middle. 


 


                   XXX:  I have gone to both agencies to 


 


               talk about that.  And they point to other 


 







               directions. 


 


                   XXX:  Right. 


 


                   XXX:  My answer would be this.  I think 


 


               it depends -- I mean, I think the government 


 


               should be looking after the long-term and 


 


               medium-term future as well as the short-term. 


 


                        And I think the answers to your 


 


               question are different if you ask what is most 


 


               impeding things from going forward now versus 


 


               what is necessary to prepare for, you know, a 


 


               historic transition. 


 


                        If you look at it in terms of right 


 


               now, cellulosic feedstocks are available.  Not 


 


               all of them, but if you have a cellulous 


 


               conversion process, you can find feedstock in 


 


               this country.  So it's not preventing you from 


 


               building a first commercial plant. 


 


                        It's also true there is another agency 


 


               that has -- in fact, even if DOE decided it 


 


               wanted to do feedstocks, you would still have to 


 


               deal with USDA.  And so there is that issue. 


 


                        With respect to molecules, I would 


 


               observe that you can make any fuel molecule you 


 


               want and you can substitute it for ethanol in 


 


               all the existing plants as a thought exercise 


 


               and even occupy all the world's easily 


 


               fermentable hydrate and not much changes. 


 


               Sustainability doesn't change.  Rural economic 


 


               development doesn't change.  Energy security 







 


               doesn't change. 


 


                   XXX:  Why are we doing this? 


 


                   XXX:  Well, because -- I think there is 


 


               only one reason.  I think that other molecules 


 


               when they are linked to a strategic feedstock 


 


               that meets various criteria, which they are not 


 


               generally in the world today, become important 


 


               to, again, enabling this large transition, 


 


               particularly because the most compelling places 


 


               for bioenergy in the long run, as has been often 


 


               pointed out, are in the heavy duty sector, in 


 


               aviation, where the fuels one can make today are 


 


               not so applicable. 


 


                        So that's the long-term anticipation 


 


               part.  It's logical to bring on other molecules 


 


               so that when we have a large scale feedstock 


 


               compatible with energy requirement we can layer 


 


               them on. 


 


                        But without a doubt in my view, the 


 


               strategic near-term issue is accessing liquid 


 


               cellulose to produce commercial fuels. 


 


                        And I would put that above everything 


 


               else in the short-term list.  In the long-term 


 


               list, there is a suite of things and it would be 


 


               foolish to only bet on one. 


 


                   XXX:  I agree that that's important. 


 


               But I think the opportunity for distributed 


 


               power is equally important. 


 







                   XXX:  In the context of biofuels, which 


 


               may be not what our circle is restricted to, I 


 


               don't see distributed electricity as being as 


 


               centrally important.  But people may disagree. 


 


                   XXX:  It's an efficiency issue.  And 


 


               it addresses a number of concerns about the 


 


               power grid. 


 


                        So to the extent that we can bring 


 


               distributed power, efficient distributed power 


 


               into the grid where we take the load off the 


 


               grid and reduce the need to install more 


 


               peak-carrying capacity in the grid and more 


 


               peaking capacity -- 


 


                   XXX:  I have a hard time taking a 


 


               position against that. 


 


                   XXX:  I have so many ways to make 


 


               electricity that are low carbon or zero carbon. 


 


               I just don't see the bio rationale. 


 


                        I'd rather use the biomass for fuel. 


 


               It's a lot harder to make fuel. 


 


                   XXX:  I am not saying use the biomass 


 


               for that purpose. 


 


                        I'm saying look at how can we more 


 


               efficiently produce electrical energy.  And 


 


               gas-fired cogeneration is one of those 


 


               opportunities. 


 


                        You know, distributed fuel cells is 


 


               another one of those that are much more 


 


               efficient than building new power generating 







 


               capacity. 


 


                        I'm not talking at all about biomass. 


 


               I am saying these are things -- 


 


                   XXX:  Distributed generation broadly. 


 


                   XXX:  I want to make a comment on what 


 


               you said about you would rather use biomass for 


 


               fuel. 


 


                        I agree with the comments made earlier 


 


               about bio power.  But biomass is not the ideal 


 


               feedstock to make gasoline. 


 


                   XXX:  Right. 


 


                   XXX:  We all agree with that, mainly 


 


               because you have to get the oxygen out. 


 


                        And I made the comment toXXX last 


 


               evening that we didn't talk a whole lot about 


 


               hydrogen because you need the hydrogen to get 


 


               rid of the oxygen. 


 


                        And even if you start with coal, you 


 


               need to -- you need hydrogen.  And the cheapest 


 


               way to make hydrogen is from natural gas.  DOE 


 


               is not spending any money there. 


 


                   XXX:  Right. 


 


                   XXX:  So there is this general question 


 


               in fuel making broadly -- and I don't care with 


 


               the rest of the feedstocks.  But if you look at 


 


               your ability to diversify or use coal or oil 


 


               sands or other feedstocks, making hydrogen and 


 


               doing it, you know, hyper-efficient in the 


 







               production of hydrogen as well as mitigating its 


 


               downsides, which it has, there is something 


 


               around that. 


 


                        Because if you don't produce enough 


 


               hydrogen, you can't solve some of the other 


 


               problems. 


 


                   XXX:  Let's talk about that.  Then the 


 


               questions are two-fold if you think about a 


 


               program to do that. 


 


                        A, is there enough technical head room? 


 


               Can you imagine things that are better?  What 


 


               are the barriers? 


 


                        And, B, is the private sector already 


 


               sufficiently motivated that the DOE doesn't need 


 


               to do much?  Or what does the DOE hydrogen 


 


               program look like, I guess? 


 


                   XXX:  They, obviously, got to go to 


 


               processes perhaps even using other physics. 


 


                   XXX:  No. 


 


                   XXX:  You have to do something completely 


 


               different. 


 


                   XXX:  It is something that's, obviously, 


 


               not steam reforming.  You don't need to do that. 


 


                        Is there a question of making a 


 


               hydrogen and in vast volumes? 


 


                   XXX:  At pressure. 


 


                   XXX:  Hydrogen from an infrastructure 


 


               standpoint is a real problem both from getting 


 


               into a pipeline and -- 







 


                   XXX:  Not as a fuel.  Basically, to make 


 


               the molecules you want, you have lots of sources 


 


               of carbon.  They can be biomass.  They can be 


 


               coal.  They can be oil. 


 


                        But they are -- but many of them are 


 


               deficient in hydrogen.  And hydro processing is 


 


               what is a core technology. 


 


                   XXX:  We can still call it hydrogen 


 


               for transportation to satisfy other people. 


 


                   XXX:  We treat the hydrogen somewhat as 


 


               an additive to the production process.  And if 


 


               we think hydrogen as an additive for fuel 


 


               production, I agree we should think outside of 


 


               the box.  SMR is already commercial. 


 


                   XXX:  It doesn't work.  You know, we 


 


               looked -- at BP we looked hard at nuclear heat 


 


               to make hydrogen.  It is not competitive.  I 


 


               don't know if you all have done similar things. 


 


               It just doesn't work. 


 


                   XXX:  Biomass is the cheapest renewable 


 


               source of hydrogen. 


 


                   XXX:  Can we make algae and other 


 


               things that will make the hydrogen for us more 


 


               directly? 


 


                   XXX:  If you go to the hydrogen 


 


               compatible fuel pass, you need hydrogen 


 


               (inaudible). 


 


                        But you do have the residual biomass 


 







               which you could use as feedstock to make 


 


               hydrogen. 


 


                   XXX:  You don't need hydrogen.  You 


 


               need energy to turn water into hydrogen.  And 


 


               chemical energy is the cheapest way to do that. 


 


               And that's why I say biomass is the cheapest 


 


               renewable form. 


 


                   XXX:  Again, once you say what you need 


 


               is high volumes of hydrogen in order to hydro 


 


               process whatever your carbon source is, then the 


 


               idea is various ways to do that, which, you 


 


               know, is beyond what we do today.  If what we do 


 


               today works, fine.  If you have enough natural 


 


               gas, it's cheaper than if you can make vast 


 


               quantities of it. 


 


                        But to add to the diversification of 


 


               that might, you know -- so I guess that would be 


 


               a question to think about a little bit more.  Do 


 


               you need another set of ways to make hydrogen? 


 


                   XXX:  Right, given that gas could 


 


               remain cheap at $4 or $5 and domestic. 


 


                   XXX:  A few more things that have come 


 


               up.  On the power versus fuel, clearly, today in 


 


               terms of economics, power will beat fuel around 


 


               the barn for biomass. 


 


                        As I see it, looking at both the U.S. 


 


               and Brazilian situation, there is quite a bit of 


 


               reason to expect the opposite will be true due 


 


               to the higher margins that XXX referred to. 







 


                        As far as distributed versus 


 


               centralized, it's interesting to think about 


 


               biomass.  When people think of biomass plants 


 


               with a 50-mile encampment radius, it's easy to 


 


               think of that as distributed. 


 


                        On the other hand, do the calculation 


 


               if you want.  At ten tons per acre a year, if 


 


               you look at a 50-mile disk and you do some 


 


               conversion efficiencies -- and maybe I'm 


 


               assuming somewhat futuristic ones, but I think 


 


               somewhat achievable -- that would be five 


 


               billion gallons of gasoline equivalent can be 


 


               produced from that. 


 


                        I can send you the calculation if you 


 


               would like. 


 


                        So, fine, you only get 20 percent of 


 


               that.  That's still a billion gallons that 


 


               doesn't sound so distributed anymore.  And maybe 


 


               one could do it smaller. 


 


                        My point is people have this idea that 


 


               biomass is this very low-scale marginal activity 


 


               because of all the rag picking.  I don't think 


 


               that has to be so. 


 


                        As far as gasification, it's 


 


               interesting to note, with cellulosic biomass 


 


               anyway, no matter what you do, you will have 


 


               about 40 percent of the original heating value 


 


               left that you will not convert to ethanol. 


 







                        And the energy in that far exceeds the 


 


               processing energy requirements if you do it 


 


               right. 


 


                        And as I see it, the most practical and 


 


               attractive thing to do with that is gasify.  And 


 


               in particular, the waste heat from gasification, 


 


               it provides the low grade heat provided -- 


 


               required for the biological processing so you 


 


               get a very sweet combination. 


 


                        And, finally, the greenhouse gas 


 


               emissions per ton of biomass, I think there is a 


 


               widespread impression that you get both more 


 


               miles per ton if you convert biomass to 


 


               electricity, which I addressed yesterday.  I 


 


               believe in comparably motivated scenarios that's 


 


               not correct. 


 


                        There is also a widespread impression 


 


               that you get more greenhouse gas emission 


 


               reduction per ton of biomass going to 


 


               electricity than going to liquid fuel. 


 


                        We published -- I also believe that's 


 


               incorrect. 


 


                        So I think some of these notions of 


 


               biomass is this small scale greenhouse gas 


 


               inferior miles per ton driven inferior option. 


 


                        I think it's partly that we have 


 


               relatively immature biomass fuel technology and 


 


               we are comparing to either more mature or more 


 


               easily envisioned other chains. 







 


                   XXX:  Do we need to focus in the DOE 


 


               more on the early stages, the invention of new 


 


               technologies?  Because a lot of what you were 


 


               just talking about sounds to me like pretty 


 


               straightforward integration and plant design? 


 


               And the DOE probably doesn't need to do much 


 


               there. 


 


                        How do we strike that balance in the 


 


               process? 


 


                   XXX:  I think that's one of the 


 


               questions.  And it gets back to looking at 


 


               the -- in some level, at a fairly sophisticated 


 


               level on the supply chain structures. 


 


                        But one of the things that was 


 


               mentioned is -- I mean, I guess I put it out to 


 


               the group.  If gasification is a critical 


 


               subprocess, there is another one that's been 


 


               around a long time but could undoubtedly use 


 


               some serious work. 


 


                   XXX:  And it doesn't sound like 


 


               either/or. 


 


                   XXX:  And it is an area where the 


 


               industrial owners of the process are not putting 


 


               much money into.  And right now gasification is 


 


               a super expensive process on that scale. 


 


                   XXX:  And has to be very scaled.  It has 


 


               to be big. 


 


                   XXX:  So there is two issues there. 


 







               Does gasification have another development -- 


 


               because it would be a useful process in general. 


 


               But its current capital costs, as you know, are 


 


               making it almost never can do it. 


 


                   XXX:  You have to ask why is that so. 


 


               People say that over and over, it's expensive. 


 


               But nobody addresses the question why is it 


 


               expensive. 


 


                   XXX:  Does anybody know? 


 


                   XXX:  First, you are handling the solid. 


 


               Then the oxygen is very expensive. 


 


                   XXX:  And you have got enormous 


 


               redundancy built in because you have to because 


 


               they are sitting on -- 


 


                   XXX:  So cheaper oxygen is also 


 


               important? 


 


                   XXX:  Well, there is the DOE IPM program. 


 


                   XXX:  And more reliable equipment in 


 


               terms of -- gas-fired is another factor. 


 


                   XXX:  And the scaling factor is another 


 


               issue. 


 


                        Because today, you know, again, if 


 


               you -- all these things -- this is where maybe a 


 


               more general comment is, if you can increase the 


 


               range of scale which processes could be 


 


               deployed, you also create opportunities to fit 


 


               into the supply chains that are different. 


 


                        The idea if you could distribute 


 


               manufacturing -- we have talked about this with 







 


               -- I know, you know, with gas to liquid.  If you 


 


               can ever make one you can really do on a ship, 


 


               you would have entirely different resource 


 


               access than you would the way you got to do it 


 


               now. 


 


                        So the scaling issue has broader 


 


               implications to the structure of the 


 


               manufacturing base. 


 


                        So if you have some dynamics there and 


 


               then you look at the processes that are crucial, 


 


               like producing hydrogen and like producing 


 


               oxygen and like gasification, if -- and that's 


 


               not something industry is really working on. 


 


               It's not clear how you do that. 


 


                   XXX:  Flattening the cost curve is a 


 


               function of scale. 


 


                   XXX:  And the broader issues of these 


 


               critical molecules that go into fuel making 


 


               hydrogen, oxygen. 


 


                   XXX:  That's the same for fossil, 


 


               right, if we are going to -- 


 


                   XXX:  That applies to any feedstock. 


 


               That's the strength of it.  You don't have to 


 


               pick the feedstock now.  And that may -- and if 


 


               you can distribute manufacturing, you can hook 


 


               yourself onto resources that might be 


 


               particularly advantaged in a given situation. 


 


                        Today you can't to that because it's a 


 







               scale issue. 


 


                   XXX:  I think it's extraordinarily 


 


               unlikely that the first cellulosic biofuel 


 


               plants, at least the first biological cellulosic 


 


               biofuel plants will include gasification. 


 


                        So I put that combination at least in 


 


               the preparing for the future category, which I'm 


 


               all about, by the way. 


 


                        But just to underscore one other very 


 


               sweet thing in the thermodynamic parts of this 


 


               discussion, it's really advantageous.  Something 


 


               we are going to need to deal with in large scale 


 


               bioenergy is handling the inorganic elements 


 


               that come along. 


 


                        I mean, for example, if you look at 


 


               that for algae, it's a huge, huge challenge, 


 


               nitrogen, phosphorous, potassium.  And there are 


 


               advantages to have a reducing chemical 


 


               environment from the point of view of 


 


               recovering, and particular nitrogen. 


 


                        At the SASOL coal gasification plants 


 


               today, they recover 70 percent of the nitrogen 


 


               from coal as ammonia.  Whereas if you burn that 


 


               stuff, you end up with NOx. 


 


                        So there is a really nice -- I think 


 


               the integration -- this integration goes on and 


 


               on.  But, again, I don't think it's what's 


 


               going -- I don't think it's what's going to 


 


               crack the nut first. 







 


                   XXX:  When we talk about integrated bio 


 


               refineries, that's not what we mean; is that 


 


               correct, that kind of process integration?  We 


 


               think more about product integration. 


 


               Historically we have not. 


 


                   XXX:  When I look at the actual one 


 


               that's in progress right now and I look at some 


 


               of the loan guarantees -- and this gets into 


 


               USDA as well.  If you look -- we want these big 


 


               plants making all this cheap fuel. 


 


                        If you look at a corn wet mill, the 


 


               starch makes the cheap fuel, but there are all 


 


               these other things that support the ability to 


 


               make the cheap fuel.  Same with an oil refinery. 


 


                        And I don't feel that it's necessarily 


 


               appreciated how important it is to have those 


 


               other things that are worth more when you are 


 


               planning around the entire operation. 


 


                        And I think that that's -- I mean, 


 


               there was a USDA loan guaranty -- I think it's 


 


               still out right now -- where the requirement has 


 


               to be 51 percent fuel. 


 


                        So I don't know who picked that number, 


 


               you know, okay, fine.  Well, that is a cut off 


 


               that is going to make it impossible for a lot of 


 


               these things to get financed and built. 


 


                        And it's a bit of an arbitrary cutoff. 


 


               It's not like when you run a corn wet mill or an 


 







               oil refinery, you have -- once you have that 


 


               capacity and you are using it to sell your 


 


               highest value stuff, you are going to use the 


 


               excess capacity to sell -- to, you know, make 


 


               your lowest value stuff. 


 


                        Just like they do in Brazil with 


 


               ethanol instead of sugar for food.  And I think 


 


               it's a model that's hard to get away from if you 


 


               want to build things at that kind of scale. 


 


                   XXX:  But ill-appreciated by the 


 


               government? 


 


                   XXX:  Yes. 


 


                   XXX:  It was actually over appreciated 


 


               by the government for a period of time. 


 


                        From about 1998 to 2004, the only thing 


 


               DOE was talking about in biomass was integrated 


 


               bio refineries and they emphasized chemicals 


 


               much more than fuels. 


 


                        So these pendulums tend to swing. 


 


                        And one of the dysfunctional -- I mean, 


 


               look, we all agree there is only one commercial 


 


               reality and that is high value, relatively low 


 


               volume coal products add a lot of margin.  And 


 


               it's one reason fuels are cheaper today. 


 


                        I think all of us see that reality. 


 


                        One mistake the DOE made back then was 


 


               they would have research solicitations that were 


 


               supposed to sort of embody that integrated 


 


               product concept, which I thought it was just 







 


               silly. 


 


                        In fact, you innovate on given paths 


 


               and given targets. 


 


                        But there was a solicitation, if you 


 


               didn't have three products, you were 


 


               simultaneously innovating one, I thought it was 


 


               unresponsive to the reality of what innovation 


 


               is. 


 


                   XXX:  Two points regarding that.  One 


 


               from a sausage making perspective, when 


 


               evaluating technologies and the co-products are 


 


               more than 51 percent or more than 50 percent, 


 


               you really run into a problem of how are you 


 


               evaluating the co-products and what is your real 


 


               process. 


 


                        And I think from an evaluation 


 


               standpoint of evaluating solicitations, we get 


 


               into trouble where we are like, okay, what is 


 


               the real value of that product going to be and 


 


               should we go forward with it. 


 


                        Second, at the scales we are talking 


 


               about, we do saturate markets and fairly 


 


               quickly.  And that's another concern.  It 


 


               doesn't mean it's a barrier necessarily, but 


 


               it's a concern. 


 


                   XXX:  XXX, can I go back to your 


 


               question earlier a few minutes ago about what 


 


               kind of work should we be supporting for the 


 







               DOE? 


 


                        My observation is the Office of Science 


 


               does very good, wide open discovery research. 


 


               The EERE is very prescriptive in their 


 


               technology development. 


 


                        And what you are missing and what you 


 


               are losing is new ideas, not discovery, but here 


 


               is a technology that should be explored. 


 


                        And an example is hybrid processing 


 


               where you combine both biochemical and thermal 


 


               chemical. 


 


                        There is no opportunity in the DOE that 


 


               I can discover to get those ideas put forward. 


 


               You don't have programs on solicitation in the 


 


               technology development that say let's see some 


 


               new ideas, give us a new idea. 


 


                        Instead, it's operate for 2,000 hours 


 


               with this catalyst.  That's what I see coming 


 


               out of the EERE, and maybe that is their 


 


               mission. 


 


                        But I think then, again, you have a gap 


 


               between the fundamental research, the discovery 


 


               research and this commercialization activity. 


 


                   XXX:  How do you incentivize that?  I 


 


               think there is definitely a need for that.  But 


 


               then it's almost as if you need to -- I mean, 


 


               you can do a systems analysis, but the pilot or 


 


               the demonstration is the key in those integrated 


 


               technologies. 







 


                        And that's where I see the difficulty 


 


               or the high cost in evaluating those types of 


 


               situations. 


 


                        So I definitely think we should go down 


 


               that path.  But from a realistic standpoint, how 


 


               do we test it? 


 


                   XXX:  Bob is absolutely right.  If you 


 


               want these technologies that we are pushing to 


 


               commercialize to progress to be low cost -- 


 


               because after all, the first commercial 


 


               embodiments aren't things you run out to 


 


               replicate without loan guarantees and the like. 


 


                        There needs to be a full pipeline of 


 


               innovation.  And there is a huge gap and a key 


 


               reason in my opinion in the absence -- somewhat 


 


               absence of the recognition of the problem 


 


               perhaps.  If you look at the review audiences, 


 


               if you look at the review audiences for these 


 


               two kinds of solicitations, if you are doing a 


 


               bioenergy research center-type review audience, 


 


               it's the leading academics in the field, most of 


 


               whom actually don't know about commercializing 


 


               technology and aren't oriented towards that and 


 


               are predisposed towards discounting anything 


 


               about that. 


 


                        And then just imagine the review 


 


               audience for a loan guaranty, it's a completely 


 


               different beast. 


 







                   XXX:  Even the EERE, I have often said 


 


               -- and I get shut down -- I want an office of 


 


               applied science. 


 


                        If you look in the universities, they 


 


               have a sciences, physics, chemistry, and there 


 


               is engineering.  And somewhere in the middle, 


 


               there is a department of applied science.  And 


 


               there is a good reason for that. 


 


                   XXX:  Let me add to what XXX said.  You 


 


               share with XXX expressed to some extent, 


 


               though, I would say my observation was in the 


 


               last several years and the EERE side, the 


 


               prescription feature becomes less relative to 20 


 


               or 10 years.  So they do move to (inaudible). 


 


                        But, overall, I think we have to think 


 


               about the general question you raised in your 


 


               talk.  That is are we going to broaden our 


 


               technology pursuit or are we going to narrow our 


 


               technology pursuit so we can put our limited 


 


               resources to make a big splash. 


 


                        I think that's a general question for 


 


               the DOE to address. 


 


                        And, of course, we hear yesterday and I 


 


               will continue to hear that and I do not think 


 


               that's a question which has easy answers. 


 


                   XXX:  Even how to do we get to an 


 


               answer. 


 


                        XXX, I know XXX has major 


 


               investments, large research programs.  And you 







 


               have got to be wrestling with this thing 


 


               internally as well, how do you narrow the 


 


               funnel, when do you narrow the funnel, when do 


 


               you bridge the gap. 


 


                   XXX:  In listening to the 


 


               conversation, I think what's challenging from 


 


               the government perspective is one facet of the 


 


               problem. 


 


                        You have EERE coming out with let's 


 


               build a commercial facility but can't do any 


 


               research under that grant.  But the whole 


 


               concept of let's build faster, maybe take more 


 


               risk requires you to address resource gaps at 


 


               that scale. 


 


                        So, in essence, you are asking both for 


 


               what's needed and you are saying -- there are 


 


               two things that are needed.  And you can't have 


 


               the other.  You have to find it some different 


 


               way. 


 


                        So, in essence, my argument is that we 


 


               are pushing it too quickly down that pipeline 


 


               and we're focusing more on the research and 


 


               really getting that do it like in a grand scale. 


 


                        So you still do it quickly, but you do 


 


               it at the right scale and then build a big 


 


               facility. 


 


                        Innovation at the large scale is slow, 


 


               expensive and wind up failing just because of 


 







               its own weight.  I really worry that that's what 


 


               is upon us potentially. 


 


                   XXX:  We are making it harder just by 


 


               cutting that research. 


 


                   XXX:  It's very prescriptive.  I 


 


               understand because of the legislation and 


 


               legality and a lot of times it becomes very 


 


               prescriptive.  I worry about it becoming overly 


 


               prescriptive that it's motivating failure. 


 


                   XXX:  You can bring up legalities in 


 


               some of these solicitations, for example, when 


 


               they don't exist.  That's very convenient, 


 


               especially for people that consider the federal 


 


               system to be totally opaque. 


 


                        My attitude here is -- what I mentioned 


 


               in passing yesterday -- is don't try the frontal 


 


               assault when you can get in through the side 


 


               door. 


 


                        For example, if you work harder to try 


 


               to get a joint solicitation across several 


 


               agencies, you can accomplish that.  You can have 


 


               the facility, for example, funded by EERE and 


 


               have a piece of the energy department or a piece 


 


               of the defense department and the Office of 


 


               Science at some point. 


 


                        It isn't impossible.  It just requires 


 


               more work and creativity to do that. 


 


                        We did some of that in the global chain 


 


               program, for example.  When we had joint 







 


               solicitations and individual agencies and 


 


               individual agency managers who managed to 


 


               squeeze in their particular piece -- I don't 


 


               know if you remember some of that, XXX -- it 


 


               takes more work, but it can be done. 


 


                        And it's more likely to happen as 


 


               opposed to EERE change its DNA or the Office of 


 


               Science change its DNA. 


 


                   XXX:  In learning from you yesterday, 


 


               I don't know what the form of government in 


 


               terms of MOUs and how the inter-agencies work 


 


               together. 


 


                        Why at XXX have we formed a lot of 


 


               joint ventures?  It's to solidify that 


 


               partnership and enable it and also create that 


 


               solid mission of saying parts have to come 


 


               together. 


 


                        It's like the USDA, DOE, feedstock 


 


               conversion products.  If it doesn't naturally 


 


               come together, whatever we can formally do to 


 


               bond them together, I think that's what is going 


 


               to make this successful. 


 


                        By keeping all the parts separate and 


 


               discrete, DOE, Office of Science, EERE, USDA, we 


 


               have to figure out a way if you are going to 


 


               move it forward to do it in an integrated 


 


               fashion. 


 


                   XXX:  It's not easy.  But it can be 


 







               done. 


 


                   XXX:  You would say that that's better 


 


               than to rearrange the boxes?  You can't manage a 


 


               reorganization of the DOE? 


 


                   XXX:  No.  I don't think that was on 


 


               the table.  That's why I didn't bring it up. 


 


               But I think that should be highly thought about. 


 


                   XXX:  That can happen, of course. 


 


                   XXX:  Even incremental changes in the 


 


               boxes would be useful. 


 


                   XXX:  I will add something.  As XXX put 


 


               it, of course, my observation is somewhat 


 


               limited.  I see Office of Science is, you know, 


 


               (inaudible) is considered political influence in 


 


               U.S. market. 


 


                        So EERE does lead to your actual bags 


 


               carried with its own fighting. 


 


                        So how do we as community in order for 


 


               the long vision achieve technology investment 


 


               that's meaningful?  All we can say is DOE 


 


               gradually to shed from political influence from 


 


               Capitol Hill what they want instead of from 


 


               (inaudible) evaluation of what this country 


 


               needs to give us. 


 


                   XXX:  So I think this exercise and 


 


               other exercises are a first step in that 


 


               direction. 


 


                        I mean, we don't -- I don't think we 


 


               know well enough yesterday what a sound 







 


               technical program looks like to go to ask for or 


 


               to be able to defend against encroachments. 


 


                        Once we get that story down, then you 


 


               can fight the political battle, I think. 


 


                   XXX:  Maybe this is like picking 


 


               winners, getting back to your question of which 


 


               industry you have a competency based model for 


 


               research and you have a project based system.  I 


 


               think they intertwine. 


 


                        You know, it's always good to have 


 


               excellence in competency.  But at the end of the 


 


               day, you make the money from the project.  It's 


 


               not an either/or.  It's kind of both 


 


               complimentary. 


 


                        It's more like the competency model 


 


               where you have the Office of Science, you have 


 


               EERE where it's more upstream/downstream sort of 


 


               approach. 


 


                        It has to come up through some review 


 


               cycle and review board and there is reasons to 


 


               kill something.  I'm not saying it lives 


 


               forever.  But get a little bit more of that 


 


               project mentality. 


 


                   XXX:  The Office of Science does have 


 


               a project mentality, but it applies it to the 


 


               facilities.  Go build the world's accelerator or 


 


               NSA the biggest laser.  And it does it well. 


 


                        But we have never applied that to 


 







               energy. 


 


                   XXX:  The project is to support a 


 


               competency than a project to support reality. 


 


                   XXX:  You have, I think, independently 


 


               hit on a way we have started to talk about the 


 


               department, at least among the team in three 


 


               modes. 


 


                        One is a technology push mode, which is 


 


               your project orientation.  A second is in a 


 


               capability or competency mode.  And there is a 


 


               third for the department, which is an informal 


 


               mode, helping inform regulatory agencies, 


 


               helping inform industry itself of best 


 


               practices, policymakers, things of that sort. 


 


                   XXX:  There's a trustworthy third 


 


               party. 


 


                   XXX:  I think that that is a very 


 


               useful parsing in the different ways the 


 


               department can be working. 


 


                   XXX:  When you are describing project, 


 


               you think about it being outcome oriented. 


 


                   XXX:  Yes. 


 


                   XXX:  Yes.  Something with a well 


 


               defined goal, milestones, metrics, blah, blah, 


 


               blah. 


 


                   XXX:  That project given the 


 


               political realities, how would we implement that 


 


               in the government where that necessitates us 


 


               choosing an endpoint, marshaling resources 







 


               towards it and we choose against somebody and 


 


               then, you know, the political forces and 


 


               political winds start blowing? 


 


                   XXX:  One of the things that -- in my 


 


               short term in government I have seen is a 


 


               difference in opinion about metrics and about 


 


               technology readiness, et cetera, et cetera, 


 


               across different areas of government and the 


 


               department specifically. 


 


                        You talked about information.  Is there 


 


               a need to come to some consensus?  I don't think 


 


               that's -- 


 


                   XXX:  On? 


 


                   XXX:  How much wind can we deploy?  How 


 


               much biomass is there?  Those types of things, 


 


               stuff that is really important to us going down 


 


               a pathway. 


 


                   XXX:  Resource assessments. 


 


                   XXX:  Certainly the materiality of 


 


               things matters. 


 


                        But at this stage, you know, whether 


 


               it's 50 percent wind is the practical upper 


 


               limit or 40 percent, it hardly matters.  It's 


 


               bigger -- significantly bigger and big enough to 


 


               make a difference. 


 


                   XXX:  I guess what I'm getting at is if 


 


               part of our informational standpoint is 


 


               informing policymakers, policymakers see 


 







               documents and say we can have 50 percent wind 


 


               and then they make policy of it.  And they don't 


 


               have -- maybe that's from one arm of the 


 


               department and they don't know that there are 


 


               caveats. 


 


                        So is there some way we can mitigate 


 


               that?  It seems like a lot of overhead if we 


 


               didn't get there. 


 


                   XXX:  Couple things on that.  I think 


 


               it's an interesting comment. 


 


                        Clearly, already, you have -- it's a 


 


               very restricted role, nonetheless, quite 


 


               successful.  You have an information agency. 


 


                   XXX:  That helps. 


 


                   XXX:  If you were to hop over to the 


 


               Department of Interior, all the way back to its 


 


               formation, the reason for its existence at the 


 


               geological survey was to do resource assessments 


 


               of the United States:  Oil, gas, minerals. 


 


                        Is there equivalency broadened across 


 


               the energy system?  You know, they do oil and 


 


               gas, that's part of the story.  But there is 


 


               other things in the story. 


 


                        And that includes infrastructure 


 


               issues, processing and all these other things. 


 


                        If you said DOE's role is to have this 


 


               informational picture and perhaps in some ways 


 


               be the most sophisticated and complete in its 


 


               view, that incorporated EIA and had some of the 







 


               elements of the USGS model on resource 


 


               assessment, would that be useful? 


 


                        I would argue that would be useful. 


 


               And I don't know who else is going to do it. 


 


                   XXX:  I'm trying to understand what 


 


               the EIA and what the USGS does. 


 


                   XXX:  Well, go to the other parts of the 


 


               energy system.  You have the solar part.  You 


 


               have the wind part.  You have the biomass part. 


 


               You have the processing technology.  You have 


 


               the infrastructure part. 


 


                        USGS doesn't do any of those.  USGS 


 


               assesses the current state of technology, 


 


               forward look at technology and what resources 


 


               can be extracted. 


 


                   XXX:  It's the system.  It's not just 


 


               the individual technologies that we have 


 


               evaluated. 


 


                   XXX:  No.  It's a look at the whole 


 


               geologic resource base and how it can be 


 


               monetized. 


 


                        Is there an equivalency for the energy 


 


               system as a whole?  And I can argue as complex 


 


               as the energy system is, there probably is.  In 


 


               fact, the big shortcoming of all energy systems 


 


               that you see is they don't have enough of the 


 


               parts. 


 


                   XXX:  And it's interesting because 


 







               this line of discussion is now present in a 


 


               number of different forums I have been in, that 


 


               there is the need for some central analytic 


 


               capability systems. 


 


                        Some people throw in the social 


 


               sciences which we will get to in awhile, to just 


 


               credibility inform both programmatic choice and 


 


               policymakers, and we don't have that. 


 


                   XXX:  And everybody else, investors, 


 


               companies.  Because right now -- I mean, and 


 


               whatever internal work they might do themselves 


 


               is still complimentary. 


 


                        But they can plug it into something 


 


               that's comprehensive enough to let them 


 


               understand the boundary effects. 


 


                   XXX:  I don't think it's one computer 


 


               model.  It's comprehensive. 


 


                   XXX:  Question about the calling of 


 


               any permanent institution or system that we are 


 


               doing this type of work -- and I remind you 


 


               about the Department of Homeland Security which 


 


               has been now in effect for close to ten years 


 


               and is a total disaster in terms of supposedly 


 


               merging all these capabilities and it's supposed 


 


               to be a great sum total of individual parts. 


 


                        I think not to go beyond the energy 


 


               challenge and what was discussed earlier about 


 


               creating a task force that has at least not 


 


               something permanent associated with it, it has a 







 


               sunset, you know, an objective to make a very 


 


               thorough assessment and make some decisions that 


 


               may be periodically revisited but not made in 


 


               infrastructure. 


 


                   XXX:  Why was that not America's 


 


               energy future? 


 


                   XXX:  Well, that's a good question. 


 


                   XXX:  I will tell you why.  And I said 


 


               this to Peter when he presented the answers. 


 


               Maybe you are there.  I don't remember. 


 


                        You know, it was great.  He talked 


 


               about all the pieces, but there was no real 


 


               economics and no rules about how do you assemble 


 


               a system, whether it's a research system or the 


 


               energy system as a whole. 


 


                   XXX:  It wasn't a lack of trying. 


 


               It's too many stakeholders and too many 


 


               representatives of individual cases.  It would 


 


               have taken us many years. 


 


                        And the second report on increasing 


 


               biofuels production has suffered.  Hopefully you 


 


               like the result when it comes out. 


 


                   XXX:  I mean, there is a trade-off to 


 


               having an institutionalized activity.  But the 


 


               value -- the ongoing consistency value that 


 


               outlasts public swings in the political winds of 


 


               the USGS databases and the EIA databases, no 


 


               task force, no report can ever do that. 


 







                   XXX:  This is a rand or an item for 


 


               energy or -- 


 


                   XXX:  And one of the things about energy 


 


               is that it is information rich.  The energy 


 


               system produces vast quantities of information. 


 


               Most of which -- 


 


                   XXX:  I just caution against 


 


               proposing something that's permanent, especially 


 


               in the strong anti-government climate we have. 


 


                   XXX:  We were talking about this 


 


               actually over breakfast.  Put out an RFP and put 


 


               it in the one of the national labs or 


 


               universities. 


 


                   XXX:  Expand the EIA. 


 


                   XXX:  But some enduring 


 


               nonpolitical -- 


 


                   XXX:  It's great value, that you can go 


 


               back look at things and you have a basis 


 


               comparison, some reasonable understanding about 


 


               it's -- you know, it's evolved. 


 


                   XXX:  And we are agreeing on a basis? 


 


               We can work forward from this basis that 


 


               everybody can agree on. 


 


                   XXX:  At least a transparent 


 


               techno-economic analysis. 


 


                   XXX:  And there is an analysis. 


 


                   XXX:  Whether we agree with it or not, 


 


               at least it's transparent. 


 


                   XXX:  Isn't that the institution that 







 


               should distribute the QTR for this to be a 


 


               periodic thing? 


 


                   XXX:  That would make a good idea. 


 


                   XXX:  I would think it might be good in 


 


               this context to think through the relationship 


 


               with the IEA, who is kind of -- I'm sure people 


 


               have their own opinions of it -- but it's 


 


               carrying out some of those functions for the 


 


               world now. 


 


                        And rather than creating something 


 


               totally freestanding that's U.S., it might be 


 


               worth thinking about. 


 


                   XXX:  IEA, A, has become super 


 


               politicized in my view.  It's taken on political 


 


               objectives as opposed to informational 


 


               objectives. 


 


                   XXX:  I would say it's probably like 


 


               our best band monitoring posture.  We are 


 


               grateful to the global system and contribute to 


 


               it, but we want our own because it's something 


 


               we can understand. 


 


                   XXX:  Can I comment on international? 


 


               We touched on this.  And I hope we it get deeper 


 


               information at U.S. competitiveness. 


 


                        I don't know what's the definition.  I 


 


               think maybe some exercise will come out some day 


 


               what the U.S. definition of competition versus 


 


               collaborations.  What U.S. competitiveness 


 







               meant. 


 


                        Are we going to talk about some broader 


 


               context, say, if other countries pursue 


 


               alternative fuels, new energy, let's (inaudible) 


 


               oil from other countries to use, whether it's 


 


               secured at a global level? 


 


                        Do we treat that or who thinks we have 


 


               our R and D investment, we are going to have our 


 


               technology?  Beside we use domestically to 


 


               benefit ourselves, we want to envision the 


 


               technology export.  Let's set our ultimate goal 


 


               for international collaboration. 


 


                        So things are still vague for those of 


 


               us working the international collaboration area. 


 


                   XXX:  All right.  Excellent set of 


 


               questions.  Anybody got any responses, thoughts? 


 


                   XXX:  We have not seen an opportunity 


 


               to collaborate internationally through the DOE 


 


               provided supporting for that activity. 


 


                   XXX:  What about more generally? 


 


                   XXX:  More generally, we go out there 


 


               and make those on our own. 


 


                        But, you know, they are collaborative 


 


               in the sense that we meet at conferences or we 


 


               send E-mails and exchange information, but we 


 


               actually don't work together except on rare 


 


               instances where both parties have a bucket of 


 


               money that has no restrictions on IP. 


 


                   XXX:  We have no joint cellulosic 







 


               ethanol projects with Europe, for example, or do 


 


               we? 


 


                   XXX:  No.  I think all the activities I 


 


               personally participate are primarily in the 


 


               information exchange. 


 


                   XXX:  There has been not zero, but 


 


               perhaps what could be expanded. 


 


                        But there are interactions particularly 


 


               between the U.S. and Canada, which is -- you can 


 


               argue Canada is part of the energy system.  As a 


 


               practical matter, they are. 


 


                        But that's one.  That's the easy one to 


 


               do, of course, in many ways.  But there are some 


 


               and even in the bio area. 


 


                   XXX:  Fossil, the golf Mexico is Texas 


 


               and Mexico, right? 


 


                   XXX:  Basically, it's basic science. 


 


               ES, U.S. is mostly in the basics.  Synthetic 


 


               biology is one example. 


 


                   XXX:  Basic science. 


 


                   XXX:  Right.  So we have -- you all 


 


               may not know, we have a clean energy research 


 


               center established between the U.S. and China. 


 


               And it is focused on three areas, carbon capture 


 


               and storage with coal-firing, vehicle efficiency 


 


               or precompetitive vehicle research, I guess. 


 


               And the third is building efficiency. 


 


                        And, frankly, we have not sorted out 


 







               the cooperate, compete dimensions of those 


 


               activities. 


 


                        Some of you may be involved, actually, 


 


               in some of the negotiations now.  I would be 


 


               interested to hear your perspective on are we 


 


               making progress in sorting out these dimensions 


 


               or not? 


 


                   XXX:  I think we do.  And I think in the 


 


               IP area, it says each country will do its own 


 


               technology.  So it's a clear for IP related R 


 


               and D. 


 


                        I think the area everybody agrees is 


 


               the area that most countries should work 


 


               together as a standard infrastructure, how we 


 


               can work together to pursue common issues so we 


 


               are not going to go to two separate paths there. 


 


               And add if technologies are going to be the 


 


               global scale, they are suddenly -- 


 


                   XXX:  So it's a standard issue. 


 


                   XXX:  Standard issue, code, 


 


               infrastructure and how we can engage the whole 


 


               country, U.S. and China, to pursue efficient 


 


               technologies.  I think it's very clear there. 


 


                        There is still some disconnection in 


 


               terms -- because in order to work in those 


 


               common areas, information exchange is critical 


 


               from both sides, two-way street. 


 


                        On the Chinese side, they trade 


 


               information exchange here even as a sensitive 







 


               area in general, as specifically if those two -- 


 


               three centers, in that area, we engage from 


 


               Argonne and we observe that activity. 


 


                        And we still work with them to 


 


               communicate the information exchanges in order 


 


               to (inaudible) the information you had in mind 


 


               for those general purposes. 


 


                   XXX:  Could I ask another aspect of 


 


               the international dimension, how is the U.S. 


 


               position in terms of its RD and D 


 


               internationally? 


 


                        And let me start first in the 


 


               biological conversion routes.  Do we need the 


 


               world?  Are there other folks who are moving 


 


               more rapidly?  Does it matter? 


 


                   XXX:  I think we need the world, but I 


 


               don't think it's any kind of a foregone 


 


               conclusion that it's going to stay that way. 


 


                   XXX:  I think we lead the world in some 


 


               of the most attractive initial application 


 


               overseas. 


 


                        Someone made the distinction earlier 


 


               between generating the technology and building 


 


               the plants.  But I think it's pretty clear we 


 


               lead the word, actually. 


 


                   XXX:  I generally agree with that.  I 


 


               mean, the feature we talked about generally 


 


               right now is to discount the Brazilian sugar 


 







               industry.  That's kind of a forerunner there. 


 


                   XXX:  How about on the thermal 


 


               chemical conversion issues, whether it's CTL, 


 


               GTL, BTL? 


 


                   XXX:  Europe does quite a bit in that 


 


               area.  But I think the U.S. perhaps is well 


 


               respected.  And I think a lot of parts of the 


 


               world aspire to do some of those things, 


 


               including Brazil. 


 


                        For example, they see the need to 


 


               improve efficiencies. 


 


                   XXX:  But we are not practicing CTL in 


 


               this country and we are not doing GTL to my 


 


               knowledge. 


 


                   XXX:  From a commercial standpoint, I 


 


               think we are. 


 


                   XXX:  I think that's where we fall off. 


 


               Just looking at deployment, because we are not 


 


               deploying, we are not selling the technology. 


 


               So we never get the market.  We have the 


 


               knowledge base. 


 


                   XXX:  I think if you look at the -- 


 


               certainly, there is a range that I would agree 


 


               with the bio assessment. 


 


                        But I would say that on traditional 


 


               fuel processing, the U.S. is still a primary 


 


               origin point in the process as evidenced by the 


 


               fact that most of the licenses around the world 


 


               for that technology come out of the U.S., even 







 


               though the U.S. is not building any new 


 


               refineries. 


 


                        And I was going to say that on the 


 


               resource extraction industries, you have still 


 


               the center point for the development of oil, gas 


 


               and coal technologies.  We are dominant 


 


               probably. 


 


                        Brazil's oil development is a direct 


 


               result of technology transfers from the U.S. 


 


                   XXX:  To your question a while ago 


 


               about, you know, focus on new invention versus 


 


               accelerating, developing, deploying, you know, 


 


               the technology is going to migrate.  And we will 


 


               build these plants all over the world.  And, you 


 


               know, people will start to copy, even maybe 


 


               misappropriate. 


 


                        If we don't keep the innovation 


 


               happening here, then what do we have if the 


 


               manufacturing is overseas and copied? 


 


                   XXX:  So how do we keep the innovation 


 


               going here?  We need some manufacturing here, 


 


               even if it's just as an adjunct to the 


 


               innovation. 


 


                   XXX:  I think this needs to be an 


 


               attractive place for people to not just get an 


 


               education but just to stay. 


 


                   XXX:  The whole purpose of this 


 


               exercise, somehow this issue can be exposed to 


 







               some level that is we can have technology 


 


               innovative discovered here. 


 


                        But if we have manufacturing advantage, 


 


               then operations, Chevron, DuPont, are going to 


 


               go to other countries to build, to use 


 


               technologies to make as was clear in the last 20 


 


               years as what has happened in China. 


 


                        So how do we envision ourself when we 


 


               continue to pursue and invest in R and D here? 


 


               But how can we benefit more?  They just, you 


 


               know, sell technology to some extent. 


 


                        I think Shell gas is a good example in 


 


               terms of selling technologies and get more then 


 


               just certain technologies. 


 


                        Now, we have the Chinese companies come 


 


               to buy some U.S. companies with Shell gas 


 


               technologies. 


 


                        So is that what we envision or 


 


               (inaudible) others that are going to buy the 


 


               companies with technology or we want to have 


 


               manufacturing capability ourselves? 


 


                   XXX:  The big companies have a choice. 


 


               We had this in BP.  And I'm sure Chevron, 


 


               DuPont, Shell.  You can move your R and D over 


 


               there also.  You have the manufacturing over 


 


               there for the reasons we talked about.  And you 


 


               see lots of research centers getting established 


 


               in China or India.  So then we have lost 


 


               everything. 







 


                   XXX:  At least. 


 


                   XXX:  I think in order to keep that 


 


               capability here, we need to build plants.  And 


 


               part of the reason China is building plants is 


 


               they have an energy plan and vision.  And they 


 


               have a political well. 


 


                   XXX:  And a system. 


 


                   XXX:  Completely.  Right.  But they 


 


               also have a long-term vision that they are 


 


               following.  And they are making choices along 


 


               the way. 


 


                        You saw that when they had like nine 


 


               CTL plants and they trimmed it back to three. 


 


               But they have a vision.  And we don't have that. 


 


                   XXX:  Well, I'm not sure I would agree 


 


               we don't have it. 


 


                        It's important to understand -- I agree 


 


               with on the research and innovation.  The U.S. 


 


               has one resource base that the rest of the world 


 


               doesn't have now, at least at the scale.  And 


 


               that's the researching systems, order of 


 


               magnitude are bigger. 


 


                        So there is that.  And that's an 


 


               important aspect. 


 


                        Remember multi-nationals, I think the 


 


               key aspect is it doesn't matter whether you are 


 


               building -- from a competency point of view, 


 


               knowledge point of view, development point of 


 







               view, innovation point of view, it doesn't 


 


               matter whether you are building the plant. 


 


                        If you are the operator, you are going 


 


               to integrate that knowledge across the globe. 


 


               That's what you do.  That's what multi-nationals 


 


               do. 


 


                        Having said that, if you don't have a 


 


               home base, there is no question in the long run 


 


               that's going to do something. 


 


                        But the good news is, as everybody is 


 


               saying, U.S. has the resource base.  That's -- 


 


               ultimately, you can argue that's a 


 


               differentiating position compared to almost 


 


               anybody else. 


 


                        So the question we would ask is what 


 


               are the barriers to keep you from doing it here. 


 


                   XXX:  Speaking the biomass resource 


 


               base? 


 


                   XXX:  Biomass, coal, gas. 


 


                   XXX:  We have a good biomass resource. 


 


               It's not better than everybody else's. 


 


                   XXX:  No, but it's better than Europe. 


 


               It's better than other equally advanced 


 


               economies. 


 


                   XXX:  But we don't have the political 


 


               system. 


 


                   XXX:  That's now, so what are the 


 


               barriers? 


 


                   XXX:  We are talking about it. 







 


                   XXX:  The other thing you have in the 


 


               U.S. is you do have a long-standing set of -- 


 


               and they are shrinking in number. 


 


                        But you do have a long-standing set of 


 


               multi-national organizations that do this for a 


 


               living.  They have capital.  They have 


 


               technology.  They deploy globally.  They serve 


 


               global markets.  They aggregate.  And they move 


 


               their knowledge about.  And other countries have 


 


               those too.  The U.S. has more of them. 


 


                   XXX:  We also have more start-ups. 


 


                   XXX:  That's part the innovation system. 


 


                   XXX:  I really come back to -- so there 


 


               is some parts of the absence of developing 


 


               political will in the United States that are way 


 


               beyond any of us to change. 


 


                        But I come back to this point that I 


 


               think that the sort of corner -- at least for 


 


               the part of this discussion that rests on 


 


               biomass, which I don't think is the whole thing, 


 


               if we are here to talk about alternative fuels, 


 


               I respect that. 


 


                        But for that piece, I think that a lot 


 


               of the inability to move forward is a general 


 


               uncertainty about the feedstock issues.  And I 


 


               think part of that is somebody wants to see 


 


               something from some feedstock other than an 


 


               agricultural crop. 


 







                   XXX:  Do you think it's that technical 


 


               or it's just the uncertainty about future price 


 


               regulatory market conditions, whatever you want 


 


               to call it? 


 


                   XXX:  I don't think it's that 


 


               analytical.  And I personally think people often 


 


               talk about the need for education.  And I work 


 


               with people in Europe on some of these issues 


 


               and some of them are experts on GMOs. 


 


                        I have come to the opinion on the GMO 


 


               issue, I think the fundamental division of 


 


               opinion is public and the experts are less 


 


               divided. 


 


                        I actually think in bioenergy it's the 


 


               other way around.  I think it's the experts that 


 


               are divided and disagreeing with each other, 


 


               even when people getting together are drinking 


 


               Kool-Aid, which may not describe this group. 


 


                        But I think the public is interested. 


 


               But you have whole organizations about -- public 


 


               organizations about anti-GMO. 


 


                        Frankly, some of the environmental 


 


               groups are getting close to that on bioenergy. 


 


               But they are mostly opposed to the only 


 


               bioenergy they see. 


 


                        So I think a lot of the inability to 


 


               really do all these grand things boils down to 


 


               uncertainty about the feedstock issues, which 


 


               will be partially provided when people see the 







 


               train pulling out of the station on other 


 


               feedstocks.  But that won't be enough.  It needs 


 


               more of an intellectual development in my 


 


               opinion. 


 


                   XXX:  It's the whole supply chain, 


 


               it's not feedstock.  It's not just conversion. 


 


               It's not the end-product market.  But it all has 


 


               to come together. 


 


                        Any particular weak link we are going 


 


               to kill the proposition.  And at least from a 


 


               motivation perspective, from a business 


 


               perspective, it ties back to policy and that 


 


               policy -- the reason I believe a lot of the 


 


               innovation here at least versus other parts of 


 


               the world, probably outside Brazil, we have a 


 


               pretty solid policy.  You know, why is Europe 


 


               not doing much in the sector? 


 


                        We can argue a lot of reasons for it. 


 


               One is their policy tends to be not supported. 


 


               It's more a directive.  And it's not a mandate. 


 


               It's brought to individual country levels and it 


 


               gets diffused very quickly. 


 


                        So if we can keep teeth to that policy 


 


               and say there is a market there in the U.S. and 


 


               that market is going to be real. 


 


                   XXX:  Well, we have RFS-2 and that 


 


               hasn't done a whole heck of a lot on the 


 


               cellulosic side. 


 







                   XXX:  When push came to shove, it was 


 


               dialed back.  So up until that point I said 


 


               yeah, great.  But they didn't really run the 


 


               real experiment. 


 


                   XXX:  You all who are closer to it, 


 


               what would have happened if the government 


 


               didn't dial it back and just said that's the 


 


               law? 


 


                   XXX:  I think you would have had more 


 


               money stepping up to the plate to fuel the 


 


               production side of the industry. 


 


                   XXX:  I think consumers will pay for it. 


 


                   XXX:  We are paying for it now. 


 


                   XXX:  I don't think there was a 


 


               chance in hell they wouldn't have dialed it 


 


               back.  By a wink and nod that was the 


 


               understanding. 


 


                   XXX:  So the goals are everything. 


 


                   XXX:  On the other hand, I think some 


 


               of -- if you look at the numbers between now and 


 


               2020 and think some of us, myself included, 


 


               thought the goal was unrealistic anyway. 


 


                   XXX:  From the beginning. 


 


                   XXX:  From the beginning. 


 


                   XXX:  Here is where that energy 


 


               analysis institute or whatever would have 


 


               helped. 


 


                   XXX:  I thought the EPA would come up to 


 


               say something about the goal, whether realistic 







 


               or not realistic, they were foreign countries. 


 


               And I was surprised EPA did not comment on that 


 


               at all. 


 


                   XXX:  In response to whether it would 


 


               make a difference, when I think of the XXX 


 


               board, which includes oil industry 


 


               representatives, they are much more concerned 


 


               with the (inaudible) than they are with RFS. 


 


               Hands down. 


 


                        We have people from -- we have board 


 


               members from the oil industry that say who is 


 


               going to want what you are making.  And that's a 


 


               blend well issue. 


 


                        And it's only in the U.S.  In fact, I 


 


               reminded them, that's not a global situation, 


 


               that's a U.S. situation.  So you can imagine 


 


               where that leads your attention. 


 


                   XXX:  I would agree with what he said. 


 


               So that's number one. 


 


                        I think the bailout clause is number 


 


               two.  Then it's an issue of how committed are 


 


               you? 


 


                   XXX:  Right. 


 


                   XXX:  Speaking to what you talked about 


 


               as far as the supply chain goes, there is also 


 


               an issue of you can have your whole supply chain 


 


               taken care of and you can have a NIMBY issue. 


 


               And we have seen a lot of projects ready to go, 


 







               they had a location, they had bio and feedstock 


 


               and everything and had technology.  And NIMBY 


 


               came up and they couldn't.  NIMBY, not in my 


 


               backyard. 


 


                   XXX:  A general problem to manufacturing 


 


               is not an issue.  You know that. 


 


                   XXX:  So what are the -- there is 


 


               NIMBY.  There is clearing.  There is the banana 


 


               business.  There are financial regimes, labor 


 


               costs, all of these don't work in the right 


 


               direction. 


 


                   XXX:  There is at least reason to be 


 


               optimistic.  I don't think -- well, there is 


 


               reason to be optimistic that biomass-based 


 


               plants will have positive rather than negative 


 


               backyard connotations. 


 


                        The reason I say that is if you look at 


 


               the way the corn co-ops in Iowa respond to 


 


               ethanol plants, all right, their municipalities 


 


               want to do anything they can to move this along. 


 


               It's regarded as home-grown, supporting the 


 


               economy and the rest of it. 


 


                        We are actually observing the same 


 


               thing in the northern peninsula of Michigan 


 


               where the paper industry is exiting and they are 


 


               just praying we succeed. 


 


                   XXX:  So those 30 biomass plants in 


 


               New York state somebody talked about yesterday, 


 


               that should be a done deal or there is going to 







 


               be a lot of problems. 


 


                   XXX:  Nothing is going to be a done 


 


               deal.  We have things that bite you like odor 


 


               and all sorts of things. 


 


                        I don't think it's necessarily an 


 


               uphill slope either.  It needs to be done with 


 


               care. 


 


                        But any time you are engaging the 


 


               producers, you are not going to locate a 


 


               facility away from the producers.  And if you 


 


               would, you would get NIMBY.  If you are engaging 


 


               the producers, it's not hopeless. 


 


                   XXX:  That is a question of the 


 


               hazard level of the facility and for the 


 


               biochemical process.  And these are not 


 


               biohazard facilities. 


 


                        Not unlike how corn is proliferating in 


 


               the U.S., we are not expecting a huge NIMBY 


 


               problem.  There is different people with 


 


               different projects.  That doesn't exist and it's 


 


               like how can you come faster. 


 


                        I am not saying it won't be a problem. 


 


               We haven't built it yet.  So to us, we are not 


 


               seeing it. 


 


                   XXX:  Just to add a little color to 


 


               that, there are some state environmental groups 


 


               in Michigan who are a bit concerned about what 


 


               all of this might mean for the forest health. 


 







                        We have other environmental groups 


 


               saying how can we help and we will try to calm 


 


               them down. 


 


                        So, again, I'm not saying it's a done 


 


               deal, but it's not hopeless. 


 


                   XXX:  In Pittsburgh we have a history 


 


               of resources extraction and chemical plants and 


 


               whatnot.  So when dealing with Marcellus Shale 


 


               ethane and the wet gas, people want to locate a 


 


               facility in the Pittsburgh/West Virginia region. 


 


                        We have that same thing, everyone wants 


 


               that facility to be here.  At the same time then 


 


               you will have an MSW plant or a plant that wants 


 


               to take chicken parts and it's a huge waste 


 


               stream and they have a place to build it.  And 


 


               it's a high populated area and people don't want 


 


               the plant built because there is some issue. 


 


                        And so it -- you are right, it totally 


 


               depends on the people in the region. 


 


                   XXX:  There are going to be processes 


 


               and places you can go to create bad situations. 


 


               That's going to be everywhere.  I think there is 


 


               enough opportunity right now. 


 


                   XXX:  Why don't we take 15 minutes or 


 


               20 and we can reconvene at about 20 after. 


 


               Good, thanks. 


 


                               (Short recess taken.) 


 


                   XXX:  This has so far been a really 


 


               good discussion because I think we touched on a 







 


               lot of things that are QTR generic. 


 


                        And I think for us on the team also, 


 


               it's been interesting because a lot of the 


 


               discussion is validating the thinking we have 


 


               been having over the last couple weeks about how 


 


               we talk about these things and what really needs 


 


               to be done. 


 


                        I would like to bring things back to a 


 


               little more fuel specific, not we all, but we 


 


               the team are going to have to write something 


 


               about this. 


 


                        And I'm trying to figure out how to ask 


 


               you all the right questions so that we get 


 


               something that's going to help us with the 


 


               writing. 


 


                        And I can start with the highest level 


 


               one.  When we write down, you know, the DOE's 


 


               portfolio principles in the field of alt fuels 


 


               are the following, what do we put in that blank? 


 


                   XXX:  In terms of the metrics on how 


 


               to select what to do? 


 


                   XXX:  That's right.  We have heard 


 


               many different things we could be working on, 


 


               all the way from full-scale demo and deployment 


 


               or the cellulosic pathway or ethanol or 


 


               drop-ins, many different choices. 


 


                        I'm not asking about the specific 


 


               choices now.  I'm asking the principles by -- 


 







               how do we tell the story, saying these are the 


 


               things we want to work on because. 


 


                   XXX:  One significant impact to the 


 


               U.S. is fuel market.  We know that's at least 


 


               several billion gallons of potential fuel could 


 


               be made from that. 


 


                   XXX:  Okay.  So one level is 


 


               materiality as we have been talking about it. 


 


                   XXX:  Yeah. 


 


                   XXX:  Where would you set that level 


 


               of materiality? 


 


                   XXX:  Cost competitive. 


 


                   XXX:  Well, we will get to the money 


 


               in a minute.  There is money, materiality and 


 


               maturity I think are the criteria at least so 


 


               far. 


 


                        Let's talk about materiality for a 


 


               minute.  If I can only do a billion gallons a 


 


               year, if it were diesel, you would say that's 


 


               pretty good. 


 


                   XXX:  It depends on how much money 


 


               you are putting in to support it.  So I think 


 


               the lesser the opportunity, the lesser money. 


 


                   XXX:  Million barrels a day, that's what 


 


               ethanol is today.  That's enough to move the 


 


               needle.  That will adjust the rest of the 


 


               petroleum system at that scale. 


 


                   XXX:  I will add an amendment to this. 


 


               I have said maybe a million barrels is too high 







 


               to use. 


 


                        But I think maybe it says something 


 


               like if this is some small volume but it's 


 


               transition to something paper. 


 


                   XXX:  So, I mean, there is a cost of 


 


               learning curve.  But unless you could be sure 


 


               you get to a million gallons a year -- 


 


                   XXX:  The theoretical market, you are 


 


               not ever going to achieve the theoretical 


 


               market. 


 


                        So I don't think we have numbers in the 


 


               billions of gallons at least for what we think. 


 


               You are going to get some fraction of that 


 


               market potential. 


 


                        So the question is you look at, you 


 


               know, doing a research project or proposition. 


 


               If you can't get at least a billion gallons, I 


 


               would say you are wasting time. 


 


                   XXX:  If you believe -- and I do, if you 


 


               believe the biomass resource-based story 


 


               world-class resource-based, if you believe you 


 


               have world-class other resource bases, then you 


 


               ought to aim for something big enough to matter, 


 


               another million barrels a day out of biomass or 


 


               a million barrels of synthetic fuel. 


 


                        If you start to do a million barrels a 


 


               day from efficiency, then you really made a 


 


               difference in the security structure. 


 







                        So, yes, it may be a little high.  But 


 


               it's not -- you know, it's not an inconceivable 


 


               number.  In fact, it's not an overwhelming 


 


               number if you look at the size of the resource 


 


               base. 


 


                   XXX:  How much you make in generic 


 


               would be in that statement.  If you talk biomass 


 


               in general, not all biomass is created equally. 


 


                   XXX:  It's a good place to start. 


 


               Maybe we can start teasing out.  Okay, where is 


 


               it, how accessible is it. 


 


                   XXX:  You know, if it's not going to 


 


               get you a million barrels a day. 


 


                   XXX:  Half may be big enough.  But it 


 


               has to be in a factor of two or that. 


 


                        If it's a hundred thousand barrels a 


 


               day, it's not enough to make a difference. 


 


                   XXX:  I agree with that and I agree 


 


               with XXX.  It doesn't have to be in the 


 


               first embodiment. 


 


                        I point out one utility of that is to 


 


               weed out things that are motivated by other 


 


               purposes, but people want to wave the bioenergy 


 


               flag.  And I think soy bio diesel.  I think it's 


 


               a case in point.  So I think it's useful to weed 


 


               those things out. 


 


                        If I were telling the story, XXX, in 


 


               addition to talking about the need that's being 


 


               responded to and in addition to talking about 







 


               the materiality and the cost competitiveness of 


 


               the response, which I think are necessary 


 


               pieces, when it got to actually talking about 


 


               sort of the structure or framework for the 


 


               actions taken, I would say it is the DOE's 


 


               intent to both get important things going in the 


 


               near term that can over time act catalytically 


 


               so that the private sector moves them forward 


 


               and they get into the development curves sooner. 


 


                   XXX:  Acceleration. 


 


                   XXX:  Acceleration, both accelerate to 


 


               initiate near-term change and also to anticipate 


 


               long-term change. 


 


                        And I think it's very logical to have a 


 


               different set of -- first of all, to actually be 


 


               explicit about how you are allocating resources 


 


               between those two.  And, secondly, to plan for 


 


               them differently. 


 


                        I think it helps make it coherent 


 


               thinking about it and it helps make it coherent 


 


               to understand it.  And things fall out as to 


 


               what they are important for.  It's just helpful, 


 


               I think. 


 


                   XXX:  I was thinking -- you know, first 


 


               of all, I agree with what XXX said about the 


 


               million barrels or something in a factor to 


 


               that. 


 


                        I look at it more like a 


 







               two-dimensional thing.  On one side you look at 


 


               the oil security, greenhouse gas, environmental 


 


               sustainability and the cost competitiveness. 


 


                        And along the other axis would be then 


 


               coal, natural gas, biomass and have everything 


 


               gone under consideration rather than just 


 


               concentrate on biofuel. 


 


                   XXX:  Right. 


 


                   XXX:  The one question I have is 


 


               should we write our statements as targets or 


 


               goals, which, you know, a million gallons or a 


 


               billion gallons or whatever. 


 


                        The government has a long, long, 


 


               industry of doing that.  One can argue whether 


 


               that's effective. 


 


                        Another question is are there policy 


 


               statements that we can be making about what the 


 


               role of the program is in the alternative fuels. 


 


                        That's a different way, right, of 


 


               thinking about it, which of those is most useful 


 


               and which is most effective. 


 


                   XXX:  Goals are problematic.  And the 


 


               reason they are problematic is because the DOE 


 


               doesn't make this happen. 


 


                        You can talk about potential and 


 


               possibility.  And you can talk about the policy 


 


               gap that would help achieve that. 


 


                        But since the DOE doesn't control that, 


 


               I think you don't want to -- this is XXX’S 







 


               umbrella organization across the different 


 


               agencies might set goals because they might have 


 


               the power to implement it, maybe not.  But DOE 


 


               clearly doesn't have it by itself. 


 


                   XXX:  Instead of setting goals, the 


 


               recognition that these are drivers that -- these 


 


               are the scale of things that for energy in the 


 


               national interests should be achieved, that 


 


               you -- and you recognize the context.  So you 


 


               are not going to drive programs that are not 


 


               going to at least enable progress, enable the 


 


               achievement of things at that scale. 


 


                        You are right, you can't set them as 


 


               goals for DOE because DOE can't do anything. 


 


                   XXX:  Our words are enable, 


 


               facilitate, catalyze. 


 


                   XXX:  But did you recognize this is a 


 


               legitimate ambition and it is within technical 


 


               resource risk and means to achieve them? 


 


                        There's a lot of other players and a 


 


               lot of good things that have to happen around 


 


               them. 


 


                        But those are legitimate.  If you were 


 


               to get to those kind of numbers, even 


 


               approximately, you would have shifted the energy 


 


               system materially in the United States. 


 


                   XXX:  I think those are important.  I 


 


               was surprised by the number of metrics and 


 







               specific goals and deliverables in the DOE's 


 


               strategic plan. 


 


                        So you are going to write them down and 


 


               say have a reduction from baseline there to 


 


               that.  You better have a program or some 


 


               management process behind that or don't write 


 


               them down. 


 


                   XXX:  There is this disconnect. 


 


                   XXX:  Maybe one way to justify an 


 


               elevated and more empowered energy entity is to 


 


               say Mr. President -- you don't have to choose 


 


               this one, you can choose any of the last five -- 


 


               you keep making promises, you keep looking to 


 


               the DOE to deliver and, in fact, we don't have 


 


               the wherewithal to do that. 


 


                   XXX:  And it's not just money. 


 


                   XXX:  A lot of these goals came 


 


               about, XXX, remember, there was a government 


 


               performance and results act that made federal 


 


               managers have goals for their programs.  And if 


 


               it wasn't numerical and time, you know, 


 


               specific, then they sent it back.  Right? 


 


                   XXX:  We have had in putting together 


 


               the strategic plan an ongoing discussion with 


 


               other parts of the government about extensive 


 


               goals versus intensive goals, basically.  And so 


 


               many gigawatts of wind. 


 


                        This is not in the department's purview 


 


               as XXX said to make happen.  We just can't. 







 


               It's regulation and business. 


 


                   XXX:  That's always been business. 


 


               People that don't know government think that DOE 


 


               is a regulatory agency. 


 


                   XXX:  You can still track the 


 


               nation's progress towards the goal and ask 


 


               yourself where can I be a catalyst and make that 


 


               happen. 


 


                        So I think you can frame it in a 


 


               project way to be supportive of that goal but 


 


               challenge yourself to say that versus just 


 


               saying it's out there and I'm here and I can't 


 


               connect the dots. 


 


                   XXX:  So we have talked about already 


 


               the materiality criterion. 


 


                        Let's talk about the money criterion. 


 


               You know, is $3 a gallon good enough if you 


 


               could confidently get to that or do we need to 


 


               go lower? 


 


                   XXX:  Wholesale or retail? 


 


                   XXX:  Whatever it takes to make a real 


 


               business case absent government incentives. 


 


                   XXX:  Are you talking about the 


 


               criterion for the entry technology? 


 


                   XXX:  I will give you the learning 


 


               curve.  I will give you scale and learning 


 


               curve.  $3. 


 


                   XXX:  That's pretty good right now. 


 







                   XXX:  I don't think that's the 


 


               appropriate way to look at it, frankly. 


 


                        And -- because, you know, we have 


 


               talked about bio diesel.  It's very evident that 


 


               the world supply of vegetables oils is now 


 


               highly correlated to the petroleum price.  Five 


 


               years ago that was not the case. 


 


                   XXX:  Corn too. 


 


                   XXX:  If it's not at will. 


 


                   XXX:  The supply is correlated? 


 


                   XXX:  No, the price.  The price of 


 


               vegetable oil on the market is highly correlated 


 


               to the gas oil spot runner to be specific. 


 


                        We use soybean oil, actually, as the 


 


               benchmark.  Everything else in the world is 


 


               priced off that. 


 


                        I think it's inappropriate to actually 


 


               say a number.  I think that you have to 


 


               recognize that these correlations are going to 


 


               occur.  And the same thing is going to happen, 


 


               ultimately, to biomass. 


 


                        It's going to correlate today to 


 


               petroleum price.  So, therefore, I could suggest 


 


               that we try to think about it in terms of that 


 


               correlation. 


 


                        I don't know whether it's going to be 


 


               60 or 300, frankly. 


 


                   XXX:  But that's the same kind of 


 


               uncertainty that enters into a decision to build 







 


               GTL plant or CTL plant, right? 


 


                   XXX:  I think there's a distinction 


 


               between cost and price.  And any benchmark 


 


               metric could be set as a function of cost. 


 


                   XXX:  Cost of what? 


 


                   XXX:  Required selling price, right, 


 


               because that includes your return. 


 


                   XXX:  So you have the cost of the raw 


 


               material.  It is typically pick a number, 


 


               60 percent, two-thirds of the end product.  Then 


 


               you have got the conversion efficiency and you 


 


               have got the conversion cost. 


 


                        You have got depreciation.  And you add 


 


               those things together to get to a cost that 


 


               you -- financial cost that doesn't include any 


 


               profitability.  So the calculation is -- 


 


                   XXX:  Add 15 percent to that for 


 


               profitability, whatever number you like, and 


 


               that's the benchmark you are trying to shoot 


 


               for. 


 


                   XXX:  At the end of the day, I don't 


 


               think the purpose is to justify a price.  I 


 


               think it's to justify something is worth doing. 


 


                        And if you want to make that argument 


 


               building some things XXX said, it seems to me 


 


               you can say, look, at 50 to $100 per dry ton, 


 


               which is a pretty broad range, and you can get a 


 


               lot of biomass, even at the lower end of that 


 







               side today, but until cost effective biomass 


 


               conversion processes start making it fungible 


 


               with energy, it's going to keep -- that's the 


 


               being thing that's going to equate with oil. 


 


                        Biomass is not equated with oil now, 


 


               although agricultural crops are. 


 


                   XXX:  The demand for that purpose is 


 


               not there. 


 


                   XXX:  That's my point. 


 


                   XXX:  When you start to create 


 


               demand -- 


 


                   XXX:  But that requires successful cost 


 


               effective processes, in which case you are over 


 


               the hump.  We are talking about getting over the 


 


               hump. 


 


                        So to me what you say is, look, at 


 


               least we are partially talking about that. 


 


                        I mean, at $50 to $100 -- and you can 


 


               make it 150 if you want. 


 


                        But at 50 to 100 biomass is from a 


 


               third to a half cost per giga-joule of oil.  And 


 


               I think one could say, look, take a stand back 


 


               from all the detail models, is this stuff 


 


               intrinsically harder to process than oil.  I 


 


               personally think no.  It's a solid.  That's a 


 


               pain in the ass. 


 


                        However, it's more chemically 


 


               substituted, which means you can do more with 


 


               it.  And you can do vastly more with 







 


               biotechnology, not once, but twice, once on the 


 


               feedstock and once on the conversion process. 


 


                        To me that level of argument is about 


 


               as convincing as the long thing with the 15-year 


 


               discounted cash flow and all the rest of it. 


 


                   XXX:  I don't want to try to solve 


 


               that. 


 


                   XXX:  I think the challenge of setting 


 


               costs, they depend on the business model.  Well, 


 


               you have to make some assumption about the 


 


               nature of the business. 


 


                        I think there is an analytical role -- 


 


               and this will get back to the information. 


 


               There's an analytical role that will look at a 


 


               range of perhaps outcomes and say that this 


 


               technology investment could be a lever to reduce 


 


               the capital costs of this component 


 


               by (inaudible). 


 


                        But setting an output cost may not be 


 


               valuable from a technology point of view.  At 


 


               least when we used it do it internally, that's 


 


               very difficult. 


 


                        But what you can do is we can say we 


 


               can make this piece this.  And then when we 


 


               integrate all the rest around it, technically 


 


               and from a business point of view, that looks 


 


               okay. 


 


                        But, ultimately, the people who do that 


 







               won't be DOE. 


 


                   XXX:  Right.  We should have an 


 


               informed confidence that this could be 


 


               economically competitive. 


 


                   XXX:  A techo-business analytic 


 


               capability is useful.  The idea of setting hard 


 


               targets on specific thoughts may not be 


 


               valuable. 


 


                   XXX:  What you are going to find out is 


 


               none of these technologies compete yet with 


 


               petroleum.  So it's a futile exercise unless you 


 


               view it as now let's start playing with the 


 


               numbers and see what is it going to take in 


 


               order for processing to get these costs down, 


 


               where is the major bottleneck. 


 


                   XXX:  If somebody gets clever enough to 


 


               put together a combination of assets and 


 


               businesses and say, you know, this is getting in 


 


               range, maybe I can start to think about doing 


 


               something, they may have a model how they are 


 


               going to do that that you might not have. 


 


                        So I think the cost issue is not -- in 


 


               the end, it's the investor that does the cost 


 


               issue, not DOE. 


 


                   XXX:  You get back into the cycles 


 


               there.  I can see talking about targets without 


 


               incentives.  But if it's targets without some 


 


               supportive policies or mandates or segregations 


 


               of market, I mean, you start to lose all aspects 







 


               of environmental concerns in the proposition. 


 


               Those are boundaries. 


 


                        So my assumption is there is a 


 


               supportive policy environment that says these 


 


               things will get to market. 


 


                        Now it's a question of getting to 


 


               market where it doesn't perturb the overall fuel 


 


               supply cost approach.  So it doesn't double the 


 


               price at the pump.  So you are bringing forward 


 


               a high cost of manufacturing product. 


 


                        So you can look at it as setting some 


 


               threshold, saying we believe that it's almost 


 


               like a cap on it.  If the technology can't be 


 


               perceived at least less than this, it's 


 


               uninteresting. 


 


                        But to say an exact number what this 


 


               needs to get below eventually one day I think 


 


               it's difficult. 


 


                   XXX:  Somebody suggested GTL as kind 


 


               of a cap or the benchmark or whatever.  If it 


 


               can't be GTL at $4 gas, then we shouldn't be 


 


               doing it. 


 


                   XXX:  If you don't know enough to make a 


 


               case, that doesn't mean you get written off. 


 


               But it does put you in a different category.  I 


 


               would tend to put algae in that category, but I 


 


               may be wrong. 


 


                   XXX:  It would be steps in that 


 







               direction. 


 


                   XXX:  So another third dimension, a 
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               third dimension is maturity and time scale, how 


 


               long do you think it's going to take here to get 


 


               to material impact? 


 


                        You know, it seems to me if it's 10 or 


 


               20 years, great, all right, we can do that.  If 


 


               it's 50 years, we shouldn't be spending a lot of 


 


               time on it. 


 


                   XXX:  It's like a return on investment 


 


               analysis, where are you.  And the further out it 


 


               is, the higher the discount rate that you apply. 


 


                   XXX:  Estimated cost is adversely 


 


               related to ignorance. 


 


                   XXX:  What I would like to say is 


 


               it's a better pipeline approach.  We believe 


 


               something is going to pay off and like cellulose 


 


               gas line, we expect this potential in that time 


 


               frame and that time frame, when are electric 


 


               cars coming. 


 


                        Look at all your goals.  What's the 


 


               pipeline time frame knowing that you've got the 


 


               cars come out with less clean electricity, but 


 


               which are going to transform into clean 


 


               electricity.  Showing the connectivity can be 


 







               important. 


 


                   XXX:  That doesn't mean maybe you 


 


               don't do really long-term things, but they are 


 


               just part of a portfolio. 


 


                        So I come back, if this is just a 


 


               financial deal, I know how to construct a 


 


               portfolio, all right.  I mean, efficient, 


 


               frontier, at least it's some guidance. 


 


                        How do you build a portfolio with 


 


               things that are much more difficult to quantify 


 


               to compare apples and oranges together? 


 


                   XXX:  I think there is one issue we 


 


               need to address in the metrics before we get to 


 


               that and that's the carbon loading. 


 


                        You mentioned other -- the other 


 


               important criteria. 


 


                   XXX:  I can put that in the money.  I 


 


               can put that in competitiveness and say price of 


 


               carbon of $50 a ton or whatever.  I think you 


 


               can put that. 


 


                        How do you build a portfolio of 


 


               technology? 


 


                   XXX:  XXX, isn't there an issue of 


 


               whether or not the government would invest 


 


               eugnostically in technologies that were a carbon 


 


               wreck, but were so cheap they can still compete? 


 


               At least to me there is a question there. 


 


                   XXX:  Yes.  Where are your principles, 


 


               basically. 







 


                   XXX:  That's a short-term principle 


 


               versus a longer term principle.  Could you do 


 


               that for the next 20 years? 


 


                   XXX:  I am making a separate point, 


 


               monetizing carbon may have its limitations in 


 


               this context, I think. 


 


                   XXX:  If the oil price goes up to $200 


 


               a barrel, CTL starts to look pretty interesting 


 


               independent of CCS or not. 


 


                   XXX:  I think you have to recognize the 


 


               carbon management pricing issue in the portfolio 


 


               as clearly one of the future scenario pathways. 


 


               Okay. 


 


                        I mean, there are other ones that say, 


 


               you know, you have been involved in the National 


 


               Intelligence Council.  So there are studies that 


 


               say, where this is an all out, you know, who 


 


               survives in the world scenario, that can go out 


 


               the window.  We will survive, but we will build 


 


               the dikes and the hell with everyone else. 


 


                        So if you get that kind of security 


 


               mode where it's survival mode, that can go away. 


 


               I think in today's world we have to have a 


 


               reasonable -- and the question is how is that 


 


               represented.  And I think there is the price. 


 


               That's one way.  But there are other ways to 


 


               think about it. 


 


                        The whole low carbon fuel standard 


 







               model, which says it's an integrated supply 


 


               chain view of carbon management, not a straight 


 


               up model. 


 


                   XXX:  At least in the near term, it 


 


               does not potentially get both of them together 


 


               before you necessarily start saying I need to 


 


               jeopardize the environment to find my energy 


 


               stream. 


 


                        I think that there is enough out there 


 


               -- I will use bio as an example -- of untapped 


 


               potential that could be brought to the table to 


 


               bring both together. 


 


                   XXX:  Are there other dimensions 


 


               besides the money, maturity and materiality we 


 


               should be thinking about? 


 


                   XXX:  Some independent assessment of 


 


               probability of technical success.  I mean, 


 


               what's the technical challenge and how 


 


               surmountable is it?  It gets back to the time 


 


               scale question.  So maybe they are hand in glove 


 


               there. 


 


                        So having a disciplined process that 


 


               has some objective point of view.  So I think in 


 


               picking winners with the government, everything 


 


               is political, I presume. 


 


                        But, I mean, could you put together, 


 


               police it in these advisory groups to give a 


 


               formal -- run a formal process whether it's the 


 


               national academy of engineering or sciences or 







 


               what form it needs to go to?  There has been 


 


               some studies in the past done. 


 


                   XXX:  We have done that for the sun 


 


               shop.  So there is one in which the department 


 


               decided that it's interesting enough and likely 


 


               enough to make a concerted push.  And that was 


 


               after a fairly careful analysis of what the 


 


               private sector was doing and what the technology 


 


               was. 


 


                   XXX:  It may be a detail.  But it's 


 


               important that you give people with an idea a 


 


               chance to make their case. 


 


                        All world changing ideas start out as 


 


               minority views.  If you are always governed by 


 


               the majority view, you will never innovate. 


 


                        In other words, you can have a review 


 


               board, but the review board should be responding 


 


               to a case made by an innovator as opposed to 


 


               saying, well, we got together the best thinking 


 


               people and people all think this is hopeless. 


 


                   XXX:  I look at them like third-party 


 


               reviews.  You are bringing the case forward to 


 


               respond to.  It can be nonbinding.  It's a 


 


               matter of being informed. 


 


                   XXX:  So we do that in the science 


 


               arena.  That is the mode of business, send me 


 


               your proposals. 


 


                   XXX:  Not so much as it moves to DOE 


 







               within the application side. 


 


                   XXX:  So you think that that's a good 


 


               way to be doing business on the application 


 


               side? 


 


                   XXX:  No.  Too constructive. 


 


                   XXX:  The solicitations have been send 


 


               me your proposal for cellulosic ethanol.  So you 


 


               are missing a lot of technology opportunities. 


 


                        That's what has been missing, I think, 


 


               from the DOE. 


 


                   XXX:  I'm frustrated by all the stuff I 


 


               can't propose in cellulosic ethanol.  I'm dead 


 


               serious.  Because they have been so 


 


               overprescribed. 


 


                   XXX:  Yes. 


 


                   XXX:  So the problem is 


 


               overprescription. 


 


                   XXX:  Hyper-prescription. 


 


                   XXX:  What Bob said is true too. 


 


                   XXX:  There is another layer I put on 


 


               top of the grant proposal -- and I don't know 


 


               that I have an answer or a suggestion. 


 


                        But the extent to which you are trying 


 


               to focus on the experts what they are best at 


 


               versus forcing integration between unit 


 


               operations which ultimately you end up at 


 


               different companies and how realistic -- I mean, 


 


               you wouldn't have the undersea robot guys having 


 


               to work with the guys that build gas pumps. 







 


               They are too far apart from each other. 


 


                        And some of these things, you know, 


               when I look at these and I can nail this and I 


 


               can nail this, but you are going to make me work 


 


               on feedstock logistics, you know.  Or I'm going 


 


               to have to partner on it, okay, fine, but it's 


 


               not always a great fit. 


 


                   XXX:  But somebody has to bring it all 


 


               together in the end to make it all work. 


 


                   XXX:  Catalyzing innovation and 


 


               catalyzing a complete supply chain are not the 


 


               same. 


 


                        The DOE acts as if you are trying to 


 


               catalyze the whole solution instead of paying 


 


               somebody to do something they do well.  I 


 


               couldn't agree more. 


 


                   XXX:  I think that's roles and 


 


               responsibilities; that's EERE versus the Office 


 


               of Science.  That's the enablement in the Office 


 


               of Science and more about bringing together all 


 


               the pieces in EERE and make it happen to the 


 


               point of we can see industry taken -- it seems 


 


               to me like the launching pad in the industry is 


 


               EERE in the industry. 


 


                        But, you know, for EERE, they have had 


 


               solicitations that are more open, not saying 


 


               bring me your crazy ideas, but bring me 


 


               conceptual ideas. 


 


                        So they are moving along those -- 







 


               should there be more, yes.  Should some be less 


 


               prescriptive, yes.  But they are not all bad 


 


               either. 


 


                   XXX:  I agree with you completely.  But 


 


               I think it raises the question for DOE.  What is 


 


               DOE's construct and role in this integration? 


 


                        Because integration, if it doesn't 


 


               happen, then you have got nothing.  There is no 


 


               outcome. 


 


                   XXX:  So isn't that the private 


 


               sector? 


 


                   XXX:  But the question is, is there a 


 


               role that enables that and it probably has 


 


               different dimensions and considerations than the 


 


               basic science role. 


 


                   XXX:  Or the technology development 


 


               role. 


 


                   XXX:  Technology development role.  And 


 


               it's, nonetheless, important. 


 


                        And it may be crucial -- and here is 


 


               where I think DOE could have a role.  There are 


 


               supply chains which are basically if you are 


 


               going to ramp them up and make them part of the 


 


               energy solution -- we talked about geothermal as 


 


               a great example.  The supply chains are broken. 


 


               They can simply not function because the 


 


               industry itself has not been constructed around 


 


               that for a long time. 


 







                        One could argue coal to liquids has 


 


               exactly the same problem.  Resource owner and 


 


               process are not same.  That might be important. 


 


                        So I think those areas where 


 


               integration will be important to advance the 


 


               goal, but the supply chain itself is simply 


 


               deconstructed. 


 


                        So what is the role of DOE in maybe 


 


               initiating activities that would eventually 


 


               reconstruct that supply chain both with existing 


 


               entities and these new entities that fill in the 


 


               cement? 


 


                   XXX:  I guess there is some merits 


 


               and some focus from the government on time scale 


 


               purposes, not everybody worrying about the 


 


               infinite amount of time in the future.  It's 


 


               sort of like who is really hyper-focused on 


 


               delivering something in the next two years, who 


 


               is really hyper-focused about the potential in 


 


               the next 10 to 20 years. 


 


                        Again, EERE should be more focused on 


 


               the let's make this thing happen in the next two 


 


               years.  And Office of Science is like I'm going 


 


               to worry about the 10 to 20 years trajectory of 


 


               research. 


 


                   XXX:  This came up in your breakout 


 


               session yesterday morning, the concept of 


 


               hitting lots of singles and incremental 


 


               developments and deployment to get to an end 







 


               goal as opposed to counting on the home run. 


 


                   XXX:  Are we in the DOE too focused on 


 


               the breakthroughs and not enough on the -- you 


 


               know every press release we put out has got 


 


               breakthrough in it. 


 


                        Is the mentality still too much 


 


               breakthrough and not enough singles? 


 


                   XXX:  XXX, are we not going back in 


 


               history?  Some of us are old enough to remember 


 


               in the Carter Administration we had all these 


 


               pilot and demonstration projects with coal and 


 


               fuels.  And when Reagan went away, there was a 


 


               sun fuels court but they never built anything. 


 


               Are we not retreading that? 


 


                   XXX:  And I talk a lot to John Deutch 


 


               who was the agent for that.  Are we not 


 


               retreading the same thing and how do we avoid 


 


               the same mistakes? 


 


                   XXX:  The question is were they 


 


               mistakes? 


 


                   XXX:  If we went ahead about those 


 


               projects, we would be in much better shape 


 


               today. 


 


                   XXX:  From an energy security 


 


               standpoint, we would be in a much better 


 


               standpoint. 


 


                   XXX:  Greenhouse gas not so much. 


 


                   XXX:  Try to address your question, I 


 







               would not like to see the DOE be less 


 


               breakthrough focused because I'm thoroughly 


 


               convinced that the world needs breakthroughs in 


 


               energy and the DOE globally is, hopefully, going 


 


               to be effective in that. 


 


                        You know, sometimes you look at choices 


 


               you try to avoid.  You know, choosing between 


 


               breakthroughs and making steady process is a 


 


               discussion that if we can avoid would be nice to 


 


               have. 


 


                        I see -- the much clearer place I can 


 


               see where there is really a deficiency, you 


 


               know, it's interesting because you actually said 


 


               0 to 2 years and 10 to 20, which leaves a gap of 


 


               2 to 8. 


 


                   XXX:  Or 2 to 10. 


 


                   XXX:  I think that the reality is if you 


 


               only bring the mind-set that would enable 10 to 


 


               20 without thinking of the 2 to 8, it will 


 


               always be 10 to 20. 


 


                        XXX and I were talking about this at 


 


               the break.  And, again, I mentioned the 


 


               different review audience.  If you are writing 


 


               to a science review audience -- I actually think 


 


               the DOE has an opportunity to build a new 


 


               culture that's in the middle and a great need. 


 


                        And I think the way to do that, one of 


 


               the ways to do that is to try to get mixed 


 


               review audiences and actually target the 







 


               investigators not like you need to choose if you 


 


               are doing research or if you are doing 


 


               commercialization, but, rather, we are targeting 


 


               and valuing and celebrating the middle, which 


 


               you can make a coherent argument is where DOE 


 


               could have the greatest effect.  And right now 


 


               there is a valley. 


 


                   XXX:  It's a 0 to 2, meaning if you 


 


               don't hyper-focus, more than likely half of 


 


               those are going to drift to the 2 to the 10. 


 


               That's where I'm at.  And we are hyper-focused 


 


               on solidifying something that's going to have a 


 


               near-term impact.  If not, you say 2 to 10, it's 


 


               like you might as well say 10 to 20. 


 


                        People come up with concepts that are 


 


               unrealistically far enough away, they try to 


 


               self justify. 


 


                   XXX:  So to rephrase this question 


 


               what is the minimum time frame that the DOE 


 


               should be looking at for impact, given that 


 


               industry -- to design a plant, to build a plant, 


 


               to deploy it?  That is the 0 to 2 year time 


 


               frame. 


 


                        So what is the time the DOE should be 


 


               looking at for these impacts? 


 


                   XXX:  Does industry have the near term 


 


               well enough covered? 


 


                   XXX:  I will address your question 


 







               indirectly.  I think that's where you need to -- 


 


               let's say, if you work for the transportation 


 


               sector, that's where even you have battery 


 


               technologies in the cost to come down from $300 


 


               per kilowatt hour. 


 


                        You still take some significant amount 


 


               of time for the critical mass that's a number of 


 


               years down the road.  Maybe that's where you 


 


               need to think about a consistent benchmark. 


 


                        Are we talking about to build a plant 


 


               to produce fuels next year?  Or are we talking 


 


               to use fuels near the fleet with significant 


 


               amount of fuels? 


 


                        That's where the cars, the fuel 


 


               production will have to be together. 


 


                   XXX:  But the deployment time scale 


 


               you can't do much about.  It is the first 


 


               commercial viability, I think, that we can talk 


 


               about. 


 


                   XXX:  It shows the inter-activity 


 


               between Congress and the DOE if it's always a 


 


               breakthrough on something future.  I worry about 


 


               the impact of the DOE then changes its 


 


               discussion and rhetoric that has influence on 


 


               the short-term policy issues. 


 


                        So the stuff that you have created 5 or 


 


               10 years ago starts changing the rhetoric to 


 


               where the policies start to go away, that you 


 


               kill your near-term potential because you are 







 


               always shifting off to the longer term 


 


               potential. 


 


                        So that's a dynamic that I worry about. 


 


               Yes, there has been a lot of money and a lot of 


 


               focus.  It's not the only solution, it's not the 


 


               solution. 


 


                        But, you know, if you don't push 


 


               something over the goal line and you keep 


 


               distracting away from that, you are going to 


 


               keep doing that. 


 


                   XXX:  It's a hard slog to do 


 


               engineering work.  And if we had started this 


 


               when Jimmy Carter had initiated it, I think we 


 


               probably would have solved most of these 


 


               problems.  It took a short time to go to the 


 


               moon from having no technology to do that. 


 


                        So I ascribe to the notion that we just 


 


               need to -- we need to get started on it and we 


 


               need a nimble organization to lead that. 


 


                        And I just got back from DOE, a 


 


               rebudget that took us a year to accomplish.  So 


 


               add that year to whatever this time frame that 


 


               we are talking about. 


 


                        And I know -- I believe RPE is trying 


 


               to solve some of those problems.  Is that 


 


               successful?  Can that be applied? 


 


                   XXX:  So we are thinking and talking 


 


               that language, okay, to take the lessons learned 


 







               from RPE and apply them to the rest of the 


 


               things. 


 


                   XXX:  I would like to add that to the 


 


               list of possibilities. 


 


                   XXX:  You know, as a practical matter, 


 


               when you are managing a research portfolio, even 


 


               the -- it is a ten-year project to get to a 


 


               certain level of capability or deliverability, 


 


               there is a road. 


 


                        But every year or every two years you 


 


               are looking at this thing and saying this isn't 


 


               going to work and you shoot that one.  And you 


 


               start another one. 


 


                        So portfolio management has more 


 


               dynamics.  You don't go to somebody and say, 


 


               here, you go come back in ten years with the 


 


               outcome. 


 


                        So I think it's important for people to 


 


               understand that. 


 


                   XXX:  It's hard in the government to 


 


               kill things. 


 


                   XXX:  The single most important thing 


 


               you can do is to kill things.  It's much more 


 


               important than -- it's the bad things are much 


 


               more likely to drag you down than the good 


 


               things are to carry you. 


 


                        Venture capitalists would say the exact 


 


               same thing. 


 


                        I think the issue of process around the 







 


               ability to turn the portfolio in pursuit of a 


 


               longer term objective, the right management 


 


               term, access to new ideas, killing the ones that 


 


               aren't working, that's a management process. 


 


                        If you don't have that management 


 


               process, then these longer term things are very 


 


               hard to get to. 


 


                   XXX:  So that discussion is a 


 


               dramatically different world view of what a DOE 


 


               R and D program does in the sense if you 


 


               establish, you know, a five-year or ten-year 


 


               goal and you work towards it and the last push 


 


               in the last two years to get it across the 


 


               finish line, that's a wildly different set of 


 


               performers than the ones who got you to the 


 


               research line. 


 


                        Is it real to us -- you know, when we 


 


               could come out with a statement that says we 


 


               will have -- we will achieve these technical 


 


               goals and we will turn over the performers 


 


               dramatically to achieve that, the political 


 


               resistance to that is staggering. 


 


                   XXX:  Plus then you are managing it, 


 


               which you don't want. 


 


                   XXX:  That goes completely in the 


 


               face of we shouldn't be picking winners and 


 


               losers. 


 


                        A lot of the discussion had been in 


 







               the -- you know, too much about the technology. 


 


               I'm trying to extract as a former oversight 


 


               staffer, former Hill staffer, what would be the 


 


               language that I would put in legislation that, 


 


               you know, my former bosses wouldn't vote on and 


 


               trying to extract out of this conversation that 


 


               policy language "the Secretary of Energy shall" 


 


               and fill in the blank. 


 


                        It's hard to extract out.  We are 


 


               looking in the PTR for those policies.  That's 


 


               what we need to be driving toward. 


 


                        It's easy to put in a goal, which 


 


               Congress has a long track record of doing -- or 


 


               administrations having a track record of coming 


 


               out to a goal.  They are easy to generate.  They 


 


               are hard to build programs around.  They are 


 


               hard to then -- and, of course, it's hard to 


 


               turn the performer base over to achieve those 


 


               goals. 


 


                        So what's the policy statement for 


 


               the -- for DOE in the fuels? 


 


                   XXX:  I got a suggestion if you went to 


 


               one where you killed programs, now you don't 


 


               even need targets anymore. 


 


                        What you are looking at is comparing 


 


               selecting your metrics and looking at them every 


 


               year for these technologies and see which ones 


 


               are getting closer to those metrics.  And the 


 


               ones that aren't you throw out. 







 


                        You don't even have to say the target 


 


               is $0.10 a gal or whatever.  It is which ones 


 


               are marching down towards those metrics factors. 


 


                   XXX:  O&R (sic) used to have a rule, 


 


               maybe they still do, thou shall turn over 10 or 


 


               15 percent to your portfolio every year. 


 


                        Does that sound like the right sort of 


 


               thing? 


 


                   XXX:  Here is the other practical thing. 


 


               If you look at the world that we are coming into 


 


               on a budgetary basis, if you do not have the 


 


               ability to turn over your portfolio, you will 


 


               have no new program because -- if you can only 


 


               get new programs by having new resources, then 


 


               you will run out of that quickly.  And then you 


 


               are locked in. 


 


                   XXX:  We have run out of that. 


 


                   XXX:  You must be able to kill programs 


 


               to add new programs in a budget where you are 


 


               not going to get any more money.  You all know, 


 


               we have been there. 


 


                   XXX:  They time out a lot of 


 


               programs. 


 


                   XXX:  Yeah, you can do the retirement 


 


               strategy. 


 


                   XXX:  To answer your question on what 


 


               is the policy statement, is the policy statement 


 


               that some group or entity will review the review 


 







               and come up with a metric that this area has to 


 


               hit?  And then you do the review of the programs 


 


               every two years. 


 


                        So, I mean, this is kind of building on 


 


               what you just said, Don.  It's do we institute 


 


               an entity that comes up with what we have talked 


 


               about, metrics and standards. 


 


                        And so do we come up with a 


 


               techno-economic analysis that says, okay, the 


 


               target is production costs have to be this or 


 


               around this area?  We are going to determine 


 


               what feedstock costs have to be in the range of 


 


               et cetera, et cetera. 


 


                        And then you have a research portfolio 


 


               and if they are not showing progress towards 


 


               that on a two-year review cycle -- 


 


                   XXX:  It depends on what you are trying 


 


               to do.  If you are trying to build a 


 


               foundational capability through bioenergy 


 


               research centers, that's different.  And that 


 


               would have a different set of objectives. 


 


                        But on the other hand, three or four 


 


               years down the road, if you are looking around 


 


               saying, oh, this is not working and I have to do 


 


               something to it, okay, that's just management. 


 


                        If you have projects where you are 


 


               going to have more specificity because that's 


 


               what you want to have, then you have it. 


 


                        So I think it's not -- there isn't one 







 


               thing.  And then the question is how do you 


 


               manage the balance.  How do you get enough shots 


 


               at those objectives with enough -- and then how 


 


               do you manage them? 


 


                   XXX:  Does the current GPRA 


 


               infrastructure for managing portfolios and 


 


               research portfolios cover that, the GPRA? 


 


                   XXX:  No. 


 


                   XXX:  It's wildly disconnected from 


 


               budget reality. 


 


                   XXX:  Maybe what I would like to say 


 


               is, I mean, the secretary shall track and enable 


 


               programs in the pipeline for both short, medium 


 


               and long-term impact. 


 


                        So if you are not funding them, you are 


 


               at least tracking the progress to show that you 


 


               are creating a future energy industry for the 


 


               U.S. based on all your parameters by 


 


               competitiveness, environmental. 


 


                   XXX:  So it's an informational 


 


               function. 


 


                   XXX:  Yes.  So even when you remove 


 


               yourself, you can say, well, I'm counting on the 


 


               industry to deliver here.  We are transparent, 


 


               we are counting on the industry to put together, 


 


               and here is how they are doing it, here is the 


 


               dynamics. 


 


                   XXX:  But the risk of doing that is 


 







               things don't get done, the commercialization, 


 


               innovation doesn't happen. 


 


                   XXX:  You identify. 


 


                   XXX:  I am saying not enable where 


 


               you need to.  I am saying in the longer term you 


 


               fund more research.  The short, medium term you 


 


               fund more demonstration. 


 


                        I don't want to lose -- so you as you 


 


               turn up the industry, there is accountability 


 


               from the DOE to track all you created in the 


 


               industry in this country.  And that to me is a 


 


               monitoring process, which I don't necessarily 


 


               think happens today. 


 


                   XXX:  There is also the environmental 


 


               issues associated with the industry that is a 


 


               legitimate government scientific goal. 


 


                   XXX:  So I would like to underscore the 


 


               point that's been said several ways.  You can do 


 


               short, medium and long term.  You can use a 


 


               baseball analogy with little league, minor 


 


               league and major leagues.  You can also talk 


 


               about commercialization, applied science and 


 


               basic science. 


 


                        And this business about axing programs 


 


               and the time constants and whatnot play out very 


 


               differently across that. 


 


                        And I think DOE would be improved if it 


 


               had some people who actually thought about that 


 


               middle ground. 







 


                        But I would like to inject in this -- 


 


               and this goes both to how you tell the story and 


 


               how you manage it -- the single biggest lesson I 


 


               have learned in my career of research management 


 


               and applying for grants -- and I learned this 


 


               first in academia and now I'm seeing it 


 


               remarkably similar in the private sector -- it 


 


               matters what you do first.  Because if you pick 


 


               things that are going to be highly motivational 


 


               when they succeed, they engender more resources 


 


               and the thing gets rolling. 


 


                        Whereas, if you pick the things that 


 


               don't matter, obviously, if you knew they 


 


               wouldn't matter -- but I don't think we are very 


 


               good about thinking about this. 


 


                        When you go to the question of how we 


 


               should prioritize, before you get to everybody's 


 


               pet answer, think of it structurally in terms 


 


               of, well, which would be the greatest things 


 


               that would make the greatest difference if we 


 


               succeeded in terms of engendering the resources 


 


               to get other things going. 


 


                        This the basic pitch you make to 


 


               venture capitalists.  We can do the first things 


 


               and after people see that, there will be more 


 


               resources available, the value of the enterprise 


 


               will increase. 


 


                   XXX:  That's good. 


 







                   XXX:  Doing that across the board of the 


 


               commercialization, applied science and 


 


               fundamentals, that's sort of like your six-task 


 


               level way to think about it, it seems to me. 


 


                   XXX:  Good.  I will turn to my team to 


 


               ask whether we have some things uncovered yet. 


 


                   XXX:  I would just like to raise this 


 


               notion.  We have to decide whether we should be 


 


               making fuel molecules in the field or factory. 


 


                        So there is an RP solicitation.  So we 


 


               should be making molecules in the field.  In 


 


               fact, nature is not going to do anything 


 


               different than what we do. 


 


                        When you take cellulosic biomass, you 


 


               are deoxygenating it, frankly.  When I take it, 


 


               we deoxygenate it.  When nature says it's going 


 


               to produce a molecule, it starts with 


 


               carbohydrate and it deoxygenates it. 


 


                        We haven't asked the question as where 


 


               to do that.  We say it should be in the field. 


 


               And some folks are saying where did that basis 


 


               come from. 


 


                        I doubt that analysis has been done. 


 


               And it's a systems analysis.  You have to look 


 


               at that whole value chain and ask where are you 


 


               going to do that because, ultimately, your 


 


               photosynthetic efficiency goes down if you are 


 


               going to deoxygenate in the field and is that 


 


               the best place to do it. 







 


                   XXX:  And there are people who are 


 


               capable of doing that analysis. 


 


                   XXX:  To generalize that, if you look at 


 


               that, that observation in the context of a 


 


               three-tiered or three-column commercialization, 


 


               applied research and basic research, it sounds 


 


               to me like that's anticipating applied research. 


 


               Someone is trying to innovate. 


 


                        Rather than having a solicitation on 


 


               just that topic which somebody thought up, I 


 


               would much rather have an annual open 


 


               solicitation where you would have to actually 


 


               make your case and then you are really tapping 


 


               into the distributed genius, which the DOE 


 


               doesn't do very effectively. 


 


                        And so somebody could make a great case 


 


               for saying I see a way to think about doing this 


 


               in the field that gets around the problem that 


 


               XXX and XXX couldn't think of and 


 


               maybe they are right, God bless them, let them 


 


               go. 


 


                        The problem is right now, literally, 


 


               just to fit one idea, A, you probably have to 


 


               wait literally 3 to 5 years until the 


 


               solicitation came along.  And, B, it would ask 


 


               you to link with all sorts of these things you 


 


               aren't familiar with and kind of dilutes your 


 


               effort. 


 







                        I think that's the reality of dealing 


 


               with DOE solicitations as a consumer. 


 


                   XXX:  Could I add one bias with regard 


 


               to this?  And this is just as a biologist. 


 


                        You know, you are talking about things 


 


               that are going to get people excited in the 


 


               nearer term.  Doing work in higher plants is a 


 


               fundamentally longer term thing.  I'm not saying 


 


               we shouldn't do it.  People do it.  We have been 


 


               doing it forever. 


 


                        But seed to sea is six months.  You 


 


               know, in a colony on a plate, it's overnight or 


 


               a few days. 


 


                        It is hard to make fundamental changes 


 


               in higher plants in a rapid time frame. 


 


                   XXX:  I would argue some of the DOE 


 


               role there is to develop tools and methodology 


 


               that would let that cycle go more rapidly.  And 


 


               I think some of that work, and XXX would know, 


 


               at least as of a few years ago, goes on in BER, 


 


               irrespective of application.  And that's a 


 


               legitimate goal for DOE. 


 


                        Should we be in the plant breeding 


 


               business or plant improvement business? 


 


                   XXX:  I don't think so.  It's covered. 


 


                   XXX:  No. 


 


                   XXX:  You guys covered it. 


 


                   XXX:  The seed guys have to sell seeds. 


 


               And most of the important plants for these 







 


               applications are perennials, which has a basic 


 


               business problem. 


 


                        And so it seems to me there my advice 


 


               would be it may not be what DOE ought to do, but 


 


               between USDA and DOE make sure it's not the 


 


               orphan child. 


 


                        If neither does it, there is something 


 


               important that is not happening. 


 


                   XXX:  All right.  What else have we 


 


               left out here? 


 


                        You know, I think as we have been 


 


               talking, framing our problem, the QTR problem, 


 


               as how do we tell the story of what we work on 


 


               and what is probably the simplest and most 


 


               productive way to think about what we are doing, 


 


               right, and tell the story to our funders, to the 


 


               public, to the private sector. 


 


                        And, you know, my only sense again is 


 


               we have not been very good at that.  And these 


 


               discussions maybe illustrate how difficult it is 


 


               to do that. 


 


                   XXX:  Let me say something.  Don't 


 


               consider the broader audience.  You rattled off 


 


               several groups.  You have to pick those people 


 


               or groups that really matter. 


 


                   XXX:  And your suggestion would be? 


 


                   XXX:  It depends on circumstances. 


 


               Certainly key people on the Hill are extremely 


 







               important. 


 


                        Sometimes you don't need to waste a lot 


 


               of shoe leather informing people that either 


 


               have already made up their mind and are never 


 


               going to change or their opinion doesn't matter. 


 


                        So don't waste all your bullets.  Just 


 


               focus them on where it matters. 


 


                        And you can do is -- you can have a 


 


               pretty informed and intelligent decision as you 


 


               approach the point that you need to make the 


 


               sale. 


 


                   XXX:  I don't completely agree with 


 


               that.  Because, ultimately, you have to convince 


 


               the voters and their representatives that this 


 


               is worthwhile and that they get behind it. 


 


                        So in Iowa, we spent a couple of years 


 


               convincing the people of Iowa -- I traveled all 


 


               over the state.  I talked to any group that was 


 


               interested in it. 


 


                        At the end of the process, they built 


 


               us a $32 million resource program.  No federal 


 


               funds, no private funds.  They made that 


 


               investment because we convinced them it was 


 


               important to the state of Iowa.  And I truly 


 


               believe that. 


 


                        You know, you are not going to fool 


 


               them over this.  I truly believe that we 


 


               convinced them to make that investment. 


 


                        I think the same thing with the DOE. 







 


               You have to convince them this is the future. 


 


                   XXX:  I'm not saying what you 


 


               described isn't necessary of the time talking to 


 


               him what he should.  What you described is 


 


               absolutely necessary.  And we have many examples 


 


               of how the public objected to things when they 


 


               didn't have enough information or fed the wrong 


 


               things. 


 


                        There's only a limited amount of energy 


 


               that he would have.  And it should be very 


 


               laser-like focused when it matters. 


 


                        I did this job -- it's not as an 


 


               important job as he has -- in my area for 17 


 


               years.  When I did this job, I realized very 


 


               soon, you know, several years into my job that I 


 


               was addressing a much larger audience than I 


 


               should be addressing it.  And I should be a lot 


 


               more targeted and more strategic in where I 


 


               applied the little pressure that I had.  That's 


 


               my point. 


 


                   XXX:  I was going to say I think that 


 


               what you are saying is that having the right 


 


               message to the right members of Congress as the 


 


               funders is absolutely necessary.  But I do not 


 


               think it's sufficient. 


 


                        In fact, in something like DOE where, 


 


               ultimately, you have been talking all day about 


 


               how you demonstrate something actually happens, 


 







               if you don't have a message on the other side to 


 


               both the research community that's going to do 


 


               the work and the private sector that's actually 


 


               going to make it happen, then you end up with a 


 


               program that pretty soon people are saying they 


 


               are going to be with their lobbyists saying you 


 


               don't have to do this, they are not getting 


 


               anywhere, we will do it. 


 


                        And in a budget constrained 


 


               environment, you need all the allies you can 


 


               get. 


 


                   XXX:  The other important audience is 


 


               actually internal to the department.  We have 


 


               gone around and spent a lot of time appointing 


 


               other groups from the different energy offices, 


 


               Office of Science to talk in sessions like this. 


 


                        And the variance in the opinions about 


 


               what the DOE should be doing, is doing and so on 


 


               is astounding. 


 


                        So just -- and that's really what we 


 


               need to work on first, what is the story that we 


 


               can then tune it and target it and so on.  But 


 


               we still don't quite have the story. 


 


                   XXX:  So the internal audience is key 


 


               to get everybody headed in the same direction. 


 


               And that sometimes takes, you know, time and you 


 


               got to get through chain management in order to 


 


               get everybody headed in that direction. 


 


                   XXX:  If you look at the Pentagon, 







 


               which started under McNamara six or seven years 


 


               as secretary in the late '60s, that was the 


 


               beginning of an analytic framework for how the 


 


               defense budget was spent.  And it took 20 years 


 


               to get that bedded down inside the department. 


 


                   XXX:  Could I suggest the message is -- 


 


               we simply we have no other choice, ultimately. 


 


               We have to figure out how to take solar energy 


 


               and use it for both clean fuels.  And I believe 


 


               there was a national academy report that -- 


 


                   XXX:  Why does it have to be solar 


 


               says the guy who is a nuclear physicist?  We 


 


               need to take some kind of energy and make good 


 


               fuels. 


 


                   XXX:  We need carbon.  We need 


 


               renewable sources of carbon.  And you are not 


 


               going to do that.  And you are not going to do 


 


               that geothermally.  You are going to have to do 


 


               that through carbon fixation.  You are going to 


 


               do that through solar energy. 


 


                   XXX:  Hearing you talk, XXX, it came 


 


               to me -- this is very familiar the idea of 


 


               getting the people together at the DOE. 


 


                        And I realized my wife is a public 


 


               school teacher and she has been doing it for 27 


 


               years and has had five principals in that time. 


 


               And sort of the mentality amongst the teachers 


 


               is -- and she is a very inspired teacher at a 


 







               relatively inspired school. 


 


                        But, nevertheless, the mentality is, 


 


               oh, we got a new principal with a new idea, but 


 


               this too will pass. 


 


                        And so I think you have got these 


 


               career people with their own ideas and their own 


 


               thoughts about what's going on.  And they are 


 


               kind of like this too will pass. 


 


                        What's needed in the challenge -- and 


 


               it's not easily, obviously, and you, obviously, 


 


               think about it more than I do -- is how to 


 


               transform that culture to say we really are 


 


               going to change and what's necessary to make 


 


               that happen. 


 


                   XXX:  XXX, with the perspective of 


 


               some distance now, how to we do that? 


 


                   XXX:  First of all, it's not 


 


               impossible.  It's not a case of giving up. 


 


                        It is strategic.  And, you know, again, 


 


               don't let the perfect be the enemy of the good 


 


               or the gratuitous expressions apply here. 


 


                        Just don't try to get in through the 


 


               front door all the time, try to get in through 


 


               the side door.  Build partnerships. 


 


                        Some longevity in a position is 


 


               important, of course, so that you can be trusted 


 


               after awhile when you have given your word and 


 


               you haven't gone on.  And you build things.  It 


 


               does happen. 







 


                   XXX:  I think you have to create the 


 


               vision, communicate the vision and then act on 


 


               the vision. 


 


                        Everybody sees, okay, he does mean -- 


 


               his behavior is supported by what he said he was 


 


               going to do. 


 


                   XXX:  How important is the 


 


               organizational structure as aligned with the 


 


               vision?  Or can you make it work with -- we have 


 


               a particular organization in the department 


 


               right now and that comes not only -- is it 


 


               expressed not only in the offices in people who 


 


               talk with one another, but in the way in which 


 


               funds are allocated, the way in which the 


 


               activities are overseen by Congress. 


 


                   XXX:  It's nice to reorganize if you 


 


               have the ability.  But it isn't necessary.  You 


 


               can work around the system, if again you 


 


               build the right personal human connections. 


 


                        Again, I harp back to the examples I 


 


               lived through. 


 


                        In the global change program, we ran 


 


               the program.  We were all low-level individuals. 


 


               But we conspired with an important and not 


 


               important, but very active, very dynamic, very 


 


               creative OMB examiner.  So through the first 


 


               several years of the program, we overruled our 


 


               boss and our bosses' bosses because we had 


 







               managed to govern through the purpose, you know, 


 


               funding. 


 


                        And so we didn't particularly care or 


 


               we didn't appear in all the (inaudible) and we 


 


               are listed as principals in all these documents 


 


               at that came out.  We were making things happen 


 


               and that was our -- that was our thrill. 


 


                        Eventually, when we became these people 


 


               that were listed, we weren't as effective. 


 


                   XXX:  But if you want the most 


 


               efficient impact for what you are doing, you 


 


               argue you would want to organize, you know, be 


 


               supportive of that.  And I would say you also 


 


               want to have continuity between administrations. 


 


                   XXX:  The program is 20 years old 


 


               and it's going on.  It's the global change 


 


               program. 


 


                   XXX:  I'm saying as a general 


 


               concept.  We, as XXX, if you want to make 


 


               something happen, you have to make it happen, 


 


               it's going to be how difficult is it going to be 


 


               in that situation. 


 


                   XXX:  I don't think we could have 


 


               done any better than we did. 


 


                   XXX:  But changing the organization is 


 


               difficult.  That's a lot of time and resources 


 


               that you got to put the energy behind. 


 


                        If the current organization can do the 


 


               job, it's much better to do it -- 







 


                   XXX:  Let me bang on the current 


 


               organization for a minute.  I have gotten in 


 


               trouble for saying this, but it's just factual. 


 


                        When you look at the org chart in the 


 


               department, you have to go down to the assistant 


 


               below the assistant secretary level in each of 


 


               the offices, to the deputy secretary in FEE, in 


 


               NE to find a career person. 


 


                        There is nothing that endures and ties 


 


               the department together.  And I think that's a 


 


               fundamental structure failure. 


 


                   XXX:  Let me add it's an unidentified 


 


               person to make this comment. 


 


                        My comment is the human resource.  If 


 


               we are going to suggest to more for DOE that we 


 


               have 10 or 15 percent of our portfolios kill on 


 


               an annual basis, do we have the right people to 


 


               make that position inside of that DOE. 


 


                        And I worry that in some programs we do 


 


               not have the right people in the right position 


 


               to make that decision. 


 


                        So with that, are we going to change 


 


               our personnel policies to have some minimum 


 


               background to hire in the positions. 


 


                        That's are -- or are we going to 


 


               establish external technical committees to make 


 


               at that decision on behalf of DOE. 


 


                   XXX:  They can advise. 


 







                   XXX:  Talking about working together 


 


               and marshaling resources, there is certainly a 


 


               lot of loyalty and competition between the 


 


               different national labs. 


 


                        And there have been lots of attempts to 


 


               prevent stove piping.  But it's very entrenched. 


 


                   XXX:  Let me make another comment on 


 


               the personnel issues.  If you go to the Office 


 


               of Science and you look at the people working in 


 


               program management there, you know, very good 


 


               people and they are in it for the science.  You 


 


               know, otherwise, they would be in a university 


 


               or national lab or something. 


 


                        Whereas, you get to the more applied 


 


               technologies, you have people who can and often 


 


               do have as much impact and make more money 


 


               personally by working at an industry.  There is 


 


               that other avenue that you tonight have so much 


 


               in the sciences. 


 


                        And I think that influences the kind of 


 


               people on average that we can attract into the 


 


               federal government, not to say that there aren't 


 


               some very good people.  But it's a factor. 


 


                   XXX:  That's why I worry about 


 


               whatever portfolio.  I'm struggling with the 


 


               same question to high risk, high reward and 


 


               should you have a metric I am going to kill a 


 


               certain percentage of my program. 


 


                        If you really are managing a portfolio 







 


               well, that's what should occur.  I do worry 


 


               about seeing a specific target and there -- it 


 


               should be easy to irrationally achieve the 


 


               targets.  It's the discipline behind that. 


 


               What's the justification behind that. 


 


                   XXX:  You know, if you had a fixed 


 


               budget and you want to have programs and you, 


 


               therefore, had to eliminate programs to add 


 


               programs, that's another driver. 


 


                        If you have to go in and get more money 


 


               to add new programs, somebody probably ought to 


 


               be asking and what is it that you eliminated 


 


               before you showed up here. 


 


                   XXX:  It's a zero sum game.  It's a 


 


               function of you need to kill more when you get 


 


               to a later stage. 


 


                   XXX:  All right.  We have reached the 


 


               appointed hour. 


 


                        You know, quality discussion has been 


 


               great.  I very much value the experience, the 


 


               diversity of experience that we have had around 


 


               the table.  I think it's been really useful. 


 


                        These do keep getting better and 


 


               better, these kinds of suggestions.  And this 


 


               has followed the mode. 


 


                        So thanks much.  If you have further 


 


               thoughts, send me or Asa, Avi, Laurel, Mike an 


 


               E-mail.  We may be back in touch with specific 


 







               follow-ups later on.  Thanks much. 


 


                                     (End of meeting.) 
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Natural Gas for Transportation


Facts:
• Proven U.S. reserves have grown enormously over the last several years


• Natural gas is far cheaper than in recent past & far cheaper than petroleum
• Reserves suggest it will remain cheap for a long time


What do we do with all this natural gas???


• Reason to believe we will be using more of it in the transportation sector


Issue:
How to use in Transportation?


• CNG/LNG
• Gas-to-various liquids (diesel, gasoline, propane, methanol, etc.)
• Make electricity for EVs
• Others?
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Outlook for Natural Gas in 
Transportation


• Current activity


– Medium- and heavy-duty engine & vehicle-integration awards


– Update of HD engines and vehicle product offerings long overdue


– Create competition in the >9 liter engine space


• Future thoughts


– LNG for heavy-duty, long-haul trucks


– Limited-range bi-fuel CNG/gasoline for light duty with home fueling –


a natural gas “Pipe-In Vehicle”


– Range of ~100 miles on CNG


– Currently, 3 gallon gasoline equiv. tank for CNG is $300 retail


– Limits cost differential with NG car but enables cheaper fuel for 


daily use – per EPRI study 40 mile range covers vast majority of 


light-duty miles traveled
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Back of Envelope Energy 
Analysis – Current Technology


Difference between using NG for power generation and in vehicle 


Power plant (η=45%) Transmission (η=92%) Electric propulsion (η=65%)


3600 psi comp. (η=95%) LD Engine (η=20%) Drivetrain (η=90%)


LNG (η=70%) HD Engine (η=26%) Drivetrain (η=90%)


= 17%


=  27%  


= 16%


X


XX


XX


X
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Cryogenic Fuel Storage:


Several days before boil-off


Current incremental cost ~$18K


70%


~30% WTW h


Petroleum reduction: 99%


Lifecycle Cost of Driving:
Payback Period: 1.5 years


Breakeven diesel price: $2.95


Fuel+Tank Weight: 1600 lbs


Fuel+Tank Volume: 200 gal
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Heavy Truck in 2020 – LNG ICE
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Fuel Sensitivity (AEO2011)


Fuel Cost


Fuel Storage Cost


Battery Cost


Power Electronics Cost


Powerplant Cost, without Battery or PEEM


Non-Powertrain non-Fuel Tank Cost
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